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Abstract
This PhD thesis evaluated the applicability of Climate-Based Daylight Modelling (CBDM)
as it is presently done. The objectives stated in this thesis aimed at broadly assessing ap-
plicability by looking at multiple aspects: (i) the way CBDM is used by expert researchers
and practitioners; (ii) how state-of-the-art simulation techniques compare to each other
and how they are affected by uncertainty in input factors; (iii) how the simulated results
compare with data measured in real occupied spaces.
The answers obtained from a web-based questionnaire portrayed a variety of work-
flows used by different people to perform similar, if not the same, evaluations. At the
same time, the inter-model comparison performed to compare the existing simulation
techniques revealed significant differences in the way the sky and the sun are recreated by
each technique. The results also demonstrated that some of the annual daylight metrics
commonly required in building guidelines are sensitive to the choice of simulation tool,
as well as other input parameters, such as climate data, orientation and material optical
properties. All the analyses were carried out on four case study spaces, remodelled from
existing classrooms that were the subject of a concurrent research study that monitored
their interior luminous conditions. A large database of High Dynamic Range images was
collected for that study, and the luminance data derived from these images could be used
in this work to explore a new methodology to calibrate climate-based daylight models.
The results collected and presented in this dissertation illustrate how, at the time of
writing, there is not a single established common framework to follow when performing
CBDM evaluations. Several different techniques coexist but each of them is characterised
by a specific domain of applicability.
Keywords: Climate-Based Daylight Modelling, Building Performance Simulation, Daylight-
ing, Radiance, Annual Daylight Metrics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Daylight has been long considered an integral part of the architectural features of a build-
ing. Aside from the aesthetic characteristics that it can provide, there are also practical
implications related to daylight. The use of natural light to illuminate indoor spaces
was one of the strategies to reduce energy consumption due to electrical lighting systems
(Griffith et al., 2007). This specific benefit became less pronounced with the introduc-
tion of LED lamps, which consume very little energy themselves. Nonetheless, daylight
is generally – and instinctively – recognised as contributing to people’s indoor health
and wellbeing. An increasing number of studies are looking into the correlation between
daylight levels and occupants’ visual comfort, as well as circadian rhythm entrainment,
productivity and several other non-visual factors. Yet, the implications for architectural
design are not fully understood and more research is needed to achieve practical conclu-
sions (Aries et al., 2013).
However, even though the discussion around appropriate daylight levels is still open
and evolving, one of the tools currently available to help designers and engineers in their
decisions is Building Performance Simulation (BPS) (Hensen and Lamberts, 2012). The
use of computer simulation can help in all design stages, as well as for post-occupancy eval-
uations. From the 1950s, daylight assessments were limited to the Daylight Factor (DF)
calculation, either analytical or simulated. Nowadays, to meet the challenges posed by
new researches on the importance of daylight, as well as to accurately represent increas-
ingly complex window technologies, the traditional methods of assessing daylight indoors
became insufficient. New simulation techniques, able to take into account building ori-
entation, sky conditions and local climate, were introduced and grouped under the name
climate-based daylight modelling (CBDM). New metrics that could summarise the annual
daylight performance of buildings were devised and incorporated into design guidelines.
This is evidence of how the role of daylighting in BPS became more prominent and the
complexity of this discipline is gradually being acknowledged. There have been very posi-
tive steps forward but, given the underlying complexity, more research is needed in several
fields to achieve a full understanding of the interaction between light, building and people.
Whilst recent literature describes many examples of novel daylight simulation features,
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e.g. scripts for parametric analysis, few (if any) studies have carried out a systematic
evaluation and benchmarking of multiple state-of-the-art CBDM techniques.
1.2 Aim & Objectives
The overall aim of the present research is to determine whether the current methods to
perform CBDM can be used effectively to assess the luminous performance of building
spaces.
The work required to reach the aim was subdivided into smaller tasks, each of them
specifically thought to resolve part of the main research question. The main objectives of
these smaller tasks were:
1. Understand how CBDM is currently applied by experts and by practitioners for
building performance evaluations;
2. Compare the latest techniques based on Radiance that are currently embedded in
commercial software or used by experts and test their limits;
3. Highlight the modelling assumptions that designers use when performing daylight
simulations and analyse how these influence the final annual results;
4. Relate the simulation outcomes to the luminous performance of the real classroom
spaces chosen as case studies.
The analysis of the current state-of-art, reached through objective 1, is informative for
the following steps of the study, as the researched simulation methods are already used
in practice. To conduct a meaningful study, it is important to take into account the es-
tablished workflows. The following two objectives (2, 3) are then approached through an
inter-model comparison that studies the different methods available, and through sensi-
tivity analysis of the possible model assumptions and input. Applicability and limitations
should therefore be addressed by these two objectives, leaving the last one (4) to assess the
accuracy of the methods. This last part of the study was not intended to be a validation.
The benchmark CBDM technique – the 4-component method – used throughout the work
was already thoroughly validated. It was nevertheless deemed essential and informative
to relate the simulation annual results to what is happening in real spaces, to gain an
understanding of the differences between simulation assumptions and real variability of
occupied spaces.
To clarify what was included or excluded in the investigation, and in absence of any
official definition to reference, a definition of CBDM was formulated for this study as
follows:
Climate-Based Daylight Modelling: The assessment of the luminous con-
ditions within the built environment that makes use of representative climate
data to recreate realistic sky luminance distributions, at hourly or sub-hourly
consecutive steps, by means of physically accurate lighting simulation tools.
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1.3 Thesis Structure
The thesis starts with the present Chapter, where aim and objectives are defined. It then
proceeds with a literature review on the subject of daylight measurement and modelling,
presented in Chapter 2. In the following Chapters, the objectives stated here are unfolded
as illustrated in Figure 1.1. For each objective, a method was chosen and reported within
Chapter 3, the results were presented in one of the three dedicated Chapters (4, 5 and 6)
and then discussed in Chapter 7, in the appropriate Section.
Capturing CBDM 
workflows 
Section 3.1 Inter-model 
comparison 
Section 3.2.2
Sensitivity Analysis 
Section 3.2.3
Comparison with 
real data 
Section 3.3
Objective 1 Objective 2 Objective 3 Objective 4
CBDM workflows 
Chapter 4
Analysis on CBDM results 
Section 3.2
Inter-model comparison and analysis 
Chapter 5
Comparison with 
real data 
Chapter 6
On the process 
Section 7.1
On CBDM methods and metrics 
Section 7.2
On the 
measurements 
Section 7.3
Aim
Methods
Results
Discussion
Figure 1.1: Scheme illustrating the development of each objective throughout the thesis. For
each objective, a method was constructed, then the results were presented and finally
discussed.
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Literature Review on Daylight
Measurement and Modelling
This Chapter collects the information found in the literature that is useful to understand
the basis and the development of climate-based daylight modelling (CBDM). As CBDM is
an area of Building Performance Simulation (BPS) with a strong reliance on real, represen-
tative data, the research progress in both the measuring and modelling fields was included.
The data and models developed to quantify the luminous conditions are presented first
(Section 2.1), followed by the theoretical framework that laid the foundations for the de-
velopment of CBDM (Sections 2.2 and 2.3). The review proceeds with an overview of the
practical applications of CBDM, starting with a presentation of state-of-the-art techniques
(Section 2.4) and the most common annual performance metrics (Section 2.5), ending with
examples of how CBDM was used in real projects (Section 2.6). Last, a note on some of
the latest evolutions in the wider lighting research, that could potentially influence the
future of CBDM, is reported in Section 2.7.
2.1 Quantifying Daylight
One of the most important simulation inputs for CBDM, as the name itself hints to,
is data about climate. To characterise correctly the luminous environment in which a
building sits, measurements would need to be taken at the building location. However, it
is not feasible to do such for each project, and more practical solutions had to be found.
As the following Sections will delineate, outdoor measurements are systematically
collected (Section 2.1.1) and post-processed to condense the desired climatic features in a
single year (Section 2.1.2). These climate data allow the ‘re-creation’ of the corresponding
sky conditions, through the application of Sky Models (Section 2.1.3). A realistic sky
luminance distribution can therefore be modelled in the simulation process. CBDM can be
performed on existing buildings as well, e.g. for Post-Occupancy Evaluation (POE) or for
model calibrations; in those cases, an important set of measurements is composed by the
optical properties of the building and its surrounding, as well as the direct measurement
of the interior luminous levels (Section 2.1.4).
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2.1.1 Daylight outdoors
Photometric data, relative to the visible part of the solar spectrum, are rarely present
among the meteorological variables that are commonly measured by ground weather sta-
tions. Instead, data such as cloud cover and duration of sunshine are considered synoptic
data, i.e. data collected for weather forecasting, and they are therefore very common
(CIBSE, 2002). In recent years, the diffusion of photovoltaic systems favoured a bet-
ter coverage of radiometric records, which are measures of the complete solar spectrum,
with more stations acquiring the necessary instrumentation and with higher frequency
data increasingly collected. Most of the time, photometric data are therefore derived
from either synoptic or radiometric data, using daylight models. Mainly thanks to the
International Daylight Measurement Programme (IDMP), proclaimed by the Commission
Internationale de l’E´clairage (CIE) in 1991, more weather stations started collecting de-
tailed daylight measurements, and the science of daylight models and validations had
a sudden surge in research activities. Nevertheless, photometric measurements are still
sparse and the applications of such databases are not considered widespread enough to
justify accurate and expensive instrumentation in every weather station.
Figure 2.1: Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorder mounted at Chatsworth Hall, Bakewell, UK.
In the UK surface network, typical automated measurements related to sky conditions
are cloud amount and height of cloud base, which are combined with satellite measurements
to increase their accuracy in measuring cloud cover1. Another measurement that has been
routinely collected for over a century is the sunshine duration, historically provided by
Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorders and expressed in hours (shown in Figure 2.1). Due to
their inherent inaccuracies they were however substituted in some stations with automatic
1http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/guide/weather/observations-guide/uk-observations-network,
accessed 25/05/17.
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recorders, that employ differently exposed photodiodes to detect the presence of direct
sunlight. In both cases, the hours of sunshine are defined by the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) as the period of time in which the direct irradiance is higher than
120 W/m2 (Muneer et al., 2004).
Satellite measurements are now an integral part of the meteorological networks. In
most cases, image processing techniques are used to derive a per-pixel cloud-index value,
that is then used to obtain global horizontal and direct normal irradiances, through sev-
eral solar radiation models (Perez et al., 2002). The state-of-the-art satellite irradiance
measurements provided by different services for European locations were found to be
characterised by an uncertainty of ±17% for the global and ±34% for the direct nor-
mal components (Ineichen, 2014). While ground station networks are characterised by
a sparse spatial distribution and extremely short time steps (in the order of seconds),
satellite-based measurement of weather variable are formed by images with a high spatial
resolution, but a rather low temporal resolution (Janjai et al., 2008; Journe´e et al., 2012).
Journe´e et al. (2012) identified the sensitivity to temporal resolution to be key for the ac-
curacy of satellite-derived irradiance measures. The Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)
satellites currently employed takes snapshots at every 15 minutes, while ground stations
record short time integrated values. For example, the Royal Meteorological Institute of
Belgium (RMIB) take measurements at 5 s time steps, integrated over 10 minutes for
storage efficiency. The Meteosat Third Generation (MTG) satellites are expected to have
a 10 minutes resolution, and will be launched starting from 20212. That said, the main
point made by Journe´e et al. (2012) in their conclusions was that the best accuracy is
reached for combination of high resolution satellite images and measurements from ground
weather/radiometric stations.
Ground stations that are part of radiometric networks typically employ pyranometers
and pyrheliometers, for the measurement of horizontal and direct normal irradiance. The
former consists of a hemispherical glass dome under which a thermopile translates the
temperature difference into irradiance data; if the sky vault is fully exposed, the measured
quantity will refer to the global horizontal irradiance, whereas the diffuse component can
be measured with the use of a shading ring that obscures the sun path. A pyrheliometer
hosts the thermopile within a cylinder that follows the direction perpendicular to the
sun, recording the direct normal irradiance coming from a 6◦ aperture and centred on
the solar disc. The instrument corresponding to a pyranometer for the measurement of
visible light is called daylight sensor (or sometimes photometer). It is very similar in
construction to a pyranometer, and employs the same device for blocking the direct sun
when the diffuse component needs to be recorded, but the amount of light received on the
sensor is weighted by the CIE human eye standard photopic vision curve V (λ), so that
the measured values can be expressed in terms of illuminance (lux). This also means that
the spectral sensitivity is reduced from a range of 335 – 2200 nm (pyranometers) to the
visible range of 400 – 700 nm (Muneer et al., 2004).
2http://www.eumetsat.int/website/home/Satellites/FutureSatellites/
MeteosatThirdGeneration/index.html, accessed 09/05/17.
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To measure the distribution in light that comes directly from the sky vault, excluding
the sun direct contribution, sky scanners are used, although they can be found only
in ‘research class’ weather stations. Sky scanners take sequential measurements of the
average sky luminance over patches about 10◦ wide, rotating in both azimuth and altitude
and covering approximately 70% of the sky vault (Tregenza, 1987).
More recently, measurement of the sky luminance with High Dynamic Range (HDR)
imaging and fish-eye lenses were used to capture the sky conditions over the full sky
hemisphere3. The calibrated images can be then directly used for simulation purposes,
identifying the skies with the traditional CIE classification (Souza et al., 2016), or directly
recreating a more realistic sky than those derived from mathematical or empirical models,
with a technique called Image Based Lighting (IBL) (Inanici and Hashemloo, 2016; Piderit
et al., 2014).
2.1.2 Climate files
Weather data can be measured with appropriate instrumentation, as described in the
previous Sections. However, they represent the instantaneous conditions related to a
specific instance at a specific location, and the pattern in which they appear might never
repeat equally. Instead, each geographical region can be characterised by its climate,
which represent the prevailing conditions during long periods of time. The terms weather
and climate are sometimes used interchangeably, but it is actually the climate that should
be considered for BPS.
Long-term measured weather data require processing before being employed in building
simulation software as climate information: missing data need to be filled in by interpolat-
ing near values; some quantities may need to be derived from the measured ones through
the use of theoretical or empirical models; and data from multiple years are combined into
a single year, selecting them on the basis of the intended use of the climate file. One of
the classifications used to identify different types of climate files for building performance
simulation is:
Actual meteorological years Collected data as measured in the weather stations;
Standard meteorological years Compiled from actual data to represent typical con-
ditions for a specific locale;
Extreme climate data Compiled from actual data to represent extreme conditions for
a specific locale;
Synthetic climate data Temporally and spatially interpolated to generate data for any
location, even far from the actual ground stations where the raw data were recorded;
Future climate data Morphed from actual data to incorporate the effects of climate
change.
3http://terrestriallight.com/conc/, accessed 28/05/17.
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For daylighting evaluations, the standard meteorological years are the most commonly
used, in the same format as they are found from sources providing climate data for general
building performance simulation, such as the EnergyPlus website4, or national agencies
and institutions. In the UK, the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers
(CIBSE) offers climate files for 14 locations5. When the design site is far from all locations
listed in this type of databases, synthetic climate data can be used too, for example from
Meteonorm6 or the Solargis service7; these data are usually derived from interpolation
between several ground stations and combined with satellite measurements.
The EnergyPlus database offers typical climate year in a specific format, optimised
for building simulation, called EPW or E/E format (Crawley et al., 1999). The columns
concerned with radiometric and photometric data that are used in CBDM are reported
in Table 2.1, together with their header and unit. For each hourly time step, a flag code
is specified in the sixth column of the files, to indicate the source of the data and their
uncertainty range.
Table 2.1: Column indices in the EPW format that are related to solar and sky data, with corre-
sponding units.
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 23 24
Global
Hori-
zontal
Radia-
tion
Direct
Normal
Radia-
tion
Diffuse
Hori-
zontal
Radia-
tion
Global
Hori-
zontal
Illumi-
nance
Direct
Normal
Illumi-
nance
Diffuse
Hori-
zontal
Illumi-
nance
Zenith
Lumi-
nance
Total
Sky
Cover
Opaque
Sky
Cover
Wh/m2 Wh/m2 Wh/m2 lux lux lux cd/m2 1–10 1–10
Among the various sources of climate files that form the EnergyPlus database, the
International Weather Year for Energy Calculations (IWEC) Data cover the largest area,
with 227 locations spread around the world outside the USA and Canada (which are
covered by the TMY3 and CWEC databases, respectively). The raw data were collected
hourly for up to 18 years, from 1982 to 1999, at surface stations. The method used to
construct reference years for each location is meticulously described in Thevenard and
Brunger (2001). For solar radiation data, the only available input value obtained from
continuous measurements at weather stations was typically the Cloud Cover, or Total
Cloud Amount. From this value, the empirical Kasten model was employed to derive
global horizontal solar irradiation (Kasten and Czeplak, 1980). To obtain the separate
amounts of diffuse and beam irradiation from the global, the model created by Perez
et al. (1991) was applied. In addition to these models, as the EPW format required
photometric data too, the relationship found in Perez et al. (1990) was used to calculate
global, diffuse and beam illuminance from irradiance values. To compile typical years,
the Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) procedure was followed, by sorting the months
by the smallest deviation from the long-term variation of all the weather data in the file,
4https://energyplus.net/weather, accessed on 06/05/17.
5http://www.cibse.org/knowledge/cibse-weather-data-sets, accessed on 06/05/17.
6http://www.meteonorm.com, accessed on 06/05/17.
7http://solargis.com, accessed 25/05/17.
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i.e. by their Finkelstein-Schafer index (Finkelstein and Schafer, 1971). Each type of data
was given a weight, and solar radiation accounted for the 40% of the selection index – the
same as dry bulb temperature. Dew point temperature and wind speed were given 10%
each. It is worth mentioning that the latest TMY3 procedure for locations in the USA
used a slightly different weighting system, following the Sandia method and giving solar
radiation the highest weight of 50%, equally divided between global and direct radiation
(Wilcox and Marion, 2008).
As Thevenard and Brunger (2001) fairly pointed out, accuracy issues might arise from
the use of multiple models to derive illuminance quantities:
“There should be a very legitimate concern about ‘piling up’ models as we did
for the production of IWEC files. [...] Even if one hopes that, on average,
diffuse illuminance is properly calculated by this succession of models, there
is no doubt that a comparison of hourly values contained in the IWEC files
to values that would be measured at the same site would not be very good.
Unfortunately, there is little that can be done to alleviate this problem. Until
good quality measured data become available to test the combination of models,
the best that can be done is to use some caution and judgement when using
these calculated values.”
In the UK, CIBSE leads the creation, maintenance and distribution of climate data
for building design. It offers datasets of typical and extreme climate conditions, in the
formats of the Test Reference Year (TRY) and the Design Summer Year (DSY). Table
2.2 reports the relevant data for CBDM that can be found in a CIBSE TRY climate file.
Table 2.2: Column indices in the CIBSE TRY format that are related to solar and sky data.
7 13 14
Cloud amount Global Radia-
tion
Diffuse Radia-
tion
1–8 W/m2 W/m2
The latest release of CIBSE climate data was 2016, it included 14 locations and was
derived from actual meteorological data collected between 1984 and 2013. The actual
measured data were sourced from the British Atmospheric Data Centre (BADC), and
cloud cover (in Oktas) was the only indication of the sky conditions. An empirical model,
described by Muneer et al. (2004), was applied to derive global and diffuse irradiance
from cloud cover, which were then inserted in the standard file format (Levermore and
Parkinson, 2006). The methodology followed to compile typical meteorological years made
use of the Finkelstein-Schafer index, as previously described for IWEC data. The most
average months were then selected using the ISO method, which assigns an equal weight
of 33% to cloud cover, temperature and humidity (Eames et al., 2015).
There exists an additional dataset of climate files for the UK. The University of Exeter
released climate files for 45 locations, as part of the Prometheus Project, which led to the
creation of probabilistic future climate files based on the UKCP09 projection methodology
9
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Table 2.3: Standard meteorological year currently available for locations in UK, compiled from
data collected at ground stations over a number of years.
Source Baseline Data Format Locations Measured Sky Data
IWEC 1982 - 1999 EPW 10 Cloud Cover
CIBSE 1984 - 2013 TRY 14 Cloud Cover
Prometheus 1961 - 1990 EPW 45 Sunshine Fraction / Cloud Cover
(Eames et al., 2010). The ‘control’ datasets consists of TRY files based on BADC data from
the period 1961–1990, formatted as EPW files. The ‘control’ data were made available
for comparison between present and future conditions when using the probabilistic future
climate, as some of the models used within the UKCP09 Weather Generator differed from
those used to create CIBSE TRY and a direct comparison with the latter is therefore
not advisable, as stated on the Read Me document available on the project’s website8.
One of the differing models was the one used to calculate solar radiation. The output
provided by the UKCP09 Weather Generator consisted in hourly values for sunshine
fraction (measured), diffuse radiation and direct radiation (probably modelled, but no
exact information was found to confirm this). The cloud cover was derived from sunshine
fraction and expressed in Oktas for consistency with the CIBSE TRY files.
Standard climate files as described so far were all created by compiling multi-years
series of measured data from surface stations. An alternative source that started to
emerge in recent years comes from satellite-based data. Several research projects worked
on the creation of climate datasets offering global horizontal solar irradiation data collected
from geostationary satellites – e.g. Satel-Light, HelioClim, NASA-SSE (Wald et al., 2002;
Blanc et al., 2011) – and over the years a sufficient number of continuous measurements
to compile TMY-like files were collected9. Rather than relying on the typical climate of
the closest weather station, satellite-based datasets allows a spatial continuity over the
territory without the need of interpolation, thanks to the high resolution of the image
data.
The spatial resolution of British climate file datasets for building simulation was dis-
cussed in Eames et al. (2012); however, the primary concern in that work was thermal
modelling, and it was noted by the authors that solar radiation had a smaller spatial
variability over the UK than temperature. The need for higher spatial resolution reported
in the conclusions do not necessarily apply to daylight evaluations. As far as the author
is aware, no similar studies focussing on daylighting applications were conducted.
The temporal resolution necessary for the calculation of annual daylight metrics was
investigated in a paper by Iversen et al. (2012b). It was found that using time steps of 1
minute rather than 1 hour did not lead to any significant variation in Lighting Dependency
(LD) results (analysed for multiple thresholds)10. The 1 minute resolution climate files
were generated using the stochastic Skartveit-Olseth method (Skartveit and Olseth, 1992),
from the same hourly standard climate year they were compared to. Skartveit and Olseth
8http://emps.exeter.ac.uk/media/universityofexeter/research/microsites/prometheus/pdfs/
Weather_File_Read_Me.pdf, accessed on 07/05/17.
9http://www.soda-pro.com/soda-products, accessed 07/05/17.
10For a detailed definition of all annual daylight metrics, see Section 2.5.
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(1992) stated that this kind of stochastic model does not reach the same variability that can
be recorded in reality for sub-hourly steps, and using finer temporal resolution standard
data might lead to higher differences than what was found in their analysis, especially
when investigating short-term trends. A previous work by Walkenhorst et al. (2002)
compared the difference in annual electric energy demand when using 1 minute or 1 hour
resolution measured irradiance data; the conclusion stressed the need for temporally finer
datasets, possibly measured directly at shorter time steps or, if the option is not available,
stochastically sub-hourly interpolated.
In Iversen et al. (2012b), standard climate files for Copenhagen available from different
sources were compared; annual LD results were in good agreement when using IWEC
data, Meteonorm, or Danish DRY (Design Reference Year). In a similar way, a paper by
Bellia et al. (2015) focussed on the sensitivity of other CBDM metrics (DA300, DAcon,
UDI100−2000, and Annual Light Exposure) to the source of climate data, comparing the
following datasets: IWEC, Meteonorm, Satel-Light and European TRY. The analysis
was repeated for five different European locations (Copenhagen, London, Nancy, Milan,
Rome), classified by the Ko¨ppen scheme as being characterised by different climates. The
modelled room had a single aperture, facing North, and the direct solar component was
therefore not accounted for. While IWEC, Meteonorm and Satel-Light data generally led
to similar results, using TRY standard years resulted in a significant decrease of annual
metrics values.
2.1.3 Sky models
For daylight simulation purposes, data about the illuminance on horizontal or tilted sur-
faces alone cannot be used directly. Reconstructing the directionality and the variability
that characterise each sky condition is not straightforward. If the simulation aims at
recreating realistic sky conditions, but direct measurements of the sky luminance are not
available, then sky luminance distribution models need to be used. Sky models are usually
represented as numerical functions of the altitude (θ) and azimuth (α) over the sky hemi-
sphere, and may accept climate data as input to normalise the luminance distribution.
The first and simplest sky model was Lambert’s uniform luminance sky, used to deter-
mine the Sky Factor (visible fraction of the sky from an internal space) (Reinhart, 2011;
Kittler et al., 2012) and still common practice for the British “Right-to-Light” laws (SLL,
2014) and for the Australian Green Building Council energy rating scheme11. Later on,
Moon and Spencer introduced the gradient luminance distribution currently used for the
determination of the Daylight Factor (DF), known as Overcast Sky (Moon and Spencer,
1942). Their formulation, reported in Equation 2.1, was defined as the Standard Overcast
Sky by the CIE in 1955. This Equation was formulated to represent the indoor luminous
worst case scenario, i.e. a sky completely covered by thick cloud layers, where the sun is
not visible at all and the distribution is therefore equal in all directions. In Moon and
Spencer’s formulation, the zenith luminance (Lz) is three times that of the horizon. But
11Report template available at http://www.gbca.org.au/uploads/147/35475/IEQ_Visual%20Comfort_
daylight%20report_template_Draft_D1.pdf, accessed 14/07/14.
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there exist other formulations with different coefficients than b = 2 (Muneer et al., 2004).
The angle θ is considered as the angle between the zenith and the point of luminance Lθ.
Lθ = Lz
1 + b cos θ
1 + b
(2.1)
where:
Lθ = luminance at the considered point [lx]
Lz = luminance at the zenith [lx]
b = gradient coefficient
θ = angle between the zenith and the considered point
With the increasing need for more ‘realistic’ descriptions of the sky luminance distri-
bution, through the years the CIE added more models to the first Standard Overcast Sky,
starting from the Clear Sky, derived by Kittler in 1967 and introduced as a CIE Standard
in 1973 (Reinhart, 2011). As it was found that several locations were characterised by
skies different from both the Overcast and the Clear formulations for most of the year,
an alternative description was then proposed, termed the Intermediate sky by Nakamura
et al. (1985). These three sky models, all adopted as CIE Standard Skies, are represented
in Figure 2.2 as obtained from the Radiance program gensky.
Trying to include all the possible sky variations in a single formulation, the Clear Sky
model was extended up to 15 general skies (five overcast, five clear and five transitional)
that rely on five parameters to describe the atmospheric conditions. This proposal was
accepted as the CIE General Sky Standard in 2003 (Darula and Kittler, 2002), although
the old Overcast Sky definition was kept for continuity (Tregenza, 2004).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.2: Hemispherical fisheye views of the three standard CIE sky types simulated with Ra-
diance gensky: Overcast day (a); Intermediate day (b); Clear day (c).
All of the CIE Standard Skies are defined by relative luminance distributions. The
identification of the most adequate sky to use in each climate condition required the com-
parison with highly detailed sky scan measurements (Tregenza, 2004). Trying to correctly
identify even the ‘classic’ Overcast Sky referring only to widely available climate data,
e.g. global or diffuse horizontal illuminance, proved to be a non-trivial task (Mardaljevic,
2004).
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Instead, the Perez All-Weather empirical data-fit model (Perez et al., 1993) became
widely applied in the field of daylight simulation, due to the limited number of data
required in input and to their wide availability. This is notwithstanding the fact that
there are some shortcomings in it, probably due to the fact that the data-fit was built
on data collected only at one location, i.e. Berkeley, CA. The model was later found to
under-predict luminance values for certain locations and to result in abnormally high lumi-
nance values for sun positions close to the horizon, particularly during overcast conditions
(Reinhart and Walkenhorst, 2001; Mardaljevic, 2008; McNeil and Lee, 2013).
The Radiance program gendaylit implemented the Perez All-Weather model, which
typically requires direct normal and diffuse horizontal irradiances, although it is also
possible to use the original Perez formulation (sky clearness and brightness), direct normal
and diffuse horizontal illuminance. An additional option allows for the specification of
global horizontal irradiance alone, using the Erbs model (Erbs et al., 1982). The conversion
from radiometric data to photometric data is performed through another model proposed
by Perez et al. (1987), namely a luminous efficacy model.
A different approach to generate sky luminance distributions that can represent vari-
able sky conditions used blends of two out of the three ‘classic’ CIE Standard Sky models
(Mardaljevic, 2008).
2.1.4 Daylight indoors
For building design purposes, the principal aim of recreating the luminous exterior envi-
ronment is to evaluate the indoor luminous conditions. The traditional method to quantify
indoor illumination relied on the Daylight Factor (DF), a concept first introduced by Trot-
ter in 1895 (Walsh, 1951). The DF was created as a measure of daylight access within a
building, independently of the actually occurring conditions. The metric is defined as the
ratio between the simultaneous internal and external horizontal illuminance values, and it
is therefore a relative measure, often expressed as a percentage. The external conditions
were assumed to be characterised by the CIE Standard Overcast Sky, to allow for a simple
static formulation. While this could be considered the worst case scenario in climates such
as the UK, the DF definition increasingly appeared to be an over-simplification that did
not help in identifying a wider range of issues related to daylight (Nabil and Mardaljevic,
2006). For example, the excessive levels of illumination that can lead to overheating and
glare problems need to be considered in a design.
The DF also proved difficult to be measured and verified in completed buildings.
The presence of a ‘true’ overcast sky is not easy to determine, and the practicalities
of taking simultaneous measurements inside and outside (with a complete view of the
sky hemisphere) are often challenging. Thus, most of the times this kind of assessment
was limited to the measurements of illuminance in scale models, under artificial skies.
Evaluations carried out with scale models were however found to be prone to significant
errors, with expected over-predictions in excess of 20% (Cannon-Brookes, 1997).
The Average Daylight Factor (ADF) can be calculated analytically using the formula
reported in Eq. 2.2, where: T is the diffuse light transmittance of the glazing system,
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including maintenance factor; AW is the net area of the window, i.e. only the area actually
transmitting light, without considering the frames; θ is the angle of visible sky, measured
in degrees starting from the centre of the window and reaching the portion of the sky
visible from that point; A is the total area of the enclosing internal surfaces, including
the windows; R is the area-weighted reflectance of those interior surfaces (CIBSE/SLL,
2012).
ADF =
TAW θ
A(1−R2) (2.2)
where:
T = diffuse light transmittance of the glazing system
AW = net area of the window [m
2]
θ = angle of visible sky
A = total area of enclosing interior surfaces [m2]
R = area-weighted reflectance of enclosing interior surfaces
Illuminance, i.e. the amount of visible light falling onto a surface, in interior spaces
can be measured with portable or fixed illuminance meters (also called lux meters), that
detect light falling onto a photosensitive, cosine corrected sensor and are expressed in
lux or klx (see Figure 2.3). Luminance, i.e. the amount of visible light that is emitted
from a surface in a given direction, can be measured using handheld or fixed luminance
meters and is expressed in cd/m2. This kind of instrument provides spot measurements
of a small target area, while a recent imaging technique allows to capture entire scenes
at once, with their pixel-by-pixel luminance data. This technique is called High Dynamic
Range (HDR) – or HDRI, for Imaging – and has rapidly been widely adopted in the
lighting community. HDR images are formed by several Low Dynamic Range (LDR)
photos, e.g. in .jpg format, with different exposure settings. These are then assembled
together, weighted by a response function characteristic for each camera sensor and lenses,
to form a physically realistic rendition of the scene brightness (Inanici, 2006).
Other instruments and tools are used to determine surface optical properties, an impor-
tant factor in the modelling of light transmission and reflection within a space. Portable
spectrophotometers can be employed for this, as they are able to detect the spectrum of
the reflected diffuse light, thus the surface colour, as well as the gloss component gener-
ated by the surface specularity. A simpler and more affordable means to assess surface
reflectance properties was provided by the Society of Light and Lighting (SLL) in their
Lighting Guide 11, which was accompanied by a reflectance sample card that works as
a reference for several combinations of colours and light sources (SLL and NPL, 2001).
There are also indirect methods to derive diffuse reflectance, by using simultaneous lumi-
nance and illuminance measurements (Mardaljevic et al., 2015a; Brembilla et al., 2016).
For the characterisation of transmitting surfaces, i.e. the windows, it is common to
rely upon manufacturer descriptions of transmissivity properties, especially in the case of
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Figure 2.3: Hagner EC1-X illuminance meter, with sensor connected to the main device with a
flexible lead.
clear glazing. However, when the design includes shading systems and/or light redirecting
devices, also called Complex Fenestration System (CFS), their modelling is less straight-
forward, as their anisotropic properties are less readily available. Some examples of this
kind of systems are the ubiquitous Venetian blinds, the so-called light pipes, as well as
micro-prismatic films. For such systems, the accurate measurement of the optical prop-
erties can be obtained only through specialist instrumentation, mainly goniophotometers,
that are able to quantify the different materials’ transmittance/absorptance as a function
of the incident light direction (Andersen and Boer, 2006). The research on this part of
daylight technology and modelling is particularly active at the moment of writing (see
Section 2.3).
2.2 Climate-Based Daylight Modelling
The term climate-based daylight modelling was first coined in 2006 (Mardaljevic, 2006),
to describe what was defined here in the introduction as:
The assessment of the luminous conditions within the built environment that
makes use of representative climate data to recreate realistic sky luminance
distributions, at hourly or sub-hourly consecutive steps, by means of physically
accurate lighting simulation tools.
The development of the techniques and tools that brought the application of CBDM
in practice started long before the term was created. Already in 1982, software capable of
predicting the annual illuminance levels in a space under static sky conditions at hourly
steps was available, but the choice was limited to either the overcast or clear standard
sky distributions, normalised against cloud cover conditions (Selkowitz et al., 1982). As
the only daylight requirement in building regulation was the DF, most of the software
packages simply offered this kind of assessment, sometimes alongside static evaluations
of the illuminance levels under standard skies. Also, the computational power required
to simulate luminous conditions under continuous sky descriptions was too onerous for
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typical computing machines. One solution was to adopt simplified lighting redirection
models, such as the split-flux method, but these had several limitations affecting their
accuracy, especially for non regular architectural designs. Lighting simulation tools based
on radiosity methods were better in this regard, but they were lacking the ability to recre-
ate accurate specular reflections as ray-tracing techniques proved to do (Tsangrassoulis
and Bourdakis, 2003).
The success of CBDM can be arguably attributed to the combination of: (i) the realis-
tic recreation of sky luminance distributions based on real (or at least representative) data
of the external environment of the desired location, (ii) the added calculation efficiency
obtained by using the Daylight Coefficient method rather than continuous sky descrip-
tions, and (iii) a powerful and accurate lighting simulation engine, i.e. Radiance. A more
detailed account of the second and third points is given in the following two Sections (2.2.1
and 2.2.2).
2.2.1 The Daylight Coefficient method
The introduction of the Daylight Coefficient method sparked a significant increase in the
efficiency of daylight simulation tools. Proposed by Tregenza and Waters (1983), this
method is based on the concept that the relation between internal and external illumina-
tion is directly proportional, by a factor depending on the built form, which is assumed
constant. If both the working plane placed indoor and the outdoor sky vault can be subdi-
vided in finite elements, then the problem of predicting internal illuminances for different
sky conditions can be defined as a matrix multiplication in the form of Equation 2.3.
The constant factors that define their relationship are grouped in the Daylight Coefficient
matrix (DC). Once these factors are determined through lighting simulation tools, e.g.
Radiance, the DC matrix can be treated as invariant, and the internal illuminances for a
full year (E) can be obtained by simply iterating through the Sky matrix (S) that define
the typical sky luminance distribution for each hour of the year. The E matrix as reported
in Eq. 2.3 takes the shape 8760 × n (if hourly time steps are considered, including night
time), where n is the number of interior ‘virtual’ sensors. The DC matrix has a shape
equal to n×146, if the classic Tregenza sky subdivision is adopted, where the sky is formed
by 145 patches and one patch is used to represent the ground. The S matrix is formed by
146× 8760 elements, i.e. an array of sky luminance values for each hour of the year.
E
8760×n
= DC
n×146
× S
146×8760
(2.3)
The subdivision proposed by Tregenza came from the pattern that some sky scan-
ners follow when taking luminance measurements (Tregenza, 1987). The measurements
are taken from circular sky patches, but their averaged values are usually applied over
rectangular patches, to cover the entirety of the sky vault. Figure 2.4 illustrates this
subdivision scheme with a planar equidistant projection of the hemisphere. This specific
scheme was later refined to improve the accuracy in some applications (e.g. the 2-phase
method, see Section 2.4.3), by sub-dividing each patch in multiple smaller patches, except
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Figure 2.4: Sky vault subdivision as per Tregenza scheme, i.e. in 145 patches.
for the zenith and the ground ones. This process was named after Reinhart and is rep-
resented in Figure 2.5). The subdivision scheme is usually identified by the acronym MF
(Multiplication Factor), followed by the number of divisions on each patch side.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.5: Reinhart subdivisions of a single (a) Tregenza patch: (b) MF:2, (c) MF:3, (d) MF:4.
The Daylight Coefficients (DC) method was applied to computational tools already at
the beginning of the 90s (Littlefair, 1992), but widely relying on analytical and geometrical
computation. The use of lighting simulation engines was limited to the interior inter-
reflected calculation, and mainly to the radiosity method. However, a combination of
raytracing and radiosity techniques was suggested for complex daylighting systems, where
the former could account for specular reflections and refractions within the systems, and
the latter could then compute the following inter-reflections within the space. The role of
raytracing engines, Radiance in particular, became much more pronounced in the following
years.
2.2.2 The validation of Radiance-based methods
The concept of CBDM originated from a combination of existing theoretical models and
improvements obtained within the field of computer simulation in the late 80s. The newly
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created Radiance system became the preferred tool for the lighting research community
due to its physically accurate rendering capabilities (Reinhart and Fitz, 2006). The truth-
ful rendition of specular highlights was particularly appreciated, together with its efficient
simulation engine, based on backward raytracing and Monte Carlo ambient light sampling
strategy (Ward Larson et al., 1998).
Throughout the years, one of the main reasons for the long-lasting success of Radiance
was the rigorously accurate validation that accompanied most of its implementations
from the beginning, making it one of the most reliable tools currently used for lighting
simulation. One of the very first validations was carried out by Grynberg (1989), with
two studies: a quantitative one, where Radiance was compared with Superlite, although
the latter program could reproduce only diffuse reflectivity; and a qualitative one, where
images produced with Radiance were compared with the photographs taken in the real
spaces. The first of these two studies found a Relative Error (RE) lower than 13% between
the two considered software.
However, the validation that is considered crucial in establishing Radiance physical
accuracy was conducted later on by Mardaljevic (1995). Simultaneous long-term mea-
surements (almost one year) of exterior sky luminance and interior illuminance were col-
lected by the Building Research Establishment (BRE) at Garston, UK, as part of the
IDMP; they became the ideal database to test Radiance capabilities to re-simulate real-
istic sky conditions and provide accurate interior illuminance results (Mardaljevic, 2001).
The implementation of the Daylight Coefficient method in Radiance, in order to cal-
culate annual illuminance profiles, was also validated using the same database. After
the appropriate corrections on the modelled geometry and the exclusion of unreliable
measurements, the errors for clear glazed windows were found to be MBE ≤ 13% and
RMSE ≤ 24%12 (Mardaljevic, 2000b); this technique was later called the 4-component
method and is described in more detail in Section 2.4.1. Around the same time, another
program to perform annual simulations through the use of Radiance (although slightly
modified), of the DC method and of the Perez All-Weather sky model was proposed, with
the name DAYSIM (Reinhart, 2001). The validation of DAYSIM was carried out in a
South-West facing test room, with simultaneous measurements of the external irradiance,
direct and diffuse, and of the internal illuminance at three points on the working plane,
all at 2 m distance from the windows. The data were collected over one month (January)
in Freiburg, Germany. The errors found for the Interpolated mode (described in Section
2.4.2 and implemented in commercial software available at the moment of writing) were
MBE ≤ 8% and RMSE ≤ 24% (Reinhart and Walkenhorst, 2001). DAYSIM played a very
important role in the diffusion of CBDM, as it was arguably the first method to provide
these capabilities along with a graphic interface to ‘end users’.
Following these extensive validations, Radiance became widely recognised as one of the
most reliable lighting simulation tools for both research and design applications (Reinhart
and Fitz, 2006), especially when dealing with clear glazing systems. The validations of the
4-component method and DAYSIM included the modelling of light-shelves and Venetian
12For a definition of MBE and RMSE, see Appendix C.
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blinds, respectively, but more validation work on reliable simulation of optically complex
systems was developed in the following years. Radiance capabilities to efficiently simulate
so-called Complex Fenestration System (CFS), described in Section 2.3, necessitated the
formulation of new methodologies, and so requiring additional validations. Within the
suite of different material types available in Radiance, the trans and transdata materials
were thought to describe diffusing elements with a specular component, with or without
angular dependency. The validation carried out by Reinhart and Andersen (2006) proved
that the simulation errors in the presence of such window systems were even lower than
the errors previously found for clear glazing, in the order of MBE ≤ 9% and RMSE ≤ 19%.
This finding was explained by the fact that one of the greatest source of errors is the access
of direct sunlight into the room, which is characterised by high intensity and directionality,
i.e. sharp gradients. As the translucent panels blocked most of the direct component, the
simulation effectively concerned diffuse light only. The characterisation of the system was
obtained via measurements with a goniophotometer, able to describe the angle-dependent
light transmission and reflection by a Bidirectional Transmittance Distribution Function
(BTDF) and Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF). In the paper,
rather than directly inserting these functions into the simulation, they were translated
into the information needed by trans and transdata material to describe that specific
optical behaviour. It was noted that only the transmittance and reflectance of direct
light can be a function of the incident angle in a transdata definition, while the diffuse
component is always treated as a constant. The Radiance-based simulation techniques
that appeared in the following years (described in the next Sections) tried to address this
issue, by using Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function (BSDF) – where scattering
stands for the combination of both transmittance and reflectance – that should be able
to represent the optical behaviour of all sorts of CFS.
When it is possible to model the geometry of the window system in Radiance, the
BSDF can be created ‘virtually’ rather than relying on detailed measurements from a go-
niophotometer. The genBSDF command effectively simulates the measurement process of a
goniophotometer through the Radiance rcontrib command, and store the information in
a format that can then be used in successive simulations. The validation of genBSDF was
carried out by McNeil et al. (2013), who compared its results with two analytical models,
with a radiosity-based software (TracePro) and with measurements from a goniophotome-
ter. The findings showed that genBSDF: (i) perfectly agreed with the analytical models; (ii)
the correlation with TracePro resulted in a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.96; and (iii)
the correlation with measured values was found to be reasonably accurate (R2 = 0.999),
even though the scatter for low intensity values was quite pronounced. It is worth noticing
that the last two findings were obtained with a modified version of genBSDF, in which the
default solid angle of the light source (one Klems patch – scheme described in Section
2.3) was reduced to better represent a collimated light source, such as those employed by
measuring instruments.
The validation of the 3-phase method (described in Section 2.4.4) had to tackle the
complexities deriving from the simulation of optically complex systems and from year long
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Table 2.4: Benchmark validation works related to the development of CBDM for clear glazing
(before 2006) and CFSs (after 2006).
Validation Methodology Prediction
error
Grynberg 1988 Radiance Inter-model comparison with Super-
lite
n.a.
(Grynberg, 1989) Radiance Qualitative n.a.
(Mardaljevic, 1995) Radiance Valid. against exterior sky lumi-
nance and interior illuminance
RE ≤ 13%
(Mardaljevic, 2000b) DC in
Radiance
Valid. against exterior sky lumi-
nance and interior illuminance
MBE ≤ 13%
RMSE ≤ 19%
(Reinhart and
Walkenhorst, 2001)
DC and Perez
model in
DAYSIM
Valid. against exterior direct nor-
mal and diffuse horizontal irradi-
ance and interior illuminance
MBE ≤ 8%
RMSE ≤ 24%
(Interpolated
mode)
(Reinhart and
Andersen, 2006)
Translucent
materials in
DAYSIM
Goniophotometer and integrating
sphere measurements, followed by
valid. against exterior direct and
diffuse irradiance and interior illu-
minance
MBE ≤ 9%
RMSE ≤ 19%
(Maamari et al.,
2006)
BSDF
materials
(LCP)
Valid. against exterior sky lumi-
nance and interior illuminance in a
scale model under overcast condi-
tions
RE ≤ 20%
(McNeil et al., 2013) genBSDF Valid. against analytical model, go-
niophotometer measurements and
inter-model comparison with Trace-
Pro
r2 ≥ 0.96
(McNeil and Lee,
2013)
3-Phase
Method
Valid. against exterior irradiance
and interior illuminance, direct sun-
light blocked by shading device
MBE ≤ 13%
RMSE ≤ 23%
daylight simulations. The 3-phase method is the first Radiance-based CBDM technique
that allowed the insertion of BSDF material to describe CFS. A testbed was used for
the validation, and internal and external data (global horizontal and direct normal irra-
diances, vertical and workplane illuminance) were collected throughout one year (McNeil
and Lee, 2013). An optical light shelf, i.e. a static specular louver system, was installed
in upper window panes of the test room and modelled using genBSDF. As this type of
systems completely redirects sunlight towards the ceiling, and the lower window panes
were obscured, practically no direct sunlight was recorded by the indoor light sensors.
The technique was found to produce MBE ≤ 13% and RMSE ≤ 23%.
At the moment of writing, to the author’s knowledge there were no other scientific
validations carried out on the other simulation techniques analysed in the present thesis
(2- and 5-phase methods).
The validation studies carried out on Radiance-based methods, as described in the
present Section, are summarised in Table 2.4, with the corresponding uncertainty ranges.
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(a) (b) (c)
Specular Reflection Specular Transmission Non-Specular Transmission
Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of the difference in directionality of the emerging light resulting
from the same incident direction ray. A specular reflection(a) causes the ray to be
bounced back towards the symmetrical direction, but in the same hemisphere of the
incident one; a specular transmission (b) happens when the ray passes through the
glazing system without modifying its original direction; a non-specular transmission
(c), typical of CFS, originates when the system re-direct the incident ray towards a
different direction than the specular one.
2.3 Modelling Complex Fenestration Systems
To meet the most stringent energy saving requirements, building facades design started
exploring adaptive systems, responsive to variable climate conditions and to the occupants
comfort necessities (Favoino et al., 2015). Fenestration and shading devices are an essential
part of any facade, providing beneficial natural daylight to the interior spaces and allowing
views towards the outdoor, and as such, they are becoming more complex and varied too.
For an energy saving or comfort improving strategy to be effectively determined at the
design stage, this complexity has to be taken into account in performance analysis tools
and to be adequately simulated and communicated.
To cope with these developments, daylighting simulation tools have been implementing
more capabilities to simulate CFS and to run parametric analysis in a feasible computa-
tional time. The term CFS defines the entirety of any window system, comprised of both
glazed and shading parts, that exhibits non-specular transmittance properties (Klems,
1994a). This might seem confusing at first, but specular transmission is different from
specular reflection, which is commonly found in mirrors. Clear glazing is considered a
specular device as the transmitted rays are all brought forward in the same direction of
the incident rays (refer to the explanation in Figure 2.6).
The complex directional properties of CFS need appropriate functions to be described.
Bidirectional Transmittance Distribution Function (BTDF) and Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Function (BRDF) – sometimes grouped together and termed Bidirectional
Scattering Distribution Function (BSDF) – express the “emerging light distribution for
a given incident direction” (Andersen and Boer, 2006). The amount of transmitted (or
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reflected) light is therefore a function of the incident light altitude and azimuth, as well
as altitude and azimuth of the emerging light itself. The insertion of such a function in
a CBDM simulation would dramatically increase the computation times. It was therefore
decided to adopt a subdivision of the incident and emerging hemispheres in 145 patches
each, similar to that applied to the sky vault (described in Section 2.1.3). Klems (1994b)
proposed an innovative methodology to calculate solar heat gains of CFS, which was then
adopted for daylighting purposes, namely to spatially bin the transmitted and reflected
components over the indoor and outdoor hemispheres, respectively. The Klems’ scheme
(often called basis) became widespread after it was introduced in Berkeley Lab WIN-
DOW, a database that offers a vast variety of data on fenestration systems in Extensible
Markup Language (XML) format, to describe a windows’ BSDF (Mitchell et al., 2011).
This brought to the implementation of BSDF materials in Radiance too, leading to the
creation of the 3-phase method and genBSDF. However, the Klems basis inevitably leads
to an averaging of the incident light over large solid angles, making it impossible to accu-
rately represent the transmission of light peaks; it also disregards completely any spatial
inhomogeneity of the system (e.g. repetition of slats in Venetian blinds) (Ward et al.,
2011). The possibility of increasing the scheme’s resolution was investigated (McNeil,
2011), but the use of refined subdivisions was not considered very efficient. The adoption
of an alternative scheme was proposed instead, namely the Tensor Tree basis (Ward et al.,
2012). This scheme can reproduce sharp light peaks in an efficient manner thanks to its
variable resolution, which changes in function of the incident light gradients. The use of
Tensor Tree BSDF was implemented in Radiance and the 5-phase method (described in
Section 2.4.5) was developed consequently (Ward et al., 2012).
The geometry of the Klems and Tensor Tree bases is illustrated in Figure 2.713. The
Klems basis is composed by two hemispheres, each of them subdivided in 145 elements, i.e.
patches. The subdivision differs from the one proposed by Tregenza for the sky vault, as
Klems used patches that all have similar cosine-weighted solid angles. This scheme gives
higher accuracy to normal directions rather than low angle ones (Ward et al., 2011). The
Tensor Tree basis can adopt a refined resolution in correspondence of the incident light
and it is therefore a more accurate solution for specular or semi-specular systems. The
two figures represent the same device, a specular Venetian blinds system with horizontal
slats; the incident ray, identified in the incident hemisphere pictured on the left, results
in a specular direct transmitted ray and in a reflected symmetrical ray. The Tensor Tree
representation is able to define these two rays more accurately than the Klems basis.
Even though the use of Tensor Tree BSDFs combined with the 5-phase method can
result in higher accuracy, the concept of the DC loses of significance, as the BSDF cannot
be represented as a matrix. This potentially defeats the efficiency of annual calculations,
as well as any parametric study, for which the 3-phase method was thought. In particular,
the ability of quickly changing the representation of CFS’s aperture states is an important
feature, e.g. in daylight simulation tools that aim at reproducing the building occupants’
13The two images are snapshots taken from the BSDFViewer utility developed by McNeil and avail-
able at https://www.radiance-online.org/download-install/third-party-utilities/bsdf-viewer,
accessed on 18/06/17.
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(a) Klems basis BTDF
(b) Tensor Tree basis BTDF
Figure 2.7: Snapshots taken from the BSDFViewer software, illustrating the BTDF characteristics
of a specular Venetian blinds system, for a specific incident direction. Figure (a) shows
the BTDF as binned by the Klems basis, whereas Figure (b) shows the same BTDF
as represented with a Tensor Tree basis.
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interaction with the fenestration systems (an aspect of simulation presented in Section
2.5.1). An aperture state is the representation of one of the possible configurations of
a moving system. A Venetian blinds shading system, for example, can be rolled down
completely to cover the whole window, but the slats can be rotated in a way that lets
some light coming through; it can be otherwise lowered only over half of the window
pane, but with the slats blocking the light out completely, and so forth. The use of Klems
BSDF in the 3-phase method allows the replacement of the so-called Transmission matrix
alone, without running any simulation again, making the evaluation of different aperture
states and/or system options very efficient. More information on this and other simulation
techniques is given in the following Section.
2.4 State-of-the-art Tools
Radiance-based methods are generally preferred for research and highly specialised appli-
cations, as they went through robust and well documented validations (see Section 2.2.2)
and for the flexibility that the command-line system allows.
Table 2.5: Main differences in the sky description of the investigated methods. MF indicates the
Multiplication Factor, i.e. the number of subdivisions on each side of a Tregenza patch.
Sky
Discretisation
Sun Positioning Luminance
Distribution
4-component method MF:1 2056 points Blended CIE
DAYSIM MF:1 up to 65 points Perez All-Weather
DAYSIM (DDS) MF:1 2305 Perez All-Weather
2-phase method MF:[1, 2, 4, ...] In the sky patch Perez All-Weather
3-phase method MF:[1, 2, 4, ...] In the sky patch Perez All-Weather
5-phase method MF:[1, 2, 4, ...] 5185 points Perez All-Weather
Hereafter the main Radiance-based methods are presented in order of appearance,
from the first works developed in Mardaljevic and in Reinhart’s PhD theses (Mardaljevic,
2000a; Reinhart, 2001), to the latest techniques introduced to handle more complex type of
glazing systems. All of these methods take advantage of the Daylight Coefficient approach
(see Section 2.2.1) to subdivide the sky vault in a finite number of elements (patches) and
therefore increase the calculations efficiency. However, the differences in implementation
for each method (briefly summarised in Table 2.5) are particularly significant for the
present work.
2.4.1 4-component Method
The 4-component method is probably the first example of an annual daylight simulation
tool to perform what would be later on called CBDM. The whole process is based on the
use of the Radiance command rtrace to collect the contribution of each of the daylight
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components. The light is taken to be formed by four distinct components, each of them
derived in a different manner:
Direct sunlight - The light coming from the sun is defined as a source element with
the light material assigned in Radiance and it is therefore treated by the simulation
algorithm in a deterministic way, where the position and contribution of the source
are known. There are 2056 (or 5035 if a finer description is needed) fixed points
evenly distributed on the sky vault, so that at each time step the simulated sun is
assigned to the fixed point closest to the real sun position, depending on the latitude
and the time of the day and year.
Indirect sunlight - This represents the indirect, i.e. reflected, component of sunlight
and it is assigned to the circular patch nearest to the sun position among the 145
that cover the entire sky vault. The patches are created as source element, so that
they are defined by their solid angle, and they are assigned a light material to be
considered by the deterministic part of the scene calculation.
Direct skylight - As the direct sunlight, the light coming directly into the room from
the sky vault is treated deterministically by the calculation engine, as some 900 light
sources are placed over each of the 145 patches, which in this case are rectangular
patches so that the whole hemisphere is covered.
Indirect skylight - The indirect skylight contribution comes from the sky 145 circular
patches but is reflected on at least one surface of the scene before reaching the sensor
point and it is therefore determined by means of a stochastic calculation.
Therefore, the simulation consists of three different ways to calculate the daylight
coefficients, iterated for each of the sky patches and for each of the suns positions: (i)
the direct sunlight calculation (2056 points, angle 0.5◦); (ii) the direct skylight (145 rect-
angular patches); (iii) the indirect sunlight and skylight together (145 circular patches).
Once the daylight coefficients are available for the specific project and its modelled ge-
ometry, obtaining the output values for each hour of the year is just a matter of matrix
multiplication.
The input values taken from the climate files are usually the global horizontal, diffuse
horizontal and direct normal illuminance, except the cases in which the file entry is not
valid and hence derived from the irradiance values using a luminous efficacy coefficient of
110 lm/W for diffuse light and 95 lm/W for direct light. In cases where sub-hourly time
steps are needed, the interpolation of the hourly climate file data is done through a linear
model. The photometric values are used to determine whether the sky can be classified
as a CIE clear sky or an overcast one, according to the Perez clearness index (Perez et al.,
1993), and to create ad hoc skies by blending together the standard ones.
2.4.2 DAYSIM
Roughly at the same time as the 4-component method, DAYSIM was developed using
Radiance as raytracing engine, but introducing a modified version of the rtrace command,
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called dc rtrace. This modification allowed the calculation of all the DCs in a single
run, as the information about the surface that each ray hits is stored together with the
coefficient itself (Reinhart and Herkel, 2000).
In the original version of DAYSIM, the sky is subdivided in 145 patches for the indirect
light component, while for the direct sunlight there are up to 65 points over the sun path,
specific for the chosen location, that are used to assign the sun position at each time step.
There are 3 additional coefficients used for the external ground, which is divided into
three concentric circular patches. Later on, a new model called DDS (Dynamic Daylight
Simulation) was proposed on top of DAYSIM (Bourgeois et al., 2008). This new model
included separate calculations for direct and indirect daylight components, as well as for
sun and sky components, similarly to the 4-component method. The number of possible
sun positions was increased to 2305 and these were evenly distributed around the sky
vault, rather than laying on a location-specific solar path.
The DAYSIM research version included three different calculation modes, for increas-
ing accuracy in the process and in the results (Reinhart and Walkenhorst, 2001). The
three modes with which the direct sunlight can be calculated are:
Nearest Neighbor The full value of the sun luminance is assigned to the point that lies
closest to the actual sun position. This is the most straightforward method and it
is the one most likely to be affected by significant errors in the prediction of the
interior luminous conditions.
Interpolated The sun luminance is redistributed onto the four points closest to the
actual sun position, proportionally to their distance. This method effectively makes
use of four suns of lower intensity to represent the direct sunlight contribution.
Shadow Test This is the most refined method, as it performs at first a shadow test to
evaluate which of the four points surrounding the actual sun position is in the same
conditions of the sun at that point in time, e.g. if the actual sun position can ‘see’ the
interior of the room, then only the points that can also see it are considered. Once it
is established which and how many points comply with the test, the sun luminance
is assigned to those points only, with a value proportional to their distance.
However, only the research version of DAYSIM offered all three modes. The widely
available version, run “under the hood” by commercial software, uses only the Interpolated
method. As stated by Reinhart and Walkenhorst (2001), the overall statistical error in
an annual calculation are very similar between the Nearest Neighbor and the Interpolated
modes, while the Shadow Testing outperforms both but requires a longer calculation time
and it is only suggested in case of glare studies, where the accuracy needed is higher.
The simulation always consists of two separate runs, one that account for each of the
145 (+3 for the ground) indirect coefficients and one that considers each of the 65 direct
sunlight points contributions. The Daylight Coefficients obtained with these two runs are
then combined with the climate file data. DAYSIM uses the records of direct normal
and diffuse horizontal irradiances and feed them into the Perez All-Weather model; this
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is composed by two separate models, one for deriving illuminance values from irradiances
and the second to recreate a luminance distribution on the sky vault from those values.
The hourly time step that is usually found in climate files can be changed to sub-
hourly steps by interpolating the hourly irradiance or illuminance values. DAYSIM uses a
program called ds shortterm, written and validated by Walkenhorst et al., which is based
on the stochastic Skartveit-Olseth model to predict more accurately the energy savings
from the lighting system controls or for glare analyses (Walkenhorst et al., 2002).
2.4.3 2-phase Method
The 2-phase method appeared some years later and it is arguably the least documented
method of them all. It is also known as the 1-phase method or rcontrib method, from the
Radiance command that was specifically introduced around 200514 to calculate with more
ease the Daylight Coefficients in a single run. Opposed to DAYSIM though, the sun and
the sky contributions are not separated and the sun luminance is usually assigned to the
three sky patches surrounding the actual sun position. This raised some issues related to
the huge difference in brightness between adjacent patches; the interpolation commonly
used in Classic Radiance when running an ambient calculation could possibly lead to
significant errors in these areas where the luminous variance is so high. The suggested
ambient parameters when using rcontrib are therefore switching off any interpolation
and ambient caching that used to be set for rtrace, i.e. the parameters -aa (ambient
accuracy) and -ar (ambient resolution) are overwritten to be always 0.
To counterbalance the big approximations that were introduced by assigning the sun
luminance to a wide solid angle, new types of sky vault discretisation were introduced and
their optional selection was made available in most of Radiance commands to perform
CBDM. The so called Reinhart subdivisions are obtained by subdividing each patch in
smaller parts, e.g. MF:2 defines 4 patches in each of the Tregenza’s ones (except for the
one at the zenith) for a total of 577 patches in the sky vault and one for the ground (see
Section 2.2.1).
There is not a specific procedure to gather climate files for the 2-phase method, but
typically the Perez All-Weather model is applied through the gendaymtx command. Alter-
natively, the sky matrix can be formed by multiple genskyvec calls, used in combination
with gensky to generate CIE skies or gendaylit for Perez skies.
2.4.4 3-phase Method
To face the increasing need for efficient simulations of CFS, around 2010 the 3-phase
method was introduced15 and validated (McNeil and Lee, 2013), following the creation of
14The rtcontrib command, as it was called at first, was presented for the first time at the 4th Radi-
ance Workshop in Montreal, Canada, in 2005. http://www.radiance-online.org/community/workshops/
2005-montreal/PDF/Ward_talk1.pdf, accessed on 12/11/2015.
15Presented at the 9th International Radiance Workshop in Freiburg, Germany. http:
//www.radiance-online.org/community/workshops/2010-freiburg/PDF/RadianceBSDFs.pdf and
http://www.radiance-online.org/community/workshops/2010-freiburg/PDF/McNeil.pdf, accessed on
12/11/2015.
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databases with BSDF definitions based on the Klems model and available from e.g. the
software Berkeley Lab WINDOW16 or via the Radiance genBSDF command (Ward et al.,
2011; McNeil et al., 2013). BSDF definitions are used to describe the behaviour of light
redirecting systems by binning the light flux that enters the system and relating it to the
light flux that exits the system (see Section 2.7). The data is usually stored in an .xml
file type and it can be used for EnergyPlus energy simulations too.
In order to avoid the inclusion of complex geometries that would slow down Radiance
dramatically, or that would be impossible to accurately simulate at all (e.g. light-pipes),
the 3-phase method consists in two separate raytracing processes, one for the light that
goes from the sensor points (or view point) to the fenestration system (stored in the
View Matrix V), and one for the light that goes from the fenestration system to the sky
vault (stored in the Daylight Matrix, D). The last step is the multiplication of these
two matrices with the transmission matrix (T, the BSDF definition stored in the xml
file) and with the climate data for a whole year (the Skylight Matrix S). For an hourly
simulation (i.e. 8760 time steps) recorded at n sensor points, the method can be described
with Equation 2.4:
E
8760×n
= V
n×145
× T
145×145
× D
145×146
× S
146×8760
(2.4)
The raytracing process for each step is carried out by an rcontrib run as in the 2-
phase method and the calculation of the Skylight matrix is also done in a similar fashion,
by using the Perez All-Weather sky model. Both the subdivisions of the Tregenza patches
on the sky vault and the Klems patches in the BSDF can be refined for greater accuracy,
but the direct sunlight component will always results in blurred contours and shadows,
due to the smearing of the direct light over a solid angle greater than 0.5◦.
2.4.5 5-Phase Method
Ultimately, to offer reliable simulation of CFS through the insertion of BSDF, and at
the same time to offer greater accuracy than the 3-phase method in the calculation and
visualisation of the direct sunlight, the 5-Phase method was introduced17.
The 5-Phase method takes the results of the 3-Phase method (VTDS), then it sub-
tracts the direct component from it (VdTDdSds) and recalculates it in a more accurate
way (CdsSsun), by using 5185 sun-like sources evenly distributed on the sky vault and
by using variable-resolution Tensor Tree BSDF instead of the Klems angle basis (Ward,
2011). The equation that describes the concept behind the 5-Phase method is:
E = VTDS−VdTDdSds + CdsSsun (2.5)
For the third term of Eq. 2.5, the sun is described as a light type source and it is
therefore traced with a deterministic algorithm, rather than using a stochastic sampling
16https://windows.lbl.gov/software/window/window.html, accessed on 12/11/2015.
17At the 12th International Radiance Workshop in Golden, CO, US; http://radiance-online.org/
community/workshops/2013-golden-co/McNeil-5phase.pdf, accessed on 17/11/2015.
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strategy as in the 3-Phase method.
2.4.6 4-Phase and 6-Phase Methods
The 4-Phase and the 6-Phase methods were recently added to the existing Radiance
techniques18 as an extension of the 3-Phase and the 5-Phase methods respectively, to
be applied in those cases where an external shading system, non co-planar to the main
window system, exists. Any number of additional matrices F can be added to the equation,
virtually enclosing the external system in a corresponding number of surfaces; the values
stored in each matrix represent the radiant flux passing through that specific surface.
E = VTFDS (2.6)
For the present work, the Four- and Six-Phase methods were not included in the anal-
ysis, as they can be considered extensions of the 3- and 5-phase methods respectively, in
case that external shading systems are present. It must be noted that, although they have
similar names, the Four-Phase method and the Four-Component method are remarkably
different in procedure and applications.
2.4.7 Available Graphical User Interface Tools
As CBDM was initially developed using Radiance, the first programs that started offering
annual calculations with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) were the ones that already relied
on it for static calculations. Little by little, software developers using other algorithms and
simulation engines, especially radiosity and photon-mapping, are also introducing CBDM
in their platforms.
At the time of writing (2017), development in daylighting software was very active and
it is likely that there were changes and updates from the information reported in here.
Most of the available commercial tools embedded the Radiance-based techniques described
previously. The author tried to include all tools that offered CBDM capabilities that she
was aware of, but the following list might not be comprehensive of all existing programs.
The official documentation released by developers does not always include details on how
the CBDM process is run, therefore the list was compiled with information obtained from
personal communications, from workshop presentations, online forums, and so forth. It
was however included to show the widespread application of ‘core’ Radiance methods for
CBDM in current BPS software.
• Software based on DAYSIM:
– DIVA-for-Rhino / DIVA-for-Grasshopper
– Ladybug + Honeybee (3- and 5-phase methods added as of August 2017)
– Trimble® Sefaira (for SketchUp)
18At the 14th International Radiance Workshop in Philadelphia, CA, US; http://radiance-online.
org/community/workshops/2015-philadelphia/presentations/day1/OutOfPlaneShading.pdf, re-
trieved on 20/05/2016.
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– Autodesk® Ecotect (discontinued)
• Software based on the 2-phase method:
– Groundhog (for SketchUp)
– IES VE (Integrated Environmental Solution Virtual Environment)
– LiVi (for Blender)
• Software based on the 3-phase method:
– OpenStudio
– IDA ICE (Indoor Climate and Energy)
– Type DLT (for TRNSYS)
– ArtLight (for TRNSYS)
– DALEC (Day- and Artificial Light with Energy Calculation)
– FENER
– LightStanza (5-phase method added as of August 2017)
• Software based on other Radiance techniques:
– SPOT (Sensor Placement + Optimisation Tool)
– EvalDRC (Daylight Redirecting Components) – photon mapping engine
• Software based on non-Radiance techniques:
– EDSL TAS (Environmental Design Solutions Limited Thermal Analysis Soft-
ware) – Radiosity based
– AGi32 Licaso® – Radiosity based
– Autodesk® 3DS Max
There are several other pieces of software capable of static daylight calculations, i.e.
under standard CIE sky conditions, but those were not considered here.
2.5 Annual Daylight Metrics
The huge amount of data that is produced from a CBDM analysis can be sometimes
daunting and difficult to understand at first sight. The results need to be summarised
through data reduction and visualisation techniques (e.g. temporal map or plots on the
working plane) or through the use of specific metrics that are able to communicate the
annual luminous performance concisely but effectively. Since the introduction of CBDM,
new annual metrics were proposed, mainly based on statistical binning of illuminance
ranges, or on spatial distributions over the working plane. Some of them were inserted in
codes and guidelines, but there is not a clear consensus yet on which metrics are reliably
describing daylight performance.
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Total Annual Illumination (TAI) is also referred to as Annual Light Exposure, or
Cumulative Light Exposure, and measured in klx hrs (Bellia et al., 2015). It is the sum
of the illuminance recorded at every hour in a year by each virtual sensor point. The
results are then averaged over the working plane. It is mainly used for conservation works
(Mardaljevic, 2006).
Daylight Autonomy (DA) was introduced together with DAYSIM, in 2001 (Reinhart,
2001). It represents the percentage of occupied hours where the illuminance level is higher
than a certain threshold (e.g. 300 lx) for each of the sensor points. The final value
is the average between all sensor points. Some modifications of the DA concept were
introduced afterwards, for example Spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA) and Continuous
Daylight Autonomy (cDA). sDA represents the portion of the working plane that complies
with the DA requirement. cDA assigns partial credits to the illuminance levels below the
threshold specified for DA, following a linear trend; the metric was proposed in 2006
(Rogers, 2006). Together with cDA, an upper threshold was suggested, called DAmax,
always equal to ten times the threshold chosen for DA. DA has been recently the subject
of a number of critics, for the lack of indicators that could warn the designer of potential
non-uniformity, glare and overheating problems at an early design stage (Galatioto and
Beccali, 2015; Konis and Lee, 2015).
Useful Daylight Illuminance (UDI) is formed by a set of values, each representing the
percentage of occupied hours where the illuminance level falls into certain ranges. The
concept was first introduced in 2006 (Nabil and Mardaljevic, 2006). It is calculated at
each sensor point and then averaged over the working plane. The sum of all UDI results
has to add up to 100% for the same space. The ranges currently used are:
• 0–100 lx : UDI-n for non-sufficient,
• 100–300 lx : UDI-s for supplementary,
• 300–3000 lx : UDI-a for autonomous,
• over 3000 lx : UDI-x for exceeded.
Sometimes the range 100–3000 lx is used as well, and is referred to as UDI-c, for com-
bined. Initially, the upper threshold was 2000 lx, but was later replaced with 3000 lx, after
new research evidence showed a greater acceptability of higher illuminance levels. Ideally,
the thresholds could change for each project, and be set depending on the occupants’
needs and prevailing task.
An additional metric was derived from DA, trying to combine it with UDI, called
Daylight Availability. This considers every over-lit instance as not contributing, or con-
tributing negatively, to the final value. If any sensor records values over DAmax for more
than 5% of the occupied time, all the instances in excess are given a negative value (Rein-
hart and Wienold, 2011).
Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE) was introduced when the Public Interest Energy
Research (PIER) study was conducted, as that study found direct sunlight on the working
plane to be the most influential factor in occupants’ visual discomfort; ASE was therefore
formulated as a proxy to identify this issue (Heschong and Group, 2011). This metric
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considers only direct sunlight during the simulation and it represents the portion of the
working plane where the sensor points recorded illuminances higher than 1000 lx for more
than 250 occupied hours.
These are the most common metrics, which were inserted in most of the simulation
tools after their introduction in building guidelines (see Section 2.5.2). There are however
many other metrics proposed as daylight performance indicators, and calculated from data
produced by CBDM evaluations. Some of these metrics include:
Lighting Dependency (LD) This metric complements the definition of DA, indicating
the percentage of occupied hours that do not exceed the defined threshold and
therefore need to have electric lighting switched on to ensure a sufficient level of
task illuminance.
Daylight Saturation (DS) Same concept of continuous Daylight Autonomy.
Daylight Excess (DE) Similarly to UDI-x, it represents the portion of the occupied
year that exceeds a certain threshold, which is typically ten times the threshold sets
for DA19.
2.5.1 Modelling occupancy interaction
Building performance evaluations can take into consideration more than one operational
state at the same time, to account for the use and movement of building systems, for
example window opening or Venetian blinds lowering. If the system is automated, then
the modelling follow the same pattern defined for the actual automatic operations; the
window opening and closing could be triggered by the indoor temperature, whereas blinds
could be instructed to lower whenever the outdoor vertical irradiance exceeds a threshold
value. In these cases, the system’s controls are coupled with the appropriate environmental
sensors that signal the need for changing state, and the simulation can reproduce those
sensors with the correct location and settings.
If the systems are not automated, but operated manually by building’s occupants,
then the modelling is less straightforward and has to be based on statistical inference
to reproduce the most probable action that occupants might take when certain environ-
mental conditions are met. However, the interaction of different physical variables (e.g.
temperature, workplane illuminance), as well as non-physical variables (e.g. outside view,
protection of privacy, personal preferences, et cetera) makes both the observation and
the modelling of human behaviour highly complex. Burak Gunay et al. (2013) collated
a thorough literature review of numerous occupant adaptive behaviours studies for office
buildings, highlighting the differences in monitoring and modelling methodologies, and
stressing the existing limitations in this type of studies. The models that most closely
concern CBDM evaluations are the ones used to predict the electric lighting switching and
the operation of any movable shading device. One of the models most widely known for
daylighting annual studies, thanks to its insertion in DAYSIM, is the Lightswitch-2002
19http://www.manula.com/manuals/zrogers/spot-pro-v-5/1/en/topic/
7-1-design-day-and-annual-metric-table, accessed on 27/07/16.
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(Reinhart, 2004). There are several limitations that prevent models like this one to be
adopted more widely, especially in the design practice: most of the studies were carried out
in test room spaces rather than real ones; the test beds usually recreate office environment
typical settings that are limited to one or two occupants; generally speaking, any model is
potentially too specific to each experiment and there is limited scope for the generalisation
of the results (Burak Gunay et al., 2013). Furthermore, Iversen et al. (2012a) found that
annual CBDM metrics – namely Lighting Dependency – do not change significantly when
using dynamic adaptive occupancy models in place of simple occupancy profiles.
2.5.2 CBDM in building guidelines
The introduction of CBDM metrics helped to synthesise the large amount of data resulting
from each analysis down to a single number and paved the way to the insertion of CBDM
in guidelines and codes. Specifically, the first main effort in this direction was made
with the Daylight Metrics report conducted under the larger Daylighting PIER Program,
funded by the California Energy Commission (Heschong and Group, 2011). Following
the results and conclusions drew in the report, the Illuminating Engineering Society of
North America (IESNA) released a Lighting Manual featuring the methods to calculate
the approved metrics sDA and ASE (The Daylight Metrics Committee, 2012). The same
metrics were then inserted in the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
v4 energy rating system and from there re-proposed in other documents, e.g. the WELL
rating system for assessing the building occupants’ comfort and well-being (International
WELL Building Institute (IWBI), 2016).
As far as the UK is concerned, the first major introduction of CBDM metrics was
in a mandatory requirement for school building design. In 2013 the Education Funding
Agency (EFA) mandated annual daylighting analysis for some of the 260 school buildings
part of the Priority Schools Building Programme (PSBP), a programme for the renovation
or rebuilding of existing English schools (Education Funding Agency, 2014).
LEED v4 Daylight requirements
To obtain daylight credits from the LEED v4 energy rating system, each occupied space
has to satisfy the requirements of an sDA300/50% ≥ 55% (2 credits) or sDA300/50% ≥ 75%
(3 credits), as well as an ASE1000/250hr ≤ 10%. The first requirement aims at providing
enough light into the space and has to be verified with movable shading devices in place,
if they are deemed necessary; it prescribes that more than 55% (or 75%) of the working
plane has to record illuminance values higher than 300 lx for more than 50% of the
occupied hours. The model used to simulate shading systems operation assume that
blinds with a visible light transmission between 10 and 20% are lowered whenever direct
light that exceeds 1000 lx hits more than the 2% of the total number of sensor points on
the horizontal plane in a space. The blinds are considered closed only during the hours in
which this condition arises, while they are assumed completely opened otherwise.
The second requirement takes care that the amount of direct sunlight entering the
building is not excessive, even when movable shading devices are not operated (i.e. are
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open). Only fix form shadings are modelled in this case (e.g. overhangs are, but blinds
are not). The prescription considers direct sunlight only, for less than 10% of the working
plane has to record illuminance values that are higher than 1000 lx for more than 250
occupied hours. For both metrics, the defined working plane has to be the same, as well
as the occupancy schedule, which is set to go from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm every day of the
year, for a total of 3650 hours.
Priority School Building Programme (PSBP) Daylight requirements
For PSBP compliance, the requirements are an sDA300/50% ≥ 50%, similarly to what
previously described, and a UDI-c(100−3000) ≥ 80%. The second condition prescribes that
the illuminances recorded over the working plane fall within the range 100–3000 lx for
more than 80% of the occupied hours. UDI-c values are collected at each sensor points,
and then their average is calculated to give the working plane overall result. Movable
shading systems are not modelled, as only the designed fixed form is evaluated. The
occupancy schedule is set to start at 8:30 am until 4:00 pm.
2.6 CBDM applications
Before that guidelines would start requiring the use of CBDM metrics, some architectural
projects already used CBDM methods to inform design decisions on daylighting. One of
the first major projects that involved the detailed analysis of long-term indoor daylighting,
together with the automation of shading devices, was the New York Times Building in
New York, USA (Lee et al., 2005). Attention was mainly given to the avoidance of
glare indoor, while preserving views towards the outdoor and daylight access whenever
possible (Mardaljevic et al., 2009). Another tower in New York was the subject of an
accurate daylight study, although indirectly. The Art Students League of New York
commissioned an evaluation of the potential loss of daylight access within its artist studios
caused by the construction of the Nordstrom Tower just beside their building. CBDM was
used to evaluate the decrease in cumulative annual daylight exposure, assuming different
reflectance values for the tower’s coating (Mardaljevic et al., 2015b).
Museums are a common example of projects that require an accurate study of how
daylight is introduced into the space, and how it can coexist with sensitive artworks.
One evaluation of this sort was done in one of the National Trust heritage spaces located
in Northern Ireland, where a particularly valuable painting was subjected to excessive
daylight exposure coming from a rooflight above it. CBDM evaluations aided the conser-
vationists in choosing the most appropriate strategy to protect and preserve the painting
(Blades et al., 2017). A combination of CBDM and HDR photography was employed in
another National Trust property in UK, to inform the management of the galleries.
These are just a few examples that could be found in academic literature of how
CBDM can be used in daylight design, for conservation strategies, and for post-occupancy
evaluation.
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2.7 Latest developments in daylighting simulation
The literature review presented so far was focussed on the research studies directly related
to the technical aspects of CBDM and to the metrics derived from annual Radiance sim-
ulations. The field of daylighting is however composed by several other research domains
and tools.
As mentioned in Section 2.4, most of the current CBDM software is based on Radiance
and its backward ray-tracing engine, but there are other techniques to simulate daylight
redirection. Ochoa et al. (2011) collected a thorough literature review on daylight simu-
lation tools, dividing the engines in view- and scene-dependent. Whilst classic Radiance
uses view-dependent techniques, new commands were developed to allow scene-dependent
sampling capabilities, based on photon mapping. Bauer and Wittkopf (2016) proposed
a new approach to the existing Daylight Coefficient calculations for CBDM evaluations
based on photon mapping and specifically intended for scenes with Daylight Redirecting
Components (DRC), hence the name EvalDRC. Scene-dependent tools could also lead the
way towards annual evaluations of visual comfort.
Illuminance measurements at the working plane are not suitable for all types of daylight
evaluations. In particular, when glare assessments need to be performed, the preferred
methodologies rely on luminance data within the occupant’s field of view (Reinhart and
Wienold, 2011). One of the proposed metrics is Daylight Glare Probability (DGP), which
assesses glare as a function of background luminance, source intensity and solid angle,
and position within the field of view, as well as vertical illuminance at eye level (Wienold
and Christoffersen, 2006). However, any measurement based on a specific field of view is
dependent on the occupant’s position and gaze direction, thus difficult to generalise and
communicate with a single number. Furthermore, assessing glare throughout a full year
implies a huge number of variable conditions that are difficult to calculate quickly and
summarise effectively. Researches in this direction are currently ongoing (Jakubiec and
Reinhart, 2012; Sarey Khanie, 2015). An alternative to luminance-based glare assessments
is cylindrical illuminance, which is independent of the view direction and considers the
light falling onto a cylindrical surface ideally placed at the occupants’ position (Torres
and Lo Verso, 2015).
Recent research works took a step further from the evaluation of visual comfort, by
including the non-visual effects of daylight on humans. A significant shift was caused by
the discovery of light receptors in human eyes that do not take part in our image formation
process – receptors called intrinsically photoreceptive Retinal Ganglion Cells (ipRGCs) –
but have an influence on people’s health, in particular on circadian rhythm entrainment.
The BRE recently produced a report with a literature review on the subject (Ticleanu,
2017), which highlighted studies by Skene (2003), Eisenstein (2013), Kantermann (2013),
and Rea (2015), among others. Some of the preliminary conclusions of the report and
of a related workshop conducted by the BRE were: daylight should be always preferred
over artificial lighting systems; when electric lighting is needed, dynamic controls should
be preferred; however, these dynamic controls should not necessary mimic the external
conditions, but rather supplement them; additional research is needed before prescribing
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any requirement in building guidelines.
With research advancements in this area, there has been a growing interest in how
building design could improve human wellbeing through the use of daylighting and/or
electric lighting. One recent example of how these concepts can be implemented in building
performance simulation is the work done by Konis (2017), who proposed a framework to
combine the evaluation of non-visual effects of light with CBDM.
2.8 Summary
This Chapter aimed at drawing together the research work carried out during the past
years in the field of daylight measurement and simulation. A lot of research focussed
on solar radiation measurement, but only a minor part of it was specifically aimed at
daylight simulation so far. To make an example, standard climate files were primarily
created for Building Energy Performance Simulation (BEPS) and photometric data are
mainly derived quantities. Researches on sky models were more closely related to daylight
evaluations, but some of the most commonly used sky models for climate-based daylight
modelling (CBDM) are known to have recurrent shortfalls; among alternative models,
none of them gained enough traction at the moment. Notwithstanding these limitations,
CBDM kept growing from its origins in the late 90s – when the 4-component method and
DAYSIM were developed – and several different simulation techniques were created to
answer increasingly complex issues. The 2-phase method was specifically created to allow
quick annual calculations, whereas the 3- and 5-phase methods were introduced to offer
the capability of efficiently modelling Complex Fenestration Systems (CFSs). Little by
little, all these techniques are being inserted in Graphical User Interface (GUI) software.
At the same time, many new annual daylight metrics were proposed to communicate more
effectively the vast amount of information contained in each CBDM evaluation. Some of
these metrics were then inserted in building design guidelines and became widespread. Few
documented projects for which CBDM played an important role were reported. There is a
lot of research currently going on in all the aspects mentioned in the present Chapter, and
the evolution of CBDM is continuing at different levels, with new simulation techniques,
new metrics proposed and new ways of assessing building occupants’ visual comfort.
The present research looked at the aforementioned simulation methods and metrics,
to establish whether they are fit-for-purpose for CBDM assessments. The evolution of
simulation techniques described in this Chapter did not culminate in a single established
framework. Therefore, this thesis aimed at understanding which frameworks – of work-
flows – do experts follow, how different workflows compare to each other, and how closely
they represent reality.
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Methodology
This Chapter describes the various approaches and methods that were adopted for the
three main parts of the research. First of all, it was necessary to understand what is the in-
terpretation of climate-based daylight modelling (CBDM) by practitioners and researchers
that use it. Indeed, being a new discipline, the concept of CBDM has not been clearly
and unequivocally defined yet. Questionnaires and interviews were therefore created to
collect information about the users’ experience, as explained in Section 3.1. The result of
this initial study was a collection of several workflows, i.e. sequences of assumptions and
analysis involved in a ‘typical’ climate-based daylight evaluation conducted by a certain
user. This was taken into consideration for the following Section (3.2), where the different
workflows were ‘decomposed’, and each of the steps involved was analysed. The multiple
options available to perform the same step are compared with each other, using annual
metrics as a term of comparison. Lastly, the results obtained with the use of simulation
are compared with the results from a concurrent monitoring study that collected mea-
sured data from the rooms that were chosen as case studies for both the researches. These
rooms and the approach used for analysing real data are presented in Section 3.3.
3.1 Capturing CBDM workflows
The evolution of CBDM did not follow a linear path, as detailed in Chapter 2, preferring
instead a greater flexibility in methods and tools. This suited the needs of many early
adopters, such as researchers, developers and even some practitioners. Each of them had
their own preferred workflow, adapted to the individual’s requirements and optimised
throughout the years. Given this plurality of methods, it was deemed crucial then, to
assess the current situation of CBDM. Initially, it was chosen to conduct face-to-face
interviews with a small group of practitioners, all working at Arup, the industrial partner
of the project. This activity was then used as a pilot for a more general and widespread
online survey open to everyone interested in CBDM. The results might serve a reflection
on users’ preferences and objectives, and they may potentially help shaping a common
framework that try to meet the actual use of CBDM for design needs. Furthermore, they
were informative for other parts of the research, as they provided indications on what was
worth of further investigations and what was not.
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3.1.1 Face-to-face interviews
The pilot survey was conducted with a total of 12 people working in the Arup offices in
London, Sheffield, New York and San Francisco. The data were collected in the period
between November 2014 and August 2015. The unstructured interviews consisted of 27
questions that were asked personally to each participant; the answers were noted down and
summarised by the author. This preliminary activity was meant to be mainly exploratory,
for the author to gain a better understanding of the daylighting design process applied
in real situations, taking advantage of the fact that many Radiance and CBDM early
adopters are working at Arup. The sample group was clearly limited and the interview
methodology kept simple and straightforward. The questions were organised in five main
areas, but freedom was left for additional comments, remarks and experience recounts.
The workflow descriptions were guided as to cover the following steps:
• Climate files;
• Sky models;
• Building description;
• Simulation engines;
• Metrics and visualisation.
The questions can be found in Appendix D and the summarised results from the
interviews can be found in Section 4.1, together with a graphical representation of the
answers.
3.1.2 Online survey
After the results from the interviews were collected, there was an increasing curiosity
towards the differences that a wider survey would find in compare with the Arup Lighting
Team culture. Looking at the participants’ answers, it became clear that the high level
of experience found within Arup was probably not representative of the general practice.
It was then decided to expand the survey to a wider pool of designers and researchers
that were using CBDM. An online survey was built upon the experience made with the
interviews, but was created in a more structured way, to avoid misinterpretations.
Some previous surveys that specifically targeted daylighting practice were found in
the literature, e.g. (Reinhart and Fitz, 2006; Galasiu and Reinhart, 2008). Conducted in
2004 and 2005, they provided a good snapshot of the role of daylight simulation within a
broader picture of building design at that time. Different routes within the questionnaires
were planned, so that the answer given to each question would redirect the respondent
towards a different – more relevant – following question; for example, participants that
did not perform daylight analyses or use computer simulation were not asked any more
detailed questions on those topics. The survey distribution networks were mostly mailing
lists, similarly to the method used here.
The present survey adopted a more linear and restrictive strategy. The aim was to
attract people that were actually using CBDM and were able to understand detailed
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Figure 3.1: Structure of the online survey.
technical questions on each step of the process. The survey was composed of 8 on-line
pages (see Fig. 3.1), with 13 questions and one additional space for comments. The
Bristol Online Survey (BOS) service1, through a Loughborough University institutional
account, was used to build the questionnaire, to launch it, and to collect the data in .csv
format. The link directing to the survey was distributed through different channels: the
Radiance, Bldg-sim and CIBSE Daylight Group mailing lists; the author’s social network
accounts, namely LinkedIn and Twitter. These channels were selected to maximise the
number of participants with a good knowledge of the subject, whereas platforms closely
related to specific commercial software were avoided. During the 20 weeks available for the
survey completion, 73 completed questionnaires were collected. Two of these completed
surveys were excluded; one of them was mainly composed of null or non-coherent answers,
the second clearly stated that they never did daylighting analyses. Moreover, 227 people
accessed the survey but did not complete it.
The full questionnaire can be found in Appendix E and the aggregated results in
Section 4.2, together with a graphical representation of the answers.
3.1.3 Limitations
Both the interviews and the survey activities followed a path that was predefined by the
author, guiding the participants through a series of linear successive steps. This was done
to give more clarity to the process and to the sought outcomes, but at the same time
it posed some limits to the participants’ freedom of expression while defining their own
CBDM workflows. However, the core structure of the process was constructed follow-
ing the advice of well-known experts in the field, and several text-boxes were provided
throughout the questionnaire to insert personal comments.
The results from the face-to-face interviews showed a wide variety of approaches al-
ready, but the ‘type’ of participants was too homogeneous to be considered representa-
tive. To overcome this limitation, the online survey was created; the pool of participants
is however to be considered limited too, and likely biased by the type of connections in
the author’s network. As a matter of fact, the survey distribution through social net-
works resulted in a higher participation of subjects more similar to the author herself,
rather than a representative distribution. The same is to be noticed in the choice of
the simulation engine; as Radiance was already selected as the most relevant tool in the
development of CBDM methods, only the Radiance mailing list was used for the survey
distribution, among the various websites that host forums related to daylight simulation
software. Again, the high variability in the answers was considered of interest nonetheless,
and the study sufficiently informative for the defined aim.
1www.onlinesurveys.ac.uk, accessed on 01/08/2016.
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The outcomes of this study helped to set the context for the following analyses, by
highlighting the assumptions that are made in reality when performing a CBDM evalua-
tion. These were taken into consideration when discussing the results obtained from the
inter-model comparison between different simulation techniques.
3.2 Analysis on CBDM results
CBDM evaluations require a high number of diverse parameters as input and produce a
huge amount of data as output of the simulation and in terms of post-processed metrics.
The possibility to perform the process in several distinct ways and with numerous tools
(see Section 2.4) adds to the complexity of the analysis and the challenges in understanding
the outcomes.
The main analysis tackled the sensitivity to the chosen simulation technique, i.e. how
five different state-of-the-art CBDM methods differ from each other in terms of annual
results. An inter-model comparison was carried out, using four case study educational
spaces, presented in Section 3.2.1. The methodology applied to run each simulation tech-
nique is described in Section 3.2.2. At first, it was assumed that all spaces had clear
glazing and no shading device, to maximise the daylight access during the evaluation. In
a second analysis, three different shading devices were inserted in one of the room mod-
els and the comparison of the simulation techniques in presence of Complex Fenestration
System (CFS) was assessed. Following the inter-model comparison, the single input pa-
rameters required by CBDM were analysed using Sensitivity Analysis (SA), as presented
in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.1 Choice of case studies
The geometries chosen as case studies were four existing classrooms, code-named L3, L7,
M1 and M5, situated in two different schools, in Loughborough (L) and Melton Mow-
bray (M). The rooms are part of another research project that is relating the subjective
impression of daylight performance to objective measures of the luminous environment
through long-term monitoring with High Dynamic Range (HDR) images (Drosou et al.,
2015). These were chosen in preference to idealised ‘shoe-box models’, to include a range
of classroom types where the basic forms were founded on real-world examples. Neverthe-
less the classrooms serve as exemplars of a variety of realistic types, rather than particular
examples in unique settings. The window to wall ratios for the four classrooms ranged
from 7% to 69% and the predicted average and median daylight factors across the horizon-
tal working plane for the four classrooms ranged from 1.5% to 6.8% (average) and 0.8%
to 4.6% (median), as shown in the graph of Figure 3.2. Another requisite was that “tra-
ditional” taught classes were the main activity held in them; the choice of an horizontal
plane (h = 0.8 m) for the simulated illuminance records was therefore deemed appropriate
for this type of tasks. Table 3.1 shows the main geometrical characteristics and Figure 3.3
illustrates the space geometry with perspective and plan views, while Appendix B reports
the rooms’ descriptions in more detail.
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Table 3.1: Main characteristics of the four case study classrooms.
L3 L7 M1 M5
Floor area [m2 ] 88.15 41.89 40.07 51.28
Glazed area [m2 ] 24.23 16.04 3.27 6.96
WWR 69% 48% / 30% 25% 23% / 7%
WFR 28% 38% 8% 14%
Orientation North-West N-E / S-E South North / South
L3 L7 M1 M5
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Figure 3.2: Average and median DF for the four rooms, obtained using a static simulation with
an overcast sky.
The author took care of measuring all four classrooms, with the help of a fellow PhD
student who was working on the same case study (Drosou et al., 2016). A computer 3D
model of each classroom was then created, to be used for daylighting simulations. For the
inter-model comparison presented in Chapter 5 and for most of the other analyses, simpli-
fied versions of the case study models were built and run with each CBDM technique. The
simplified models did not include realistic representations of furniture, shading systems
and a detailed external environment.
As illustrated in Figure 3.4, the data are plotted over the horizontal working plane
positioned within the rooms. This specific Figure reports the DF values at each sensor
point in the four rooms. In the following Sections and Chapters, the same configuration is
used to represent annual daylight metrics too, when these can be plotted over the working
plane. Sometimes the plots are not accompanied by the room’s floor plan, but only by
the indication of the North orientation, either with an arrow sign, or in the text.
3.2.2 Inter-model comparison set-up
The diverse development of CBDM methods resulted in many distinct possibilities to
perform annual daylight evaluations. Each method differs from the others in how the user
can specify the initial settings, how the engine handles the input parameters and how
the results are calculated and given as output, either in data or visualisation form. The
five different analysed techniques to perform CBDM (described in Section 2.4) considered
for the inter-model comparison are listed here; the 4-component method was used as a
benchmark, in view of the fact that it went through an extensive and rigorous validation
(Mardaljevic, 2000a).
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Figure 3.3: Interior (top), exterior (middle row) and plan (bottom) views of the 3D models for
the four classrooms.
L7L3
M1
M5
Average DF value: 4.1%
Median DF value: 3.0%
Average DF value: 6.8%
Median DF value: 4.5%
Average DF value: 1.5%
Median DF value: 0.7%
Average DF value: 2.3%
Median DF value: 1.7%
Figure 3.4: Horizontal plots illustrating the Daylight Factor values distribution over the working
plane, overlaid on top of the plan views of the four classrooms. In the following
Chapters the plots are sometimes represented alone, with the indication of due North
only.
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• 4-component method (4CM);
• DAYSIM (DAY);
• 2-phase method (2PH);
• 3-phase method (3PH);
• 5-phase method (5PH).
The assumptions taken during the set-up of each simulation had to be as similar as
possible. Furthermore, for the subsequent sensitivity analyses a ‘baseline’ scenario had
to be defined, to serve as reference when assessing the influence of changes in the ini-
tial assumptions. To define such ‘baseline’ scenario, the answers obtained from the survey
discussed in Chapter 4 were taken into account, so that the results could be considered rep-
resentative of a ‘typical’ CBDM evaluation. Table 3.2 reports the main assumptions taken
to model the ‘baseline’ case. For the main inter-model comparison, aimed at highlighting
the differences between simulation techniques, these parameters were kept constant for all
methods. For the subsequent sensitivity analyses, aimed at understanding how variations
in input factors affect CBDM results, this ‘baseline’ scenario was considered as a reference
point.
Table 3.2: Input parameters assumed for the comparisons baseline scenario. When not specified
otherwise, these are the parameters used for all simulations carried out for the inter-
model comparison study.
Surface reflectance
External ground 0.2
Floor 0.2
Interior walls 0.5
Window frames 0.5
Ceiling 0.7
Glazing transmittance
Clear windows 0.80
Grid settings
Spacing 0.25 m
Edge 0.50 m
Height 0.80 m
Sky subdivision2 MF:2
Occupancy schedule 8:00–18:00
Time step 1 hour
Weather file EPW London Gatwick
Climate-based daylight modelling typically generates a time-series of illuminance val-
ues at every ‘sensor’ point. The most straightforward way to evaluate provision over the
year is to determine the number of hours for which an illuminance level, say 300 lux, is
achieved at each sensor point. This is known as ‘daylight autonomy’ (DA) and the eval-
uation period is typically the working day. The daylight autonomy gives an indication
of the time of the year for which, in principle, artificial lighting can be avoided because
2For the ‘phased’ methods only.
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the design level illuminance (e.g. 300 lux) is being provided by daylight. Another climate-
based metric similar to daylight autonomy is ‘useful daylight illuminance’ or UDI. The
key difference is that UDI predicts the occurrence of illuminance within ranges, and the
occurrence of illuminances outside those ranges. Another metric is the cumulative day-
light illuminance received at a point (or across an area) for the entire year. This measure
is often used in conservation studies to describe the exposure of artworks to potentially
damaging daylight exposure. A single number for entire space under evaluation can be
derived by computing, say, the space averaged value for a particular metric. Usually, this
is the space average taken across the sensor grid at desk height. For compliance purposes,
a single number ‘target’ is often given since that simplifies the specification (and subse-
quent checking) to a straightforward pass/fail criterion. To have the greatest relevance
to existing guidelines, a range of metrics – listed below and described in more detail in
Section 2.5 – were employed in this thesis.
• Useful Daylight Illuminance (UDI), organised in four ranges with thresholds equal
to 100, 300 and 3000 lx.
• Daylight Autonomy (DA), with a threshold at 300 lx.
• Spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA), defined by an illuminance threshold of 300 lx and
an occupied time of 50%. It is used here without any model for automatic shading,
similarly to the concept of Daylit Area defined in (Reinhart et al., 2014).
• Total Annual Illumination (TAI).
• Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE), with a threshold of 1000 lx for a maximum of 250
hours.
A custom script in Python3 was created to perform the calculations automatically,
starting from the illuminance profile produced by the simulation. The illuminances were
filtered to consider only the instances within occupied hours. UDI, DA and TAI were
calculated at each sensor point and then expressed as averages over the sensor grid. sDA
and ASE express the ratio of the working plane that complies with their requirements.
In the analyses carried out for this work, the occupancy schedule initially set was
8:00–16:00, to be similar to the one required by the Priority Schools Building Programme
(PSBP) design criteria. The original requirement of 8:30–16:00 could not be reliably
applied for all methods, as sub-hourly schedules are not readily obtained from DAYSIM
v4 as implemented here. At a later time, it was deemed more appropriate to apply the
schedule required by LEED v4, i.e. 8:00–18:00, as it could be applied without modifications
and it included more daylight hours.
3.2.2.1 Radiance Parameters Calibration
When using Radiance-based simulations, one of the most important factors to consider is
the correct calibration of the ambient parameters. These parameters regulate the Monte
3Python Software Foundation. Python Language Reference, version 2.7. Available at http://www.
python.org
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Carlo sampling process that is employed to trace indirect rays within the model, thus
affecting the amount of light that is recorded at the sensor points (or view points for
images).
All the ambient parameters set here were defined following a convergence test for
each of the methods under analysis. The test was based on the agreement of TAI values
obtained from multiple simulation runs. This specific metric was selected as it was deemed
to be more sensitive to changes in parameters than other annual metrics such as DA or
UDI; the convergence of annual metrics might be reached more easily than if it was
tested for instantaneous conditions or for visualisation purposes. However, for the scope
of this work it was considered accurate enough. An example of ambient parameters most
commonly used for room L3 are reported in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Example of Radiance ambient parameters set for each method, for room L3.
4-cm -ab 5 -ad 2048 -ar 128 -as 256 -aa 0.2 -lw 5e-3
DAYSIM v4 -ab 5 -ad 4096 -ar 512 -as 512 -aa 0.2 -lw 4e-3
2-ph -ab 5 -ad 89600 -lw 1e-5
3-ph (vmx) -ab 5 -ad 22400 -lw 5e-5
3-ph (dmx) -ab 2 -ad 22400 -lw 5e-5
5-ph -ab 1 -ad 89600 -lw 1e-5 -dc 1 -dt 0 -dj 1 -st 1 -ss 0
The calibration was typically performed with a reduced number of sensor points (e.g.
six points), placed in the middle of the space, on a line drawn from the main windows
to the back of the space. The number of ambient bounces was set to 1 at first, so that
the rest of the parameters could be refined until the results produced a smooth luminous
gradient across the space. Once this level of accuracy was reached, the bounces were
gradually increased until the amount of light converged and led to a good agreement
between different simulation runs4. Figure 3.5 illustrates an example of calibration, where
the 6 different sensor points are plotted on the x axis, and their corresponding TAI results
on the y axis. The sensor number 0 is the closest one to the window, while the number
5 is at the back of the room. Each line represents the results obtained from a different
combination of ambient parameters, e.g. bounces and divisions, with an indication of
the error range ±10%, adopted in accordance with the errors found in the validations of
Radiance and of the 4-component method (Mardaljevic, 1995; Mardaljevic, 2000a).
3.2.2.2 Analysis grid definition
Defining a grid of points where the illuminance data will be collected during the simulation
is one of the first steps in most of daylighting analyses. The so-called analysis grid is
usually placed over the working plane, an horizontal plane that represents the surfaces
where most of the typical tasks for an office or classroom will take place. In the present
work, the working plane was always placed horizontally at an height of 0.80 m, with
an empty boundary of 0.50 m around it. This was deemed representative of most tasks
4A description of the process can be found here: radiance-online.org/community/workshops/
2011-berkeley-ca/presentations/day1/JM_AmbientCalculation.pdf, accessed 01/06/2017.
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Figure 3.5: Example of data plotted to calibrate the Radiance parameters. The TAI results
at 6 points within the room are calculated from several simulations that employed
gradually higher parameters, until the results fall within the same ±10% range.
involved in classroom activities, with the exception of looking at the whiteboard, which
was not considered here.
The grid definition, i.e height, edges and spacing settings, was a potential factor in
the outcome variability. The height was kept constant throughout all the analyses. A
sensitivity study was carried out on the spacing setting, and the results are reported in
Section 5.2.3.2. The distance between the peripheral walls and the first line of sensors was
found to slightly influence the results, and differences among simulation methods were also
exposed by the analysis. Radiance accepts text files with the point coordinates and view
direction listed in the form: x y z ux uy uz. However, different methods have different
approaches to generate this list from geometrical elements in the 3D model. Figure 3.6
shows examples corresponding to three different methods: the 4-component, DAYSIM
and the ‘phased’ methods.
The 4-component method uses a technique called stencil method to extract point
coordinates from a Radiance image5. When one or more planar surfaces are chosen, they
are used to create an image of defined resolution of each surface, seen frontally from a
parallel viewpoint. Then, each pixel in the image is transformed in a virtual sensor for
the simulation. The surface position within the model defines the coordinate system for
the sensor grid, with each sensor placed at the centre of the corresponding pixel, while
the image resolution defines the sensor spacing within the grid. If empty boundaries need
to be left around the grid edges, they must be defined directly by the initial surface.
When using DAYSIM through DIVA-for-Rhino, the analysis grid definition relies on
the mesh construction used by Rhino. The surface chosen for the analysis is divided into
smaller surfaces, depending on the spacing defined, and sensor points are assigned to the
mesh centres. The coordinates can then be extracted and translated into Radiance format.
5climate-based-daylighting.com/doku.php?id=resources:radiance, accessed 01/06/2017.
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(a) 4CM (b) DIVA-for-Grasshopper (c) Custom Python script
Figure 3.6: Representation of the different ‘gridding’ processes employed by the 4-component
method, by DIVA-for-Grasshopper (for DAYSIM), and by the ‘phased’ methods.
For the ‘phased’ methods, a custom script written in Python was used to create the
sensor point coordinate list. A planar and rectangular surface geometry defined in the
3D model is used as input parameter, and its vertex coordinates are extracted with the
Radiance getbbox command. Simple arithmetic calculations are employed to derive all
the other point coordinates, based on the defined sensor spacing. An empty boundary
around the edges can be set if required. Priority was given to the exact placement of the
edge sensors, while the spacing might be an approximation of the defined one, depending
on the geometry. This method works for rectangular planar surfaces only, but this was
sufficient for the work described in this thesis.
3.2.2.3 Simulation scripts
As Radiance is mainly written in C for UNIX operating systems, the scripts to run its
native commands were written accordingly, and run from a TCSH in the OS X Terminal.
The machine used for the 2-, 3-, 5-phase and 4-component methods was a MacBook Pro
mid-2012, with a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB of memory. To run DAYSIM
simulations, a Windows OS machine was used instead, and the analyses were set up
in the Grasshopper visual programming language, using either DIVA-for-Grasshopper or
Honeybee components.
For each simulation method, a procedure was established so that all the iterative
processes could be automated. This simplified all the sensitivity analyses performed af-
terwards, and gave consistency to the results obtained for the inter-model comparison.
In Figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11, these procedures are described as flowchart
diagrams, to understand better how the scripts were structured. The full content of the
scripts can be found in Appendix F and in the Loughborough University online repository6.
6Brembilla, E. (2017). Radiance scripts for the phased methods. Loughborough University FigShare
Institutional Repository. DOI: 10.17028/rd.lboro.5631925
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Figure 3.7: Flowchart diagram describing the scripts used to perform the simulations with the
4-component method. The input files are coloured in grey and the scripts in orange.
4-component method
The 4-component method was used from a bundled package, as provided by Prof. Mardal-
jevic (Mardaljevic, 2000a). The process is divided in two main scripts, do dcs and
do dc2mets. The scripts follow the strategy delineated in Section 2.4.1 and calculate the
Daylight Coefficients (DC) and the annual metrics respectively. The flowchart diagram
in Fig. 3.7 shows the input required in each step and the order in which the scripts are
used. The octree file needs to be prepared first, and then fed into do dcs, together with
the coordinates of the sensor points. The sensor points grid is created using the stencil
method and a planar surface geometry (Calc.rad here), as described in Section 3.2.2.2.
The DCs so obtained are then used by the second script, do dc2mets, together with the
climate file of the location of choice. This can be either an EPW or a TRY weather file,
which is re-formatted by a corresponding script and used in the calculation of the final
metrics. The output is composed by text and visual representations of the data. Most
of the procedures within the scripts call Radiance or Interactive Data Language (IDL)7
commands.
7Harris® Geospatial Solution. Version 8.3. Available at http://www.harrisgeospatial.com/
SoftwareandTechnology/IDL.aspx
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Figure 3.8: Flowchart diagram that illustrates the procedure used to obtain results from DAYSIM.
The simulations were run within Rhinoceros or Grasshopper, operating DAYSIM
through the DIVA software interface. The steps performed by Rhino are coloured in
green and the ones performed by DAYSIM are coloured in orange. The post-process
was run separately, by using a custom Python script.
DAYSIM
The latest DAYSIM release (v4) at the time of the study was available as an engine for
DIVA-for-Rhino, rather than relying on its own interface, as older releases did (v3.1e and
previous ones), or being offered as a package of command line programs, as Radiance. It
was preferred to use the current and maintained version through DIVA, as the Grasshopper
interface gave the possibility to set flexible and iterable simulations. Rhino, Grasshopper
and DIVA tools were therefore employed to obtain the illuminance profile for each analysis.
This was then post-processed by using a custom script wrote in the Python language,
which was identical to all the ‘phased’ methods.
The 2-phase method
All the ‘phased’ methods were scripted by the author, using Radiance commands directly
from the command line. The output of the simulation was formed by two illuminance
profiles: one for the global illumination, and one for the direct sunlight component. From
those, a script created with the Python language (the same one used for DAYSIM results)
was employed to post-process the illuminance data and calculate the annual daylight
metrics.
The flowchart presented in Figure 3.9 shows the process specifically applied for the
2-phase method, highlighting the differences that are necessary to consider direct sunlight
only. The main input for the simulation is composed by a geometry file (.rad), a material
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Figure 3.9: Flowchart diagram describing the script used to perform the simulations with the 2-
Phase method. The input files are coloured in grey, the Radiance commands in orange,
and the post-processes run in Python are coloured in blue. The parts of the diagram
boxed in orange highlight the additional processes required for a direct sunlight only
simulation, which is used to calculate ASE.
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definition (.mat), the sensor point coordinates list (.pts) and a weather file (.epw). A
file called sky.rad is supplied as well, as it defines a generic white hemisphere where the
luminance distribution is later applied and that encloses the building model.
The rcontrib command is run to produce the DC file (.dc); separately, gendaymtx
is used to create the sky matrix (.smx), which contains the sky luminance data modelled
from the weather file, simply reformatted from the EPW scheme to a .wea format, and
derived using the Perez All-Weather model. The size of the DC matrix depends on the
number of sensor points and on the sky sub-division scheme employed; the size of the sky
matrix depends on the sub-division too, and on the time step chosen for the simulations.
The two matrices are then multiplied together using the rmtxop command, resulting in
an illuminance profile that can be used for metrics calculation.
When the direct sunlight illuminance profile is sought, all the opaque surfaces within
the model need to be transformed into black surfaces. The xform command was used
here. Rcontrib is re-run using one single bounce in the ambient calculation, as there are
no deterministic processes in the 2-phase method and a run with zero bounces would not
send out any rays. Additionally, gendaymtx has to be run with the -d option, to include
only direct solar data from the weather file.
The 3-phase method
The inputs required by the 3-phase method are almost the same as those for the 2-phase
method, but the handling of the fenestration systems need some preliminary considera-
tions. The basic approach that was adopted for most of the analyses is described here
and in Figure 3.10. It is suitable to represent systems that fit completely within the sill
depth. The system can be therefore approximated with a single surface with zero thick-
ness, while the frame or other surrounding geometries are explicitly modelled and sampled
with rfluxmtx. For example, the basic case with a double glazed fenestration and without
any kind of shading system was modelled using this approach; the alternative approach,
applied when shading systems were considered, is described in Section 3.2.2.4.
In the “zero thickness” case, the glazed surfaces were not included in the initial model
(.rad). Instead, their geometry was used to apply an “infinite” Bidirectional Scattering
Distribution Function (BSDF) material, either created with genBSDF or retrieved from a
database; for example, BSDF materials were produced in Berkeley Lab WINDOW 6 for
some analyses, but they can only be used if infinite layers are a suitable solution and if
the systems are not specular (see Section 2.3 for the definition of “infinite” and “thick”
BSDF materials). The glazing is represented by a single surface during the simulation.
One side of the surface looks towards the inside of the room and acts as a receiver of rays,
for the sampling process that generates the view matrix (.vmx). A glow material was
applied towards the interior, in order to make the sampling easier. The external side of
the surface acts as a sender, to start off the rays that samples the sky vault and generates
the daylight matrix (.dmx). Both sampling runs used the command rfluxmtx. At this
point, the three matrices (vmx, dmx and the transmission matrix xml) can be multiplied
with the sky matrix (.smx) by using rmtxop. The number of illuminance matrices may
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vary; one illuminance profile must be produced for each orientation, and facades that face
significantly different external obstructions should be divided in homogeneous fenestration
groups. Eventually, all the illuminance profiles were added together to reach the final
result. The final .ill file was then post-processed to calculate annual metrics.
For the direct sunlight illuminance profile, some modifications were introduced in the
process. The initial model was modified so that all surfaces had a black opaque material
applied. The two rfluxmtx runs were set to a fixed number of bounces: one for the
internal sampling, and zero for the external one. Internally, one bounce is necessary as
the rcontrib sampling strategy is purely stochastic and the window surfaces need to be
‘found’ by light rays; the glow material makes the surfaces easier to be found8. Externally,
even if the same rcontrib command is used and the sky has a glow material too, the
rays are sent by the genklemsamp command and a setting of -ab 0 is required. As for the
2-phase method, the direct sky matrix was produced by using the -d option of gendaymtx.
The 5-phase method
The 5-phase method uses the output from the 3-phase method, namely the global and
the direct illuminance final matrices. Additionally, it provides a more accurate direct illu-
minance matrix, that is ‘swapped’ with the 3-phase one. The two simulation approaches
need to be coherent, i.e. if the 3-phase method employed a strategy with zero thickness
surfaces to represent the fenestration system, the 5-phase method needs to do the same.
Figure 3.11 represents the workflow in the case of zero thickness systems. All the
opaque surfaces in the model were assigned a black lambertian material. The fenestration
model was treated separately: first, it was used as geometry where the BSDF material
would be applied; second, it was used to create the BSDF definition itself, using genBSDF
with the -t4 5 option. The -t4 flag refers to the Tensor Tree BSDF’s ranking, while its
argument (e.g. 5) indicates the logarithm to the base 2 of the BSDF’s sampling resolution
(e.g. log2 32 = 5, so with the -t4 5 option 32x32 regions in each of the four dimensions
are defined, for a total of 128). The difference between Klems and Tensor Tree schemes
is described in Section 2.3, together with their graphical representations.
The surfaces with the new BSDF material applied were included in an octree (model suns.oct),
together with the black model and with the definition of the 5185 suns (suns.rad) used by
the 5-phase method and created as reported in Code 3.1 (McNeil, 2013).
Code 3.1: Commands for the creation of the suns used in the 5-phase method.
echo void light solar 0 0 3 1e6 1e6 1e6 > suns.rad
cnt 5185 | rcalc -e MF:6 -f reinsrc.cal -e Rbin=recno -o 'solar source sun 0 0 4
${ Dx } ${ Dy } ${ Dz } 0.533' >> suns.rad
8This approach was suggested in the presentation of the 3-phase method available
at: radiance-online.org/community/workshops/2014-london/presentations/day1/McNeil_
BSDFsandPhases.pdf, accessed 01/06/17.
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Figure 3.11: Flowchart diagram illustrating the simulation of direct internal illuminances with the
use of the 5-phase method. This part of the simulation has to be combined with a 3-
phase simulation for both total and direct illuminances, to obtain the corresponding
total illuminances for the 5-phase method.
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The rcontrib command then calculated the direct sunlight coefficients matrix (.dsc),
which was then multiplied to the direct sky matrix (direct.smx) to obtain the direct
sunlight illuminance profile (5pm direct.ill). The direct sky matrix was generated by
adding special options to the gendaymtx command: the -d option indicates that only the
direct component of the weather file is taken into consideration; the -m 6 option dictates
the use of a Reinhart MF:6 subdivision scheme for the sky vault; and the -5 option,
specific for the 5-phase method, concentrates all sun energy in a small solid angle for
each single patch. If multiple fenestration groups were created, for example for multiple
aspects or depending on the external obstructions, then several 5pm direct.ill profiles have
to be obtained and summed together. Last, the direct illuminance is added to the diffuse
illuminance took from the 3-phase method, obtaining the final total illuminance. This
would be then used for metrics calculation.
3.2.2.4 Complex Fenestration Systems and BSDF
When a project involves the use of shading devices, the suggested simulation techniques
are the 3- and the 5-phase methods. This becomes especially necessary when complex
optical systems (e.g. Venetian blinds, light-pipes) are in place, or if they have operable
moving parts and each of their aperture states needs to be simulated.
When using the 3-phase method, two possible approaches can be applied. One is used
for systems that can be described with a “zero thickness” surface, and it is explained
in more detail in Section 3.2.2.3. The other approach encloses the whole fenestration
system within two different surfaces, an internal receiver surface and an external sender
surface. These two surfaces stand at a defined distance from each other, equal to the
system’s overall thickness. The geometrical representation of the system is used in a
separate genBSDF run, that produces the transmission matrix in the Extensible Markup
Language (XML) format. As the coordinate convention is different for genBSDF, the
systems had to be modelled horizontally, residing completely below the xy plane but with
the internal side coinciding with the xy plane and looking upwards (+z direction). The
+y direction corresponds to the upward one (i.e. +z) in the main simulation space, as
Figure 3.12 illustrates.
The 5-phase method results are partly derived from the 3-phase method ones, so it is
important to maintain the same approach for both methods. If “zero thickness” systems
are modelled, the process follows the steps described in Section 3.2.2.3. If a “thick” system
was modelled for the 3-phase method, then the 5-phase method would require it too. In
this second case, there are two alternatives: one can simply delegate the overall optical
properties to the BSDF material, while the other includes a so-called proxied geometry for
shadow testing purposes. The first alternative (i.e. without proxied geometry) does not
include the explicit system’s geometry in the model, but the transmission matrix is based
on a Tensor Tree scheme, which gives it a higher, variable resolution in comparison with
the Klems-based BSDF used in the 3-phase method. The second alternative produces
a more accurate representation of the direct sunlight, which is highly concentrated and
directional. Both the Tensor Tree BSDF and the actual fenestration geometry are inserted
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Figure 3.12: Transformation of the fenestration system to adapt to the different coordinate con-
vention used by genBSDF. The system has to reside completely below the xy plane,
with the side looking towards the interior of the room coinciding with the xy plane,
and with the upward direction oriented towards +y.
in the model; the latter allows the identification of the rays that are immediately blocked by
the opaque components of the system, while the former is used to capture light-redirecting
effects that take place off-angle from the direct sun direction. For both alternatives, the
BSDF material is applied to the internal surface (i.e. the receiver); if the proxied geometry
is inserted, the thickness of the system needs to appear in the BSDF material description,
as specified in Code 3.2.
Code 3.2: Material definition of a BSDF used in conjuction with proxied geometry for the 5-phase
method. The system’s thickness is highlighted in red.
void BSDF BSDFproxy
6 0.25 venblinds_t45.xml 0 0 1 .
0
0
For BSDFs of generic fenestration materials, it is possible to use databases such as
the International Glazing Database (IGDB) offered within Berkeley Lab WINDOW 6
software. The number of solutions available is growing and it allows the combination of
several different layers to reconstruct the desired solution. Some shading devices can also
be inserted and considered at different aperture states, for example different tilt angles in
a Venetian blind system. However, there are cases in which the investigated system cannot
be reproduced using a single infinite layer. Specular materials cannot be considered at all,
and all BSDFs are built on a Klems basis. In all such cases, and whenever the 5-phase
method is employed, the Radiance genBSDF command can be used instead (Molina et al.,
2015).
For the modelling of double glazed windows without any shading system, a Klems
BSDF from Berkeley Lab WINDOW 6 was inserted in the 3-phase simulations and a
Tensor Tree BSDF was created with genBSDF for the 5-phase method, sampling a specific
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part of the geometry to recreate an infinite layer (see first line of Code 3.3).
Code 3.3: genBSDF command to obtain a Tensor Tree definition of a double glazed clear window
(first line) and to obtain either a Klems or a Tensor Tree definition of a thick system.
genBSDF -n 4 -t4 5 -geom meter -dim -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.5 -0.1 0 L3-v01.mat
doubleclear.rad >! doubleclear_t45.xml
genBSDF -n 4 (-t4 5) -geom meter L3-v01.mat curtainwall.rad >! curtainwall.xml
For the modelling of fenestration systems that included a shading device, more options
were explored and compared, and the results of such analysis are presented in Section 5.1.2.
In the cases where a thick system was modelled, both the 3- and 5-phase method required
the use of genBSDF as shown in the second line of Code 3.3, without and with the -t4 flag
respectively.
3.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis
The results from the inter-model comparison, especially the ones obtained from the rooms
with clear glazing fenestration systems, was kept as ‘baseline’ for the successive evalu-
ations. To understand how CBDM results are affected by variations in input factors,
sensitivity analyses were carried out, perturbing one factor at a time and analysing how
different annual metrics react.
To identify the possibly relevant input factors to be analysed, a schematic workflow was
created in view of the data collected through the interviews and of the author’s experience
gained during the research. Figure 3.13 represents a general, simplified, workflow to
perform a CBDM evaluation. Highlighted in grey are the inputs that the user provides
depending on the project, i.e. the 3D model of the building under analysis, the climate
data of the site location, and the analysis grid that defines the coordinates of the virtual
sensor points, where the results from the simulation are collected. The following steps in
the process – i.e. sky model construction and simulation of the redistribution of light –
are usually carried out by the software itself, without giving the user a direct choice over
them; however, different simulation techniques are characterised by different approaches
to those two steps.
The output of the simulations is then expressed as luminous quantities, usually lumi-
nance or illuminance; in this work the preference was given to illuminance quantities and
illuminance-based metrics, as currently they are the most common ones among designers.
Several annual metrics were taken into consideration, and an appraisal of the information
they convey was tackled as well.
The analyses were therefore divided in three main Sections, and each of the parameters
was studied through a bespoken methodology. The three main Sections were:
• Climate data (sources, temporal resolution);
• Sky models (luminance values, sky subdivision);
• Geometry (orientation, analysis grid resolution, surface reflectance).
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Figure 3.13: Generalised workflow to perform a CBDM evaluation. The input required from the
user is highlighted in grey, while the other steps are generally carried out by the
software ‘under-the-hood’.
Sensitivity Analysis (SA) allowed for the investigation of all the mentioned factors,
focusing only on one or few of them at the same time. SA has been successfully applied
in a number of researches on building performance models and simulations (Hopfe, 2009;
Hopfe and Hensen, 2011; McLeod et al., 2013; Garcia Sanchez et al., 2014) and it is
increasingly implemented in a variety of scientific fields (Branger et al., 2015). Here,
rather than performing a global sensitivity analysis and vary all input parameters in a
single evaluation, it was preferred to look at each parameter singularly through deeper
and bespoke investigations. This ‘brute-force’ approach was deemed to be more flexible,
allowing the author to adopt a different approach for each of the considered factors.
The details of each analysis are reported before the results, in Chapter 5, so that it is
clearer to understand the results. Also, looking closely at each stage of the process was
considered more relevant to convey the findings to designers and other practitioners later
on. The main challenge was maintaining a balance between the detail required in each
single analysis and its relation to the overall framework.
3.2.3.1 Climate data
The effects of changes in climate data input were mainly analysed with the 4-component
method. A first analysis was run by changing world location and looking at how much
each metric is affected by changes in irradiance or illuminance input values. After un-
derstanding the level of dependency to the chosen location of each metric, the source of
climate files for the same locations was investigated. Files retrieved from CIBSE, Energy-
Plus and Prometheus databases were compared between each other. The results obtained
from a CBDM evaluation using different databases to source London climate data were
also compared. Additionally, the results variations over the UK area were investigated.
Another analysis was carried out changing the climate file time step by interpolating
the hourly values. All five simulation techniques were considered in this case. Two
different types of interpolation were used, namely linear, in the 4-component method, or
stochastic, in DAYSIM and the ‘phased’ methods.
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3.2.3.2 Sky models
The sky model settings are not usually defined directly by the user, especially in case
of graphic interface software. Each simulation technique works with its specific sky and
suns models, which constitute the core difference between the techniques themselves. The
effects of using different sun and sky models on final CBDM metrics would be then made
apparent by the inter-model comparison. However, to understand whether changing the
sky luminance distribution model and/or input data would affect the illuminance results,
an analysis on the different sky models available within Radiance was carried out.
Radiance implemented the Perez All-Weather model in the commands gendaylit and
gendaymtx. The first command is used to produce a continuous sky description for a
specific point in time. This can be fed into genskyvec to transform it in a discretised
description that follows either the Tregenza scheme (-m 1), or finer resolution ones (-m 2;
-m 4; etc.), so that the resulting matrix can be multiplied with a DC matrix. The second
command, gendaymtx, is mainly used for annual simulations. It reads .wea files in input
and it automatically produces a matrix with the sky luminance values averaged over the
finite patches, for each hour of the year; for example, when using a Tregenza subdivision
and hourly time steps, the matrix has size 146 x 8760.
The -W flag instructs the command to take direct normal and diffuse horizontal irra-
diances as input; other options can be given, like the -P flag, that allows the specification
of sky’s clearness () and brightness (∆), the -L flag, that accepts direct normal and
diffuse horizontal illuminances, the -G flag, that reads in direct and diffuse horizontal
irradiances, and the -E flag, that applies the Erbs model (Erbs et al., 1982) on the single
global horizontal irradiance value.
Code 3.4: Radiance commands for the creation of sky vector and sky matrix to be used in com-
bination with a DC matrix.
gendaylit 6 21 12 -a 51.15 -o 0.18 -m -0 -W 245 429 | genskyvec -m 1 >
06_21_12_London.sky
gendaymtx -m 1 London.wea > London.smx
The comparison between these different implementations was performed by looking at
the correlation and errors of sky luminance values.
An additional analysis was carried out on the ‘phased’ methods, to investigate the
effect of changing the sky vault discretisation scheme (see Section 2.2.1 for a description
of available schemes) on CBDM metrics.
3.2.3.3 Geometry
The input factors on which the user has more control on are those connected to the ge-
ometrical and material features of the project. Often these are fixed conditions that are
not supposed to vary, but uncertainties in measurements or assumptions might affect the
results anyway. To understand whether these uncertainties might influence the considered
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simulation techniques in different ways, all five of them were considered in this part of the
study. Variations in orientation were investigated by rotating the models with 45◦ incre-
ments from the due North; different analysis grid settings were analysed to understand
whether they have an impact on annual results; and last, variations in reflectance values
of the model surfaces were studied. While the first two analyses used discrete sets of in-
put values, the third analysis – on reflectances – adopted a different approach to consider
the continuous space of input reflectance values characteristic of common building surface
materials. To do so, the Sensitivity Analysis was carried out using the enhanced Morris
method (Campolongo et al., 2007).
The Morris method can be used to generically understand the importance of the input
parameters on the output of the simulation. It is considered to be an one-at-a-time (OAT)
method, as it perturbs each parameter singularly, and it is therefore more indicated as
a screening technique, which is able to distinguish the least influencing parameters from
the most influencing ones, but which does not give a completely accurate ranking of the
latter. It is also limited in the analysis of the interactions between different factors as that
would need a more detailed method that investigates the second order effects together
with the first order ones.
Due to the long computational load that is required by some of the considered day-
light simulation techniques, the Morris method was adopted for the low number of runs
necessary to the analysis, i.e. about 50 runs for each simulation method. All the steps to
run the SA, i.e. the sampling process to obtain the input values and the actual analysis on
the simulation results, were performed using the SALib v0.7.1 package in Python (Usher
et al., 2016).
In a related work (Brembilla et al., 2015), the method of Morris was applied to a
wide range of reflectance values, that spanned from 0.01 to 0.99 to include all possible
values and to give the same importance to all the elements considered in the analysis. The
results showed that, independently of how realistically the values are assigned to the main
room surfaces, for analysis on the horizontal illuminances the walls, the ceiling and the
external ground tend to influence the final values more strongly than the window frame
and floor do, due to their geometrical characteristics rather than their optical properties.
In the present work however, more relevance is given to the variability of the results when
realistic reflectance values are assigned to the model. Table 3.4 reports the range limits
that were set for each of the considered element; these ranges were deemed to represent
variable, and at the same time realistic, conditions that can be found in common spaces
such as classrooms or offices.
Table 3.4: Range of reflectance values for each of the model’s main elements, as used in the
creation of the initial samples for the method of Morris.
External
Ground
Floor Walls Sill and
Frames
Ceiling
Lower limit 0.05 0.05 0.20 0.20 0.50
Upper limit 0.60 0.40 0.85 0.85 0.95
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The Morris method was applied with the use of optimal trajectories (8 trajectories, 8
levels and 4 grid-jumps) so that the final results from the SA can still be considered reliable
(Campolongo et al., 2007; Confalonieri et al., 2010). The concept of optimal trajectories
was introduced by Campolongo et al. (2007) to improve the sampling strategy of the
Morris method, making sure that the whole input domain is properly sampled without
increasing the number of simulation runs. By using 8 trajectories the total number of
runs is 48, as per Eq. 3.1 where D is the number of input parameters (5), k the number
of trajectories and n the final samples.
n = k(D + 1) (3.1)
Each input space is therefore divided in 8 parts and from each of these parts one value
can be picked for the random sampling process. Between two consecutive simulation runs,
only one of the input parameters is changed, as the method of Morris applies a OAT
procedure.
3.2.4 Limitations
The majority of practitioners is likely to use daylight analysis tools from a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) rather than approach Radiance directly via scripted commands. Thus,
it was initially considered of interest to analyse the existing interfaces to run CBDM
and compare their results. During the course of the project however, the number of the
available tools kept growing, while the existing ones were often updated with new features.
Some of the most recent programs were also found to lack robustness and reliability
(Brembilla et al., 2015). The risk was that the research could lose value by the time it
was concluded, if the results obtained in it were too dependent on the specific software
version employed. Another point that was taken into account was the practicality of
running sensitivity analyses with tools that did not allow automation of iterative processes.
Eventually, it was considered more beneficial to compare the Radiance-based methods that
run ‘underneath’ most of the available tools. In this way, the analyses could be done in
a more thorough manner, considering multiple approaches within the same method that
could not be accessed when using ‘hard-coded’ tools. The only exception was for DAYSIM,
as it was found to be more practical to use it through Grasshopper, a graphical algorithmic
editor that works within the Rhino 3D modeller, than accessing it from its code.
Given the almost endless possibilities and combinations that became available once it
was decided to use the command-line form of simulations, some limitations to the research
scope had to be defined. Only backward raytracing methods were considered, as the first
CBDM tools were developed for those, even though some programs based on radiosity
and photon mapping engines recently implemented CBDM capabilities, e.g. EDSL TAS
and EvalDRC (Bauer and Wittkopf, 2016), respectively. An additional constraint was
set in regards to the annual metrics nature: only illuminance-based data were considered,
and predominantly collected on the horizontal working plane. This was indeed the most
straightforward approach to take, based on the continuity from more traditional metrics,
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such as the DF. Luminance-based metrics, or other concepts of recent implementation
(see Section 2.7) were potentially introducing confounding elements in the inter-model
comparison.
In contrast with other studies and with the current requirement for LEEDv4, no models
were used to reproduce the behaviour of an hypothetical occupant that would operate
shading and electrical systems. As the scope of this research was primarily to compare
the simulation engines, considering occupancy interaction models would add an additional
level of complexity in understanding the differences in annual results. As a future work,
a critical assessment of occupancy interaction models could be done by looking at the
comparison between simulation results and the data collected in real spaces, but this was
not considered as part of this study.
The choice of real classrooms as case studies posed an obvious limit to the considered
range of building types and performed tasks. However, it should be considered that edu-
cational spaces are a typical subject of daylight evaluations, recurrently used for research
activities on the luminous environment (Heschong et al., 2002; Wu and Ng, 2003; Bel-
lia et al., 2013). The concurrence of another research that monitored and measured the
actual luminous conditions for several months made it possible to create a ‘benchmark’
database to which the simulation results could be related (see Chapter 6).
3.3 Comparison with real data
With the inter-model comparison, different simulation techniques were compared against
a ‘benchmark’ technique – the 4-component method – selected in view of the thorough val-
idation process that it went through. Nevertheless, it was deemed important to maintain
a connection with reality, as the ultimate goal of Building Performance Simulation (BPS)
should be to realistically represent the way buildings perform under different environmen-
tal conditions.
The fact that the chosen case studies were monitored for a period of several months
by another researcher, allowed the comparison between data collected with HDR images
and data obtained from simulation. However, this analysis was intended only as an ex-
ploratory study, as the simulations performed here were not meant to reproduce all the
variable factors that were found in the real settings. Rather, the results obtained from
this comparison should highlight the gaps between simulation and reality, that potentially
stem from typical simulation assumptions.
To recreate the same internal luminous conditions found in the real settings, several
types of data had to be measured, collected, and inserted in the simulation. These data
can be divided into two groups: indoor measurements, such as rooms’ dimensions and
surface reflectance, to characterise the 3D model representing the real space; outdoor
measurements, such as irradiance and illuminance, to allow a reconstruction of the sky
luminance within the simulation process as similar as possible to the actual sky conditions
present at the time the classrooms were monitored. In Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 the instru-
mentation used for these two sets of measurements is presented. Section 3.3.3 contains
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the description of the HDR camera set-up, together with the explanation of how room L3
was re-modelled for the comparison between simulated and measured data.
3.3.1 Indoor measurements
All the fixed elements of the interior spaces (such as room dimensions, window frames,
sills, structural elements) were measured with a laser distance meter and a tape measure,
and then used for the 3D model construction in SketchUp and Rhinoceros with about ±1
cm precision. Some pieces of furniture were measured too, but they were often moved
during classes; it was therefore decided to model the space without furniture. The exter-
nal environment was not modelled, as the added complexity would have been substantial,
and the level of detail that is actually necessary to get reliable results is under study by
other researchers (Sadeghi Nahrkhalaji, 2017). It is likely that this could affect signifi-
cantly the performance of classroom L7, which had trees and other buildings very close
to the windows, while for the other three classrooms it was less influential, as they faced
relatively open outdoor spaces. The presence of shading devices in three out of four class-
rooms introduced a significant uncertainty in the assessment of the luminous conditions,
as curtain and blinds were manually operated. The simulation of such operations would
require complex occupants’ modelling that was not considered for this study. It was there-
fore decided to limit the analysis described in Chapter 6 to classroom L3, which had no
shading devices applied on the window system and few outdoor obstructions.
Together with the building geometry, another essential characteristic to be measured
for lighting simulation is the optical properties of surface materials. During the inter-
model comparison, standard values taken from the literature were assigned to the main
room elements and the influence that changes in these values have on the overall results
was investigated (results can be found in Section 5.2.3.3). As for the measurement of
reflectance and transmittance properties in the real spaces, different methods were applied.
If the material exact properties are not known and they cannot be assessed in a laboratory
environment with the use of a goniospectrophotometer, the available options are: the use
of a portable spectrophotometer; the coupled measurement of luminance and illuminance;
or the use of reference reflectance cards (SLL and NPL, 2001). For the analysed room
(L3), the reflectance values to be applied to the 3D model were assessed with the use of the
CIBSE reference reflectance card, and with coupled luminance-illuminance measurements.
The values assigned to the model are reported in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Reflectance values for each of the model’s main elements, as assessed in room L3.
Reflectance Specularity Roughness
Floor 0.25 0 0
Walls 0.9 0 0
Window frame 0.1 0.03 0.05
Ceiling 0.85 0 0
Exterior facades 0.3 0 0
Exterior ground 0.2 0 0
A Hanwell ML4000 Lux Data Logger was also placed in the room (its position is visible
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in Figure 3.15), to cross-validate the HDR measurements and the camera calibration. The
vertical illuminance records were collected during the periods 17/11/2015–15/12/2015 and
08/01/2016–28/03/2016, with a frequency of one measurement per minute.
3.3.2 Outdoor measurements
A weather station was established in May 2015, nearby the location of the school where
L3 and L7 belonged (approximately within 1.5 km), and 25 km far from the school where
M1 and M5 were located. Figure 3.14 shows the configuration of the sensors installed as
part of the weather station. Among the data recorded, the ones used for this study were:
global horizontal irradiance; diffuse horizontal irradiance; global horizontal illuminance;
diffuse horizontal illuminance. The irradiance was measured by a pyranometer, the Delta-
T SPN19, and expressed in W/m2; the illuminance was measured by a daylight and
sunshine sensor, the Delta-T BF510, and expressed in klux (Wood et al., 2003). Both
measures were taken at 5 second intervals and their average recorded every minute, with
an additional instantaneous record taken every 10 minutes. The Delta-T SPN1 has a
reported accuracy of ±8% for individual readings and ±5% for hourly averages, for both
global and diffuse components. The Delta-T BF5 has a lower accuracy, of ±12% for global
hourly averages and ±15% for diffuse hourly averages; the accuracy for individual readings
was not reported.
The classroom monitoring activity started in April 2015, but the external measure-
ments were available only from the 21st July 2015, due to a loss of earlier data resulting
from a thunderstorm that erased them before they could be downloaded. The measures
were then taken continuously until the 26th June 2016, when a sensor failure caused the
interruption of records from the BF5. Measures from the SPN1 were not affected and
were collected for a full year (with 26 instances missing from the 1-minute resolution time
series, and 3 instances missing from the 10-minutes series). The missing illuminance val-
ues can be derived from the irradiances by applying efficacy models and possibly calibrate
them against the existing data.
3.3.3 HDR images
The main dataset of indoor luminances was produced via HDRI (Drosou et al., 2016). A
mains-powered Canon EOS 600D Digital SLR camera was placed in each of the case study
classrooms, capturing seven low dynamic range (i.e. .jpg format) images every 10 minutes.
A Mac Mini connected to the camera was instructed to create an HDR image out of the
seven photographs and upload it onto a cloud server. The camera was fitted with a wide-
angle Canon EF-S 10-18mm f/4.5-5.6 IS STM lens used at its maximum angle (98◦). The
system was calibrated to generate a suitable response curve for the HDR generation, and
the images were processed to correct wide-angle distortion and vignetting effects. More
9www.delta-t.co.uk/product-display.asp?id=SPN1%20Product&div=Meteorology%20and%20Solar,
accessed on 11/07/16.
10www.delta-t.co.uk/product-display.asp?id=BF5%20Product&div=Meteorology%20and%20Solar,
accessed on 11/07/16.
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Figure 3.14: Photograph of the weather station at Loughborough University. It is possible to
identify the SPN1 pyranometer and the BF5 daylight sensor, as well as the GP2
data logger connected to all instruments. Photograph courtesy of Jim Muddimer.
details can be found in Drosou et al. (2016).
Figure 3.15 shows the view of room L3 captured by the camera, identical for all
HDR images collected. The regions selected for the comparison with simulated data are
highlighted in green. They were identified so that they contained only empty wall areas;
the lower part of the wall was avoided as people might cover it when present in the room.
Knowing the reflectance value of the wall surface (ρ = 0.90), using Equation 3.2 it is
possible to derive the illuminance (E) from the luminance values (L) recorded in the
HDR image (Mardaljevic et al., 2015a), which can then be compared with the illuminance
obtained from simulations.
E =
Lpi
ρ
(3.2)
where:
E = illuminance [lx]
L = luminance [cd/m2]
ρ = reflectance
The two regions highlighted in yellow were used to identify when the electric lighting
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Analysed regions
Lights on/off detection
Hanwell Lux Datalogger
Figure 3.15: Example of an HDR image captured in room L3. The field of view was maintained as
constant as possible throughout the full monitoring period. The highlighted regions
indicate: (i) the areas of the wall used for comparing measured and simulated results,
in green; (ii) the areas occupied by luminaires, which gave an indication of the electric
lighting usage, in yellow; (iii) the area just above the Hanwell Lux Datalogger, used
to cross-check the camera calibration, in orange.
system was switched on or off, by filtering the instances in which the average luminance
across those areas exceeded a certain value. For this work, the contribution of artificial
lights was not simulated, thus the comparison had to be performed only with instants that
showed all lights switched off. Last, the region highlighted in orange comprised a small
portion of the wall just above the position of the Hanwell Lux Datalogger (on the left of
the door). The comparison between the recorded illuminance values and the luminance
data from the HDR was used to cross-check both the camera calibration and the walls’
reflectance value.
The CBDM evaluation of room L3 was performed with the 4-component method, and
illuminance results were collected both at the working plane level and in correspondence
of the areas identified on the HDR images previously (highlighted in green). Figure 3.16
shows the placement of planar geometries in the 3D model, emphasised in green colour.
These surfaces were used to generate sensor points using the stencil method (see Section
3.2.2.2). In a test run, the sensors were placed only along one or two lines, in corre-
spondence with the analysis regions. However, it was found that the simulation results
obtained only from those points greatly under-estimated the reference values derived from
HDR images. The analysis grid density was therefore increased to capture the illuminance
gradient present on the walls, covering all regions with sensors spaced about 3 cm from
each other. As presented in Chapter 6, with this grid resolution the simulation results
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Figure 3.16: Radiance rendering showing a similar view to the one captured in the HDR images
(Figure 3.15). The vertical surfaces used to collect illuminance data from the 4-
component simulation are highlighted in green, and roughly correspond to the areas
selected in the HDR images.
actually over-estimated the measured ones.
3.3.4 Limitations
This part of the work is mainly a proof of concept, to investigate whether the results
obtained with an illuminance-based CBDM evaluation can be related to the luminance
values measured in real spaces through HDR imaging. The investigation was limited to
only one room and only a few days were selected for the analysis, rather than a full year.
The room 3D model was kept in a basic form; the furniture and the detail of the external
environment were not modelled, the reflectance measurements were taken with simplified
methods, and any source of light but daylight was not reproduced. The weather data used
for the sky simulation were not thoroughly analysed and corrected for instrument errors;
furthermore, as only horizontal measurements were collected, the reconstruction of the sky
conditions within the simulation relied completely on the sky model assumptions. Last,
this initial comparison was carried out only at hourly time steps. All these uncertainties
made any attempt towards a validation practically impossible, but the work presented here
aimed to find at least a similar trend in simulated and measured values. While previous
rigorous validations in daylighting resulted in errors within a ±20% range (Reinhart and
Andersen, 2006), the differences between simulated and measured values for the present
analysis were expected to be much higher.
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3.4 Summary
The present Chapter illustrated the methodologies applied for the three main parts of the
thesis. At first, the method followed to collect qualitative data on CBDM usage among
researchers and practitioners was presented. This involved face-to-face interviews that
were used as a pilot study, which then informed a wider web-based survey. After that, the
second part focussed on the analysis on simulation processes. Inter-model comparisons
were set up to understand the differences between simulation techniques, and sensitivity
analyses (SA) were run to understand the impact that input factors have on the annual
daylight metrics. The ‘baseline’ parameters used for the former were listed, alongside
the description of the parameters that were later varied for the SA. For the third part of
the work, the steps followed to be able to compare simulation results with measure data
from HDR images were illustrated. For each of these three parts of the methodology,
the limitations of the chosen research methods were stated and taken into account when
analysing results (Chapters 4, 5 and 6) and discussing findings (Chapter 7).
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Results: CBDM Workflow
The literature review and the methodology contained in Chapters 2 and 3 set the back-
ground and the preparation preceding the analyses carried out for this thesis. This is the
first of the three Chapters that present the main results gathered during the research pe-
riod. To provide a context for the following quantitative analyses, a qualitative study was
carried out at first. The scope of this initial study was to identify a ‘typical’ climate-based
daylight modelling (CBDM) workflow, i.e. the sequence of assumptions and analyses in-
volved in a ‘typical’ climate-based daylight evaluation conducted by a certain user. The
first Section (4.1) of this Chapter contains the results collected during a series of un-
structured interviews, on a limited number of people; the second Section (4.2) shows the
answers received from a wider online questionnaire.
4.1 Pilot interviews
Twelve practitioners from different teams within Arup have been interviewed and their
answers have been collected in form of a Sankey diagram. Sankey diagrams are normally
used to visualise how the steps – or nodes – of a process are connected, and the flow
quantity between linked nodes; the threads connecting the nodes are represented with a
width proportional to the flow magnitude1. Although it is not normally used for question-
naire results, this visualisation technique was chosen here to communicate the idea of a
simulation workflow, with clearly identifiable steps that must be taken in order to achieve
the desired result.
The interviews were extremely valuable to understand the fragmentation and the high
number of workflows adopted by each person. It made also clear that there exists very
different levels of expertise in CBDM, and daylighting in general. This distinction has
important consequences on the analysis of the existing methods and on the promotion of
new guidelines and metrics.
All 26 questions posed to the participants are presented below, each followed by a
summary of the answers received.
1https://bost.ocks.org/mike/sankey/, accessed on 26/10/2017.
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1. How would you define Climate-Based Daylight Modelling (CBDM)?
The twelve practitioners interviewed formulated a definition based on their under-
standing of the modelling process. The words they used were transcribed and analysed
to highlight the ones most commonly chosen. The most frequent words mentioned were:
Climate; Year; Data; Specific; Daylight; Conditions.
2. When did you start using it for design purposes?
The experience of the participants was assessed by asking them when they started
using CBDM. Six of them were among the early adopter of the method, employing it
soon after the first theories and tools were developed (around year 2002). The remaining
six started employing CBDM techniques and metrics later on, around 2012.
3. Which are the last projects in which you used it? Were the architects/-
collaborators/clients ever explicitly asking for it?
Most of the projects for which CBDM was being used were offices (6 out of 12), but
the method was not required explicitly for compliance; the lighting designers employed
it mostly for themselves, to gain a more comprehensive idea of the designed luminous
conditions. The same happened for the design of an airport terminal, of a commercial
building and of an industrial building. In one case, CBDM was applied on a museum
design, as detailed analyses of the luminous environment were required by the architect
from the beginning. Two of the participants were working on educational projects, and
in those two cases CBDM metrics had to be compulsorily calculated to comply with the
design guidelines.
4. From which stage of the design process were you able to intervene with
daylight-based variations?
All the designers emphasised the need to insert daylighting evaluations from the very
beginning of a project in order to obtain effective results. However, it was also men-
tioned how this opportunity is strongly tied to the client’s (i.e. the architect) priorities
and decisions. It seemed to happen more frequently for the design of museums and other
particular buildings where a greater influence is given to sustainable solutions.
5. What compliances did you need to meet (both standards or energy
rating systems) in those projects?
Most of the projects had to comply with traditional requirements for daylighting, such
as minimum illuminances on the working plane or minimum Daylight Factor (DF). If a
green energy certification was sought, then the requirements were most likely the ones pre-
scribed in LEED. For the educational projects, the requirements were the ones set by the
Education Funding Agency (EFA) for the Priority Schools Building Programme (PSBP).
6. Have you ever used annual climate calculations for evaluations/disci-
plines not strictly related to daylighting?
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Seven interviewees reported they used the results from wider annual solar analyses to
inform thermal and mechanical modelling about peak loads. Some of them used it for
photovoltaic panels sizing too. More rarely, daylighting annual analyses were used for
studies on the vegetation inside greenhouses, for visibility validation studies on exterior
screens and to find hot spots on facades.
7. What is your main source for climate data?
The primary source for weather data was the EnergyPlus website for most of the par-
ticipants, followed by Meteonorm. The practitioners that were part of research teams
rather than design were more likely to use a multiplicity of sources and combine or correct
the data themselves. Among the sources mentioned there were Chartered Institution of
Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) and American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and
Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) databases, data collected from satellite measure-
ments (e.g. SatelLight and SoDa programmes) and actual weather data retrieved from
Mathematica.
8. Do you make a preliminary check on the climate files? If so, how?
Most of the participants checked beforehand the weather files they were going to use,
through data visualisation or statistical analysis. To do so, they mainly used a software
developed within Arup.
9. What time step do you use? Do you interpolate the data by yourself if
you need shorter time steps?
All participants reported the use of hourly time steps for the majority of their projects.
When shorter time steps were needed, two of them said they created their own files using
linear interpolation, and one using the stochastic model found in DAYSIM.
10. What sky model do you use? CIE Standard Skies, Perez All-Weather,
blended skies, others...
The sky model is chosen depending on the analysis performed, with a preference for
the basic CIE Sky models (Clear, Intermediate, Overcast), for almost all participants.
The Perez All-Weather model was used, but with some scepticism. Two participants
mentioned the Utah sky model too.
11. Do you use the Daylight Coefficient (DC) method? In how many
patches do you divide the sky vault?
There were several different answers to this particular question, and some participants
were not sure of their answer, as this parameter is often pre-set in a model and it is
not changed by the user. The interesting point though, is that some of the interviewees
specified that they use two different discretisations for the diffuse and for the direct light.
Typically, direct light is deemed to require a finer sky subdivision scheme, or a separate
scheme altogether, while for diffuse light a Tregenza subdivision can be considered enough
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accurate.
12. In which software do you usually build/import the 3D model?
Rhino is the most commonly used tool to import complex 3D model, that often are
‘polished’ and simplified before running the analyses. SketchUp is used too, especially
when the model has to be built by the designer. Blender and Cinema4D were also men-
tioned.
13. How do you set the sensor grid points? What in your opinion are the
minimum settings to provide reliable results?
The analysis grid settings are strongly dependent on the scale of the space under
analyses, so they differ every time. The virtual points list is created following different
procedures, either within Radiance, in Blender or in Rhino.
14. In the first design stages, which optical properties values do you assign
to the various surfaces?
There was a general agreement that the assigned reflectance should be the standard
ones when assessing the performance at the initial design stage.
15. Up to which level of complexity of the 3D model have you worked on
with CBDM?
Generally, the evaluations were done on the models as they were received from the
architect. That means they are fairly complex and rich of details. If the complexity be-
comes a problem for the simulation efficiency, then the model is simplified, especially in
the parts that do not affect daylight redirection. Windows details should be always kept
as detailed as possible.
16. Have you ever applied it within a BIM project or in a whole-building
simulation, coupled with energy analysis?
From the answers obtained, the integration of daylighting concepts within a BIM work-
flow seems far from being established. Even the coupling of daylight and thermal analyses
is only partially exploited; the annual results obtained from solar analyses can inform the
thermal analysis on overheating risk and mechanical peak load.
17. How would you model Complex Fenestration Systems (CFS)?
At the time of the interviews, most practitioners did not use Bidirectional Scattering
Distribution Function (BSDF) to model Complex Fenestration System (CFS), although
most of them were aware of their existence and of the existing methods to use them
(i.e. 3- and 5-phase methods). CFS were mainly described explicitly with 3D geometries
and with advanced material descriptions, such as trans materials or the mkillum approach.
18. Do you take into account user behaviour models for the shading/elec-
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trical devices control?
Only few participants used user behavioural models, and if so, they tended to create
the model in relation with their needs, rather than using existing ones. The general pref-
erence was to use models only if an automatic control system was expected in the design,
and use the same control triggers as in the real system.
19. Have you ever performed a parametric analysis where dynamic daylight
parameters were taken into account to model the designed shape?
The answers were generally positive, and almost all designers had at least one expe-
rience of parametric design using daylight parameters, although not necessarily annual
ones. The most common elements that were modelled in this way were shading systems,
window size and transmittance, and rooflights shape.
20. In which software do you usually perform the annual illuminances
calculation (which method/engine does it run)? What final results does it
provide, illuminance values at sensor points or metrics values?
All the participants were using Radiance to obtain luminance/illuminance data that
were later post-processed if some specific metrics had to be evaluated. For the post-
processing part, there was a lot of variation in the choice of computation tool.
21. Do you use custom or predefined ambient calculation parameters?
All participants used custom Radiance parameters, depending on the project charac-
teristics.
22. Do you show separate components of daylight as an evaluation method?
Some participants were evaluating global and direct components separately. However,
that was done mostly for themselves, as there was a widespread believe that the clients
would not appreciate this kind of detail.
23. In which kind of projects do you use most cumulative values or time-
series punctual values?
The experience that most practitioners had was using cumulative values for museums
and PV panel sizing. Time-series were mentioned for all the other types of projects, such
as offices and schools.
24. Do you use CBDM metrics (e.g. Daylight Autonomy, Useful Daylight
Illuminance)? How do you visualise them, with which software?
There were two distinct groups of answers given to this question. Part of the intervie-
wees stated they were using CBDM metrics only if required by the guidelines they were
following. The other part said they used them for their own understanding of the lumi-
nous data, whether required or not. Most of the participants were visualising the results
with a separate software; only one of them stated to use only numerical values.
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25. Do you perform also analyses on the visual comfort?
Almost all practitioners were considering visual comfort among the other analyses,
and most of them were using Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) as an indicator for it.
Designers working on more glare sensitive projects were analysing disability glare, rather
than discomfort glare.
26. Have you got a specific method to visualise/communicate the field of
view of the occupants or other metrics that are expressed in a visual way?
The preferred visualisation type to communicate the occupants’ field of view was fish-
eye renderings from specific points in the space.
The summary of the typical workflow adopted by the interviewed designers is repre-
sented in Fig. 4.1 as a Sankey diagram. The main intention when representing the answers
with this particular form of diagram was to communicate the idea of a multi-step process,
characterised by a more or less uniform approach to CBDM. It is indeed possible to infer
where there is a general agreement in the designers’ approach, such as the hourly time step
and the custom simulation parameters choice, or where there are substantial differences
among them, such as the sky discretisation model or even the simulation method. This
last point suggests that a systematic inter-model comparison would be beneficial in un-
derstanding whether adopting different approaches could lead to significant discrepancies
in the results or not.
4.2 Online questionnaire
In this Section, the answers obtained from the online survey are reported in an aggregated
form, to ensure the anonymity of all participants. The total number of valid, completed
surveys was 71. However, as most of the questions were multiple choice, the total number
of answers varies from question to question. In the graphs that show the answers frequency,
both absolute and percentage (over the total number of answers) values are reported. The
options that were provided for the multiple choice questions are coloured in blue, while
the options that were added by the participants under the ‘Other’ field are coloured in
red.
The questionnaire distributed online was aimed to a larger pool of participants. In
contrast to the interviews held at Arup, it was not possible to restrict the participation
to the questionnaire to experts only. On one side, this was the desired intent, as the
population could be deemed more representative. On the other side, this meant that not
all the questions were correctly interpreted.
The first two questions (reported in Figures 4.2 and 4.3) were posed to gain a better
idea of the level of expertise of the participants. By asking their main role and for how
long they have been using CBDM, the intention was to understand better how often and
for how long they have been working with this method.
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Out of 71 people, 30 considered themselves to be researchers, 17 environmental engi-
neers, 11 architects and 5 lighting designers. The remaining 8 people did not feel included
in the given choices, and defined themselves as consultants (energy, lighting and simula-
tion), mechanical or building engineers, and building performance analyst.
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Number of responses
Simulation Consultant
Senior Engineer / BD
HVAC Engineer
Energy Consultant
Building Engineer
Lighting Consultant
Building Performance Analyst
Mechanical Engineer
Lighting designer
Architect
Environmental Engineer
Researcher
1 (1.4 %)
1 (1.4 %)
1 (1.4 %)
1 (1.4 %)
1 (1.4 %)
1 (1.4 %)
1 (1.4 %)
1 (1.4 %)
5 (7.0 %)
11 (15.5 %)
17 (23.9 %)
30 (42.3 %)
1. What is your main role?
Figure 4.2: Professional roles of the survey participants. Most of the respondents identify them-
selves as researchers. The answers given after selecting the option ‘Others’ were spec-
ified directly by the participants and are reported in red in the graphs.
When asked the moment they started using CBDM, 69 out of 71 participants answered
(Figure 4.3). The adoption of CBDM techniques seems here to have increased in recent
years, with most of the respondents starting after 2010. It looks plausible to link the peak
reached in 2013 with the requirements introduced by the EFA for the PSBP in that same
year. Indeed, some of the participants indicated that event as the main reason that made
them using CBDM metrics.
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2. When did you start using CBDM for your projects?
Figure 4.3: Year in which each participant started using CBDM. 2013 and 2015 were the years
with the highest number of new CBDM users (10 in each year).
If the participants were divided in three generic professional groups as done by Reinhart
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and Fitz (2006), the respondent pool would be formed by 42% of researchers, 35% of
engineers (includes consultants and analysts) and 23% of designers. By plotting these
three categories against the year they started using CBDM, as in Figure 4.4, it is clear
how the early adopters were mainly researchers, while engineers and designers picked up
the methods later on, around 2004. The numbers for all three categories seem to be rising.
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Figure 4.4: Adoption of CBDM by different professional groups during the years. The graph
shows the cumulative number of researchers, engineers and designers that started
using CBDM since 1990. The total number of respondents to this specific question
was 69.
As Figure 4.5 shows, most of the respondents (42%) were working on office projects
when they last used CBDM. Offices were followed by educational (27%) and commercial
(13%) spaces. Other types of buildings were mentioned, but were less common, such
as private properties, buildings for the health sector, airports, museums and industrial
buildings. Analyses on exterior spaces were referred to as well. Some of the participants
choose ‘Other’ among the available options, but did not indicate which type of project
they were working on. The entries marked as ‘Private’ were followed by a statement saying
that they were residential properties within high rise buildings or in highly dense urban
environments.
While the previous questions were used to establish the context within CBDM was
used, the following ones refer to the single steps carried out by the users when performing a
CBDM analysis. Most of these were multiple choice questions, therefore the total number
of answers is always higher than the total number of participants.
First of all, the source of the climate files employed in the simulation was investigated.
The results are presented in Figure 4.6. The most commonly used source (54%) was
the EnergyPlus website2, which provides representative weather files in the EPW format
for free. The second most used source was Meteonorm, a paid service which offers so-
called synthetic climate files obtained from geographical interpolation of weather stations
data. Using ‘raw’ measured data from weather stations equipment was more common
2https://energyplus.net/weather, accessed on 27/02/2017.
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Number of responses
Industrial
Health
Museum
Airport
Private
Exterior design
Other
Commercial
Educational
Office
1 (1.4 %)
1 (1.4 %)
1 (1.4 %)
1 (1.4 %)
2 (2.8 %)
2 (2.8 %)
5 (7.0 %)
9 (12.7 %)
19 (26.8 %)
30 (42.3 %)
3. Which is the latest project where you used CBDM?
Figure 4.5: Building designs for which CBDM analyses were performed, divided by building use
category. Offices and educational buildings represented two third of the designs.
than expected; 15% of the answers indicated so, and came from participants from a wide
range of professional roles (7 researchers, 5 architects, 4 environmental engineers and 2
lighting designers). Other sources mentioned here were those related to local institutions,
such as CIBSE for the UK, as well as Swiss, Portuguese and Swedish ones.
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Number of responses
Sky scanner
Average estimation regarding daylight
LNEG - Portuguese climate data
Swedish Data
Swiss Standard Climate Data
eQuest DOE2 weather files
Mathematica database
IESVE website
CIBSE Climate Data
Weather station with measured data
Meteonorm
EPW files from the EnergyPlus website
1 (0.9 %)
1 (0.9 %)
1 (0.9 %)
1 (0.9 %)
1 (0.9 %)
1 (0.9 %)
1 (0.9 %)
1 (0.9 %)
9 (7.7 %)
18 (15.4 %)
19 (16.2 %)
63 (53.8 %)
4. Where do you source the weather data for your projects?
(Tick all that apply)
Figure 4.6: Sources of climate data used in CBDM evaluations. The vast majority of participants
uses data retrieved from the EnergyPlus website (see Section 2.1.2).
The majority of respondents (69%) stated that they employed weather files with the
default hourly time step, without additional interpolations (Figure 4.7). Less than a third
(27%) selected the option for shorter time steps, while only the 4% of the answers indicated
the use of time steps longer than 1 hour.
The next question concerned the use of modelling software, prior to the actual day-
lighting analysis. This could be either the software where the geometry is directly modelled
by the user, or the preferred software where the model is imported to then proceed with
the analysis, if it was received in a different format. Because of the high number of tools
available, no specific choices were given for this question; instead, the participants could
write their answer in a blank field. 70 out of 71 people completed this answer; 18 of them
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Number of responses
Longer than 1 hour
Shorter than 1 hour
1 hour (i.e. default for many climate files)
3 (3.8 %)
22 (27.5 %)
55 (68.8 %)
5. What time step do you usually use for the simulation?
Figure 4.7: Time step used in the simulation, which most commonly is the same time step found
in climate data files, i.e. hourly. Sub-hourly time steps are also employed, whereas
time steps longer than one hour are rarely used.
indicated more than one piece of software.
The most commonly used modellers were found to be Rhinoceros (30%) and SketchUp
(25%), followed by IESve (13%) and Ecotect (10%). Several other tools were mentioned,
but less frequently used by the pool of participants. All the answers are reported in Figure
4.8.
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Number of responses
IDA ICE
DIALux
n/a
EnergyPlus
Sefaira
Lightstanza
Design Builder
ESP-r
eQuest
OpenStudio
AutoCAD
Radiance
Revit
Ecotect
IESve
SketchUp
Rhino
1 (1.1 %)
1 (1.1 %)
1 (1.1 %)
1 (1.1 %)
1 (1.1 %)
1 (1.1 %)
1 (1.1 %)
1 (1.1 %)
1 (1.1 %)
1 (1.1 %)
3 (3.3 %)
3 (3.3 %)
4 (4.4 %)
9 (9.9 %)
12 (13.2 %)
23 (25.3 %)
27 (29.7 %)
6. Which software do you use most often to model or to
import the project geometry?
Figure 4.8: Software used by the participants to construct the building 3D model, or to open (and
if needed convert the format) models that are given to them. This question did not
offer multiple answers, the participants were free to indicate any piece of software they
normally use.
When asked more specifically how CFS are modelled within their workflow (see Figure
4.9), most of the participants answered that they model the device geometry explicitly
(40%). Another 40% of the answers indicated that BSDF are used as well, with 22% saying
that they create the BSDF by themselves (e.g. using Radiance genBSDF) and 18% saying
that they retrieve the BSDF from an external source (e.g. the International Glazing
Database (IGDB)). Several participants selected a combination of these three options,
suggesting that they adapt their workflow to the specific problem they encounter.
15% of the answers (given by the 21% of the participants as their single answer)
reported that the modelling of CFS and the use of BSDF had never been explored by
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them.
0 10 20 30 40 50
Number of responses
Equivalent glass/trans material
In Rhino, honeybee or sometimes IESve
Radiance cal files
CFC in ESP-r
I have never done it
Using BSDF from an external source
Using BSDF I create
Geometry only
1 (1.0 %)
1 (1.0 %)
1 (1.0 %)
1 (1.0 %)
16 (15.4 %)
19 (18.3 %)
23 (22.1 %)
42 (40.4 %)
7. How do you model Complex Fenestration Systems (e.g.
blinds, light-pipes, prismatic films, ...)? (Tick all that
apply)
Figure 4.9: Modelling options for the representation of Complex Fenestration Systems. Most
participants treated CFS as the rest of the model geometry, but some of them indicated
the use of BSDF too (see Section 2.3 for an explanation of BSDF).
The key part of the workflow is the simulation software used to run a CBDM analysis,
which results in an annual illuminance profile. From the obtained answers (shown in
Figure 4.10), it is clear that DAYSIM is the most commonly used tool among all of them.
It was selected in 24% of the cases, but considering that DAYSIM is the engine running
behind DIVA-4-Rhino, Honeybee, Sefaira, SpeedSim-for-DIVA and Ecotect, it could be
concluded that DAYSIM represents 43% of all the answers.
The option ‘Classic Radiance’ is the second most common one, but it is difficult to
interpret this answer. The insertion of this option was probably misleading, as to obtain
results on an annual basis, some specific Radiance-based techniques should be used, which
were listed too (i.e. ‘phased’ methods, DAYSIM). People who indicated the use of ‘Classic
Radiance’ as a method to run annual simulation, might either refer to annual workflows
they personally programmed and that use the ‘classic’ rtrace command, or to the simu-
lation of single representative sky conditions (e.g. solstices and equinoxes, overcast and
clear).
Next in order of frequency, the 3-phase method was chosen in 11% of the cases, or
19% if the answers indicating OpenStudio or Lightstanza are considered as well, as those
two software use the 3-phase method under the hood. Similarly, the 2-phase method
represents the 6% of the answers, but it can be grouped with IESve and GroundHog,
reaching a 14% of the total. The 5-phase method is the least common among the ‘core’
available Radiance ones, with only the 2% of the answers.
Some non-Radiance tools were mentioned too: Autodesk 3DS Max (2%), EnergyPlus
(1%), Trace (1%) and DIALux (1%).
The participants were asked whether they usually consider algorithms to describe the
behaviour of an ideal occupant that manually operate blinds and/or lighting systems. The
58% answered negatively, while the remaining 42% answered positively (Figure 4.11).
When asked if they combine daylighting analyses with other evaluations (see Figure
4.12), the majority of the respondents (40%) answered that they perform thermal analysis.
Less answers were received for electrical lighting design (19%), mechanical loads analysis
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Number of responses
Lightstanza
SPOT's design day interpolation
4 component method
DIALux
Spot Daylighting Tool
Ecotect
2-phase in Groundhog
SpeedSim-for-DIVA
Trace
EnergyPlus
Sefaira
Autodesk 3ds Max
Honeybee
5-phase method
2-phase method (rcontrib)
OpenStudio
IESve
3-phase method
DIVA-4-Rhino
Classic Radiance
DAYSIM
1 (0.6 %)
1 (0.6 %)
1 (0.6 %)
1 (0.6 %)
1 (0.6 %)
1 (0.6 %)
1 (0.6 %)
1 (0.6 %)
1 (0.6 %)
2 (1.2 %)
2 (1.2 %)
3 (1.8 %)
4 (2.4 %)
4 (2.4 %)
9 (5.4 %)
12 (7.2 %)
13 (7.8 %)
18 (10.8 %)
22 (13.3 %)
28 (16.9 %)
40 (24.1 %)
8. Which program(s)/technique(s) do you use to run annual
daylight simulations? (Tick all that apply)
Figure 4.10: Simulation techniques used by the participants. Some of the answers indicate that
the respondents knew exactly which simulation technique they use, whereas oth-
ers showed that the respondents use a GUI software and do not exactly know the
simulation technique embedded in it.
0 10 20 30 40 50
Number of responses
Yes
No
30 (42.3 %)
41 (57.7 %)
9. Do you consider the user behaviour in your model (for
blinds and/or electric lights control)?
Figure 4.11: The ratio of respondents that do not consider user behavioural model was slightly
higher than those who do, but the difference between the two group is not significant.
(17%) and Photovoltaics (PV) panels sizing (13%). The 14% of the participants (8% of all
the answers) stated that they usually conduct daylighting analyses only. Two more options
were added by some of the participants themselves, namely building energy analyses (2%)
and assessment of the solar radiation on facades (1%).
Another key aspect of the survey was to understand which of the existing CBDM
annual metrics are currently used the most. Figure 4.13 shows all the answers given to
question number 11. Daylight Autonomy (DA) and Useful Daylight Illuminance (UDI)
were the most common, with 26% and 25% of the answers respectively. Daylight Glare
Probability (DGP) appeared immediately after them, with 17%, although it was not
specified whether the choice referred to the DGP calculated on a single instance in time,
or the annual version of the metric. With hindsight, this made it difficult to establish
whether the participants are actually using the annual version or not. Nevertheless, the
portion of respondents that uses DGP (52%) is to be considered significant.
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Number of responses
Solar radiation on facades
Building energy
No I don't
PV panels sizing
Mechanical loads analysis
Electrical lighting design
Thermal analysis
2 (1.5 %)
3 (2.3 %)
10 (7.6 %)
17 (12.9 %)
22 (16.7 %)
25 (18.9 %)
53 (40.2 %)
10. Do you perform other types of simulations together with
daylighting? If so, which ones? (Tick all that apply)
Figure 4.12: Most of the respondents combined CBDM evaluations with thermal analysis, followed
by electrical and mechanical system design.
After DGP, there were Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE) and Spatial Daylight Auton-
omy (sDA), that recorded the same answer frequency (13%). This suggests that they are
often used in conjunction and likely for compliance purposes, given that they are the two
metrics required for the Daylight Option 1 in LEED v4.
The DF was mentioned by 3 people, notwithstanding the fact that the question referred
to CBDM metrics. However, for none of them that was the only answer they provided.
A number of additional metrics were inserted by the survey participants, but none of
them were mentioned by more than one person.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Number of responses
Newly developed one
Annual luminance exceedings
Cylindrical glare
Uniformity metrics
Point in time at equinox and solstices
Lighting energy savings
Cumulative incident solar radiation (kWh/m2y)
Annual Daylight Illuminance 
cDA (or Daylight Saturation)
DAmax (or Daylight Excess)
None
Daylight Factor
spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA)
Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE)
Daylight Glare Probability (DGP)
Useful Daylight Illuminance (UDI)
Daylight Autonomy (DA)
1 (0.5 %)
1 (0.5 %)
1 (0.5 %)
1 (0.5 %)
1 (0.5 %)
1 (0.5 %)
1 (0.5 %)
1 (0.5 %)
1 (0.5 %)
1 (0.5 %)
1 (0.5 %)
3 (1.4 %)
28 (13.0 %)
28 (13.0 %)
37 (17.2 %)
53 (24.7 %)
55 (25.6 %)
11. Which CBDM metrics do you use in your projects? (Tick
all that apply)
Figure 4.13: CBDM metrics most commonly used by participants. The metrics that respondents
used the most were Daylight Autonomy and Useful Daylight Illuminance, selected by
about the 76% of the total number of participants. Daylight Glare Probability was
selected by roughly half of the participants, whereas spatial Daylight Autonomy and
Annual Sunlight Exposure by the 40% of respondents, seemingly always combined
together.
Following the question about CBDM metrics, the participants were asked whether
they used those metrics for compliance or for their own understanding of the building
annual luminous performance (Figure 4.14). Most of the respondents had to comply with
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some sort of standard or guidelines, while 39% of them stated that they do not calculate
CBDM metrics for any specific requirement. The most common guideline among the ones
that ask for CBDM metrics is LEED v4 (32%), followed by the UK EFA requirements for
the PSBP (12%). The 5% of the answers referred to BREEAM requirements, while the
rest of the options were inserted by the single participants.
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Number of responses
Green Rating for Integrated Habitat Assessment (GRIHA)
ASHRAE
Green Mark Rating for Singapore
GreenStar New Zealand
Custom standards
Green Building Council of South Africa (GBCSA)
Indian Green Building Council (IGBC) New Buildings
CIBSE
LEED v3
IESNA
BREEAM
EFA PSBP (UK)
LEED v4
No I don't
1 (1.2 %)
1 (1.2 %)
1 (1.2 %)
1 (1.2 %)
1 (1.2 %)
1 (1.2 %)
1 (1.2 %)
2 (2.4 %)
2 (2.4 %)
3 (3.7 %)
4 (4.9 %)
10 (12.2 %)
26 (31.7 %)
28 (34.1 %)
12. Do you calculate CBDM metrics to comply with a specific
standard, guideline or certification? If yes, which one?
(Tick all that apply)
Figure 4.14: Use of CBDM metrics to comply with building guidelines. About the 40% or re-
spondents did not evaluate CBDM to meet some specific building guidelines. Among
those who did follow guidelines, LEED v4 was the most common, followed by the UK
guidelines for schools (see Section 2.5.2 for details on these guidelines requirements).
The last question concerned the tools used to visualise the annual metrics, in case they
are visualised (see Figure 4.15). About half of the respondents (36 out of 71) indicated
more than one option, showing that they use a multiplicity of tools, depending on their
needs. Most of them tend to visualise the results in the same interface they used to run
the simulations themselves. By cross-tabulating the answers obtained for this option and
the answers given in Question 8 about the tools used to run daylight simulations, it is
possible to see which tools were the most commonly employed by people who selected
‘The same simulation interface’. Table 4.1 presents these values, showing that DAYSIM,
Radiance, DIVA-4-Rhino and IESve were the most common tools, potentially used for
visualisation purposes too.
Table 4.1: Results obtained by cross-tabulating the answers given to the option ‘The same sim-
ulation interface’ for Question 13: ‘Do you visualise your annual results? If so, what
tool do you use?’, and Question 8: ‘Which program(s)/technique(s) do you use to run
annual daylight simulations?’.
Classic
Radi-
ance
DAYSIM 2-phase
method
3-phase
method
5-phase
method
DIVA-
4-Rhino
Autodesk
3ds
Max
IESve OpenStudioOther
17% 25% 4% 9% 1% 16% 1% 11% 8% 9%
Other than this, the most used tool was found to be Microsoft Excel (26%), followed
by Python (7%) and Matlab (5%). Four people indicated that they use only numerical
values, although one of them chose this option in conjunction with other visualisation
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Number of responses
iPython
DataGraph
Surfer
Kaleidagraph
MathCAD
IDL
Groundhog
Photoshop
SpeedSim-for-DIVA
OpenStudio
Custom tools
Ecotect
Gnuplot
ParaView
R
Grasshopper
I use only numerical values
Matlab
Python
Excel
The same simulation interface
1 (0.8 %)
1 (0.8 %)
1 (0.8 %)
1 (0.8 %)
1 (0.8 %)
1 (0.8 %)
1 (0.8 %)
1 (0.8 %)
1 (0.8 %)
1 (0.8 %)
2 (1.7 %)
2 (1.7 %)
2 (1.7 %)
2 (1.7 %)
2 (1.7 %)
3 (2.5 %)
4 (3.3 %)
6 (5.0 %)
8 (6.6 %)
31 (25.6 %)
49 (40.5 %)
13. Do you visualise your annual results? If so, what tool
do you use? (Tick all that apply)
Figure 4.15: The most common way to visualise results was found to be the same software used
by participants to run the simulations. Other responses indicated Microsoft® Excel,
while the rest of the mentioned tools was used by a small number of participants.
methods. Several tools not originally included among the default choices were added by
the participants.
As previously done for the answers obtained after the face-to-face interviews, the
results of the survey were displayed in the form of a Sankey diagram. Given the higher
number of respondents, an interactive version of the diagram was deemed more appropriate
to navigate through the different workflows (Figure 4.16 is a snapshot of the interactive
graph). Nevertheless, the final outcome was not as clear as expected. The fact that most of
the questions allowed multiple answers made it difficult to represent all the combinations
that were chosen by the participants.
The last part of the survey was left to optional individual comments. Some of them
are reported below, specifically chosen among the most significative ones and those that
does not permit to identify the respondent. Geographical information and references to
specific software were omitted. The order in which they are presented is the same as they
were received.
Comment number 1:
I personally think using the term Climate-Based Daylight modeling for
annual modeling is misleading. You can use gendaylit and create a climate-
based sky from an epw file and run a “climate-based analysis” for a single
point in time. The sooner we stop using the wrong term for annual daylight
analysis the better.
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CBDM Workflows
1. Main role alpha » size »
Researcher Lightin… Architect Environmental Eng Other
2. Starting year alpha » size »
1… 2001-2010 2011-2013 2014-2016 n/a …
3. Latest project alpha » « size
…CommercialEducationalOffice …Other Pr…
4. Weather data source alpha » « size
…EPW EPW,Mete… EPW,Mete…EPW,Measur… …Met… …EPW,CIBS… … … …O… … …
5. Time step alpha » « size
Shorter than 1 hour1 hr 1 hr,Sho… … … …
6. Modelling software alpha » « size
SketchUp Ope… …S… …Rhino … … … …Ecotect … … … … …IESve … … … … … … … … …
7. Complex Fenestration Systems alpha » « size
O…I have never done it Using BSDF fro…Geometry only Using B… …U…Usi… …Using BSDF I … U… …
8. Simulation software alpha » « size
… …Cl… Cl…DAYSIM,3-p… Classic Radi… Clas… … …Cl… … … … …DAYSIM Cl… 3-…2-phase method …Cl… … … … … …Cl… … …
9. User behaviour alpha » « size
No Yes
10. Other building analyses alpha » « size
NoThermal analysis Thermal an… The…Electric… Thermal… The… …Thermal analy… Ther… The… … … … … …
11. CBDM metrics alpha » « size
DA,UDI,… …DA,UDI,DGP DA,UDI,sDA,… DA,… U…DA,UDI …U… D… …U… …DA … … … … … … … … …D… …U… …D… … …
12. CBDM for compliance alpha » « size
EFA PSBP (U…No LEED v4 Other … …LEE… …B…
13. Visualisation alpha » « size
Other Onl…Excel …Simulation GUI Sim… … …Simulation GUI,Excel … … …E… … …Sim… … … … …
Figure 4.16: The 71 answers collected with the online survey on the use of CBDM were represented
in form of an interactive Sankey diagram, from which the screenshot in the image
was taken. The order of both categories and answers can be changed, and the colours
follow the grouping of the category brought at the top, e.g. the participant’s job in
this case. All the other categories, but the “Starting year” are ordered from the most
to the least common answer.
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Comment number 2:
[...] Some movement to standardisation would be beneficial.
CBDM is not publicised enough in terms of its benefit to building perfor-
mance. Its effective change is the comparable to thermal static calcs moving
to dynamic simulation.
More BSDF inputs would be beneficial to capture technologies within
CBDM assessments.
CBDM has a great future but variations in analysis strategy cause confusion
and lack of traction and confidence to industry uptake. Communication on
the CBDM approach is an important point moving forward.
Comment number 3:
Additional guidance on interpreting metrics is desirable, daylight factors
are easy to read but judging the merits one design versus another is difficult
with CBDM metrics, especially in the context of subtly different definition
of the same metrics by different authorities. In some ways it feels as if the
current literature and understanding of CBDM in the industry is not at a
mature enough stage for the mandating of their use [...].
Additional research linking ‘as built’ buildings/spaces that can be consid-
ered “well lit” by natural light with their equivalent CBDM metric results
would go a long way in assisting designers in interpreting CBDM results to
achieve better designs.
Comment number 4:
I needed to model a space with perforated screen, and get daylight results
and indoor temperatures, taking into consideration CFD for indoor tempera-
tures, but no tool did provide me this capability.
Comment number 5:
I am very much in support of CBDM, however, current industry practice
in [...] is limited to DF calculation and very basic CIE sky models.
Comment number 6:
Some authors of IES LM 83 are coincidentally developers of new software
for analysis of CBDM metrics. This seems like a conflict of interest.
Comment number 7:
I found none of the popular software facilitated a very fast workflow. [...]
From these comments and from some of the answers presented previously, it is possible
to infer a lack of consensus in the terminology used to define CBDM (e.g. Comment 1).
Part of this uncertainty is attributed to the existence of several guidelines with dissim-
ilar requirements, and part to a general ‘immaturity’ of the field, in terms of research,
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documentation and tools (Comments 2 and 3). The available software is seen as not fast
enough (Comment 7), and not well integrated with other building performance analyses
(Comment 4).
The final sentence in Comment 3 is of particular interest here, as it suggests the need
of more studies that relate real spaces with their evaluated CBDM performance. One
of the objectives set for the present work aims to answer exactly this sort of questions.
Chapter 5 focuses on the comparison between available simulation tools, while Chapter
6 presents the relation found between datasets collected through simulation and through
measurements.
4.3 Summary
This Chapter presented the qualitative part of the research, carried out to understand how
CBDM is currently applied by daylight simulation specialists. The first part of the Chapter
was dedicated to the answers collected from a small group of lighting designers that were
interviewed by the author. The resulting snapshot of the practice was characterised by a
large variety of different approaches, customised to each person’s preferences. The second
part of the Chapter illustrates the answers given to a web-based survey that was created
and distributed by the author. The results obtained from this second activity reinforced
the previous finding suggesting that the daylight simulation community is fragmented
under many aspects, and that currently there is not a common framework to perform
CBDM evaluations. Some of the main findings from the web-based survey were:
• The most common source of climate data is the EnergyPlus website, and the simu-
lations are run with an hourly time step;
• Rhinoceros and SketchUp are the tools that are used more often to model the 3D
geometry, including complex fenestration systems, which are more often modelled
explicitly than represented with BSDF descriptions;
• Among the existing CBDM simulation methods, DAYSIM was found to be the
most common, partly because it is embedded in several GUI programs that many
participants mentioned;
• Daylight Autonomy and Useful Daylight Illuminance were the more common met-
rics among respondents, followed by Daylight Glare Probability, Annual Sunlight
Exposure and spatial Daylight Autonomy;
• About a third of the respondents stated they do not use CBDM to comply with any
building guideline, whereas the rest of them indicated LEED v4 and the UK PSBP
as the most common requirements they aim to meet.
A very important conclusion drawn from both the interviews and the survey was that
different CBDM methods were used interchangeably to calculate the same CBDM metrics,
and that by using GUI programs the user is not always aware of the method that is being
run by the program itself. This finding has several implications on the overall conclusions
of the present studies, that are discussed more widely in Chapter 7.
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Results: Intermodel Comparison
and Analysis
After the preliminary investigation on the current practice to perform climate-based day-
light modelling (CBDM) was completed, the analyses presented in this Chapter tackled
the simulation process itself. A series of inter-model comparisons is presented; at first, the
simulation techniques considered in this study are compared with each other, to under-
stand whether their annual results differ significantly from the benchmark technique, i.e.
the 4-component method. Section 5.1 contains the inter-model comparison carried out on
all case study rooms, at first assuming that all windows are clear glazings and have no
shading systems applied, and then taking into account only one room (L3) and looking at
the inter-model comparison in the presence of a Complex Fenestration System.
This first set of results was obtained using input factors that can be considered common
practice, and it is successively treated as baseline results for each of the methods. In
the subsequent Section (5.2), the main input factors that CBDM requires were analysed
singularly via sensitivity analysis. These comparisons can be divided in three main groups,
respectively concerned with differences in:
• Climate data (sources, temporal resolution), presented in Section 5.2.1;
• Sky models (luminance values, sky subdivision), presented in Section 5.2.2;
• Geometry (orientation, analysis grid resolution, surface reflectance), presented in
Section 5.2.3.
Most of the analyses were carried out on all four case study classrooms. The results
shown here may sometimes refer to a single classroom, chosen to represent the findings for
all of them, or they may include all rooms, in particular when it was deemed necessary to
demonstrate the scalability of the findings to a wider range of geometries and room sizes.
As the results were always expressed with several annual daylight metrics, the analyses
were used to reveal the sensitivity of different metrics to the varying input factors also.
The discussion on the main findings is reported in Chapter 7.
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5.1 Inter-model comparison
5.1.1 CBDM techniques: Clear glazing
The first comparative analysis was made between the basic results for each room obtained
using all the five analysed CBDM techniques: the 4-component method (4CM); DAYSIM
(DAY); the 2- (2PH), 3- (3PH) and 5-phase (5PH) methods. All inputs and parameters
were kept as generic as possible, following best practice guidelines (reported in Section
3.2.2). The compass orientation of each room was kept similar to the real one, specific for
each room. The windows in L3 were oriented towards North-West; in L7 towards North-
East and South-East; in M1 towards South; and in M5 towards North (view window)
and South (clerestory window). The occupancy schedule used for the calculation of the
annual daylight metrics was 8:00–18:00. Figure 5.1 explains the visualisation used to
represent Useful Daylight Illuminance (UDI) values as a stacked bar plot, with varying
transparency to indicate the four UDI ranges. The results obtained for room L7 are given
as an example, with a stacked bar for each of the five simulation methods that were
compared; each method is identified by a different colour. Figure 5.2 is used to recall
the geometry of the four classrooms under evaluation; in some of the graphs contained in
the present Chapter, the results referring to the four classrooms are identified by different
markers and colours, as shown in the Figure. The colours assigned to the simulation
methods do not relate to the colours used to identify the classrooms.
UDI-x = 15.8 %
UDI-a = 71.8 %
UDI-s = 9.1 %
UDI-n = 3.3 %
Figure 5.1: Key to the visualisation of Useful Daylight Illuminance results in stacked bar plots.
For each method (identifiable by colours), the bars at the bottom represent the values
of UDI-n, which groups illuminances between 0 and 100 lx; going up, the other bars
represent UDI-s, UDI-a and UDI-x, respectively for illuminance ranges of 100–300,
300–3000 and above 3000 lx. The sum of UDI values for all the ranges considered is
always equal to 100%.
The results plotted in Figure 5.3 and reported in Table 5.1 give a first indication of
how the use of different CBDM techniques influences the final results. It can be noticed
that for some metrics, like DA, UDI and TAI, there is little or no difference between
methods. When looking at sDA, the difference between the benchmark and the other
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Figure 5.2: 3D representation of the four classrooms, with name and colour codes.
methods become slightly more significant for rooms M1 and M5; on the opposite hand,
room L7 reaches the cap sDA = 100% independently on the chosen method. ASE is
the metric that shows the highest divergence when obtained from different techniques.
For L3 and M5 the values are almost all zero, as little direct light is recorded during
occupancy hours in a year, mainly due to their orientations. For L7, which does receive
direct sunlight, the results are extremely different, with a peak for the 3-phase method
(ASE = 44%) and the lowest value obtained from the 4-component method (ASE = 6%).
Figure 5.4 further clarifies each metric’s Relative Error for the various methods, com-
pared to the benchmark 4-component method. The DA values show differences all below
a maximum of 7%, namely between the 4-component and the ‘phased’ methods for room
M1. The sDA values emphasise these differences for rooms M1 and M5 (up to a max-
imum RE = 15% for the 2-phase method). TAI values show a maximum RE of +11%
between the 4-component and the 3-phase methods for M1 results. UDI-c, which is the
sum of UDI-a and UDI-s, indicating the ratio of the occupied hours that falls within the
illuminance range 100–3000 lx, is the metric that shows the smallest RE, within a range of
±6% for all methods and all rooms. On the contrary, ASE values are characterised by the
highest RE, up to 574%. UDI-x is affected by high RE (up to 94%) too, but the absolute
values are less significant than for ASE; the biggest variation from the benchmark is found
for the M5 results obtained with the 3-phase method, which equalled UDI-x = 2% rather
than 1%.
From these early analyses, it is already possible to notice the difference between metrics
based on total illuminance, i.e. DA, TAI, sDA and UDI, and metrics based on direct
sunlight only, as ASE here. The latter are bound to be more sensitive to the chosen
simulation technique, given the profound differences in how each technique treats the
direct sun component. The resulting errors are also differently affected by the geometry
of the space. A deep plan room, as M1 is, is likely to be more sensitive to differences
in inter-reflected light calculation, closely dependent to the Radiance ambient parameters
settings too. The error in sDA values could suggest a different spatial distribution of the
illuminance over the working plane between the ‘phased’ methods and the 4-component
method. Conversely, room L7, characterised by a double aspect and large direct sunlight
access from North-East and South-East, led to better agreement between methods for all
metrics but for ASE.
To understand how the five techniques compared to each other, independently of any
annual metric, correlation and errors analyses were run on illuminance results. The two
analyses considered only the average illuminance over the working plane obtained at each
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Figure 5.3: Results from the basecase scenarios for all rooms in their original orientation, using all
the methods: 2-, 3-, 5-phase, 4-component and DAYSIM. The results are expressed as
DA (a), TAI (b), sDA (c), ASE (d), and with the four UDI ranges (e: From bottom
to top: UDI-n; UDI-s; UDI-a; UDI-x).
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Figure 5.4: Relative Errors of the simulation methods, compared with the 4-component method.
The errors for six different metrics and for all four classrooms are shown.
Table 5.1: CBDM annual metrics results for all the four rooms, obtained with all the investigated
methods.
UDI-n
[%]
UDI-s
[%]
UDI-a
[%]
UDI-x
[%]
DA [%] sDA
[%]
TAI
[klx
hrs]
ASE
[%]
L3 2PH 12 15 71 3 73 100 3142 0
3PH 12 14 71 3 74 100 3108 0
4CM 13 14 69 3 72 100 3280 0
5PH 12 14 71 3 74 100 3100 0
DAY 12 15 70 3 72 96 3053 0
L7 2PH 10 9 66 16 82 100 6887 30
3PH 10 9 66 16 82 100 6749 44
4CM 10 10 66 14 80 100 6811 6
5PH 10 9 68 14 82 100 6773 11
DAY 10 9 66 14 81 100 6636 33
M1 2PH 27 28 40 5 46 49 2962 18
3PH 26 28 40 5 46 48 2989 20
4CM 32 26 39 3 43 43 2686 8
5PH 27 28 41 4 46 48 2945 12
DAY 29 28 38 5 43 46 2802 18
M5 2PH 17 21 60 1 61 77 2143 0
3PH 17 21 61 2 62 79 2210 0
4CM 20 21 58 1 59 74 2172 0
5PH 17 21 62 1 62 79 2156 0
DAY 18 23 58 1 59 72 2034 2
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point-in-time during daylight hours. The comparison was carried out for all rooms, once
for the total illuminance values and once for the direct sunlight values. The benchmark
used in this latter analysis was a ‘brute-forced’ rtrace run for each hour of the year.
Similarly to the 4-component method, it used the ‘classic’ Radiance command rtrace
with zero ambient bounces to obtain the illuminance values due to direct sunlight alone.
It was preferred to the 4-component method here for the ease of maintaining exactly the
same sensor grid definition than the ‘phased’ methods. Indeed, the ASE values obtained
in this way were exactly the same as those derived from the 4-component method.
The graphs presented here in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 report two of the obtained correlation
matrices; the first one illustrates the comparison between total illuminances, while the
second one illustrates the comparison between direct illuminances. Both refer to room
M5, which is the room that had the lowest coefficient of determination R2 and the highest
errors (reported in Table 5.2). The scatter plots in Figure 5.5 show the correlation between
all combinations of simulation techniques. On the scatter plot matrix diagonal, rather than
presenting a superfluous perfect correlation between each method with itself, the kernel
density estimates function was plotted (Dekking et al., 2005). For each combination,
the coefficient of determination R2 is reported on the matrix upper triangle (the formula
used to calculate the coefficient of determination is reported in Appendix C). All the
instances that were composed of zero values for all simulation methods simultaneously
were discarded. Here the lower correlation was found between the 4-component method
and the 3- and 5-phase methods (R2 = 0.80). After a similar analysis, Figure 5.6 shows
the scatter plot matrix for the direct illuminance results obtained with the five simulation
methods. The lowest coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.82) corresponds here to the
correlation between the 4-component method and DAYSIM.
Table 5.2 reports, for all rooms, the normalised Mean Bias Error (MBE) and Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) calculated over all daytime instances of the year, comparing
the illuminance averaged over the working plane obtained with the 4-component method
to the same results obtained with all other simulation techniques. All the coefficients of
determination R2 are also reported in the Table. The left side table shows the deviations
for the total illuminance values, whereas the table on the right shows the deviations for
the direct sunlight values. It is interesting to notice that the comparison that considered
only direct illuminances generally resulted in better agreement than the comparison made
with total illuminance values. The rooms characterised by higher daylight access (L3 and
L7) reported much smaller deviations between the 4-component method results and the
other methods. Instead, darker rooms (M1 and M5) were more prone to deviations and
fluctuations, for both the total and direct components.
These analyses seem to indicate that the overall light influx, whether total or direct,
is consistently represented by all simulation methods considered. When looking at illu-
minance averaged over the working plane, the differences in how each method works are
affecting the final results less significantly. However, as ASE, for example, is affected by
the spatial distribution as well, the way the direct sunlight is distributed within a space
becomes more important than its average intensity.
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Figure 5.5: Matrix of the scatter plots that show the correlation between the investigated meth-
ods for room M5. The illuminance values obtained from global illumination during
daylight hours for an entire year, averaged over the workplane, are shown. The in-
stances in which all methods reported a zero value at the same time were discarded.
In the boxes along the Figure diagonal, the Kernel Density Estimates for each method
are plotted, representing the probability density function of the resulting illuminance
values.
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Figure 5.6: Matrix of the scatter plots that show the correlation between the investigated methods
for room M5. The illuminance values obtained from direct sunlight for an entire year,
averaged over the workplane, are shown. The instances in which all methods reported
a zero value at the same time were discarded. In the boxes along the Figure diagonal,
the Kernel Density Estimates for each method are plotted, representing the probability
density function of the resulting direct illuminance values.
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Table 5.2: Error analysis on the annual illuminance values obtained from different CBDM tech-
niques, compared against the 4-component method results. The left-side Table refers
to the total illuminances averaged over the working plane. The right-side Table refers
only to direct sunlight, also averaged over the working plane.
total 2PH 3PH 5PH DAY
L3 MBE [%] 3 3 3 0
RMSE [%] 15 15 15 15
R2 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
L7 MBE [%] 8 6 6 3
RMSE [%] 17 16 16 14
R2 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
M1 MBE [%] 87 87 86 74
RMSE [%] 388 387 386 357
R2 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90
M5 MBE [%] 68 70 69 58
RMSE [%] 377 378 378 352
R2 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.81
direct 2PH 3PH 5PH DAY
L3 MBE [%] 12 0 6 28
RMSE [%] 85 29 157 101
R2 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.96
L7 MBE [%] 21 25 12 35
RMSE [%] 107 142 83 163
R2 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.96
M1 MBE [%] 196 285 153 150
RMSE [%] 1313 1998 1288 1095
R2 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.92
M5 MBE [%] 164 258 181 352
RMSE [%] 925 1335 1409 2217
R2 0.86 0.83 0.85 0.82
The differences in spatial distribution for the direct sunlight entering room L7 during
daylight hours throughout the year are visible in Figure 5.7. The plots represent the plan
view of the working plane, over which only the direct sunlight with E > 1000 lx was
recorded, as per LEEDv4 ASE calculation requirements. The colour scale highlights the
grid points where such illuminances were recorded for more than 250 hours, while the ones
that were below the 250 hours are greyed out as they are not considered for ASE. Not only
the spatial distribution of these points is extremely different between methods, but also
the number of points that are accounted for in the ASE calculation, as indicated below
the plots. The ‘classic’ rtrace method resulted in only 57 points complying with the
requirements, while the 3-phase method recorded up to 305 points. This helps explaining
the discrepancy in ASE values found previously in this Section and visible in Figure 5.3.
5.1.2 CBDM techniques: Complex Fenestration Systems
Three different shading systems were investigated for this analysis, fictitiously applied on
the curtain wall of room L3 which was oriented towards South. Figure 5.8 displays the
renderings of room L3 seen from its interior, with each of the three shading systems in
place. The first shading device is formed by light diffusing Venetian blinds, placed on
the interior side of the glazing, within the depth of the sill. The slats were modelled as
simple horizontal surfaces, with zero thickness, 50 mm wide and spaced every 40 mm.
The second device has the same geometry as the first one, but it is characterised by a
metallic specular finish on both sides of the slats. The third device is a fixed Perforated
Solar Screen (PSS), with hexagonal holes and a 25% perforation ratio. The two Venetian
blinds systems are treated as fixed shadings too, as the operation of these devices was not
the object of the investigation described here.
An inter-model comparison between the five simulation techniques under analysis was
carried out. However, in the presence of Complex Fenestration System (CFS), the 3-
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Figure 5.7: Plan views of the horizontal working plane of room L7, where the virtual sensor points
are positioned. The plots represent the points that exceed the thresholds fixed for
ASE, i.e. E > 1000 lx for more than 250 hours, and how they are distributed over the
plane, for each simulation method. The difference in how each method represents the
sun results in a different distribution of high intensity illuminances over the working
plane.
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(a) Diffusing Venetian blinds. (b) Specular Venetian blinds. (c) Perforated Solar Screen.
Figure 5.8: Interior view renderings of room L3, with different CFS applied. The aperture is
oriented towards South.
and 5-phase methods have more than one procedure that can be followed, depending
on the accuracy needed and on the availability of Bidirectional Scattering Distribution
Function (BSDF) data. Furthermore, additional modes to operate DAYSIM were explored
by another researcher1, who ran the analyses from the discontinued DAYSIM v3.1 interface
(Brembilla et al., 2017). Unfortunately, the results from the most accurate of DAYSIM
modes, i.e. with Shadow Testing (see description in Section 2.4.2), had to be discarded as
it produced incomplete illuminance profiles for the direct component. All combinations
of CBDM techniques considered in the following analyses are reported in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Simulation methods and specific implementations investigated for the comparative
analysis of CBDM in the presence of complex fenestration systems.
A 4-component method
B DAYSIM v4
B1 DAYSIM v3.1e with interpolation mode
B2 DAYSIM v3.1e with DDS option
C 2-phase method
D1 3-phase method with thick BSDF, from genBSDF
D2 3-phase method with zero thickness BSDF, from genBSDF
D3 3-phase method with zero thickness BSDF, from Window6
E1 5-phase method with thick BSDF, without proxied geometry
E2 5-phase method with thick BSDF, with proxied geometry
E3 5-phase method with zero thickness BSDF
The 4-component method, DAYSIM and the 2-phase method follow the same simula-
tion strategy that they would adopt for ‘simple’ glazings, with the caveat that Radiance
ambient parameters need to be substantially increased to account for any shading sys-
tem, which leads to very long computational times. Even so, there is a higher chance
that a significant amount of light is not accounted for. The 3- and 5-phase methods
were introduced precisely to offer a solution to this problem (see Section 2.3). However,
they required greater consideration about which is the best way to represent the specific
CFS. Each of the three shading systems required slightly different approaches, which are
explained separately below.
1Doris Chi Pool, from the University of Seville (Spain), visiting student at Loughborough University
from the 26/09/2016 to the 26/12/2016.
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Diffusing Venetian blinds
For the first analysis, the Venetian blinds were treated as perfect diffusers. The material
assigned to the horizontal slats was a generic diffusing material with a 62% reflectance,
for which the following Radiance definition was specified:
void plastic Venetianblinds
0
0
5 0.62 0.62 0.62 0 0
The BSDF material definition applied in each of the cases listed for the 3- and 5-
phase methods was built following different processes. The so-called ‘thick’ BSDF was
created with genBSDF, sampling the complete curtain wall system: clear glazing, frames
and Venetian blinds. Such definitions are strictly specific to the sampled geometry and
its dimensions. The generation of the ‘thick’ BSDF was the same for the 3- and 5-phase
methods, except that for the latter the -t4 5 flag was specified to use a Tensor Tree basis
rather than a Klems one. When the 5-phase method uses a ‘thick’ system, there is an
additional option of whether to insert a ‘proxied’ geometry or not, to have more or less
defined solar patches within the room. More details on this are given in Section 3.2.2.4.
The ‘thin’, or ‘infinite’, BSDF definition was used to describe the combined system
of clear glazing and Venetian blinds. The curtain wall frames were not included, and
were instead part of the room’s geometry. If none of the materials is specular, this kind
of systems can be modelled using components from the Window 6 library and saved as
an Extensible Markup Language (XML) file. This was done for case D3 and the BSDF
material obtained from Window 6 was then applied to the appropriate surfaces in the
model. All other ‘thin’ BSDF (cases D2 and E3) were created with genBSDF, this time
with the insertion of the -dim flag to select a limited area to be sampled, representative
of the overall behaviour of the material, independently of the geometry size. As before,
the BSDF generated for the 3-phase method was built on a Klems basis, and the one for
the 5-phase method was built on a Tensor Tree basis.
The annual results obtained from this analysis are presented in Figure 5.9, expressed
with four different metrics, UDI, DA, TAI, and ASE. For the first three metrics, all
simulation techniques exhibit a good agreement between each other, with the 4-component
method resulting in slightly more instances of low illuminances (≤ 100 lx) than the other
methods (UDI-n ∼ 3 percent points higher). On the opposite hand, ASE results are
completely dissimilar between methods, ranging from a value of 0% to 47%. In this case,
the difference cannot be caused by any ambient parameter setting, as ASE is a metric
calculated from the direct sunlight illuminance profile (e.g. obtained from an rtrace run
with zero bounces). The 4-component method (A) and the 5-phase method that included
proxied geometry (E2) reported a value of 0%, indicating that none of the sensors placed
on the working plane recorded illuminances higher than 1000 lx for more than 250 hours
during the occupancy schedule. All other methods reported values well above the threshold
of 10% required by the LEEDv4 recommendations. The 3-phase method resulted in ASE
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values higher than 40% for all the possible routines investigated here. Case E1, in which
the 5-phase method was used without the insertion of proxied geometry, resulted in values
more similar to those obtained with the 3-phase method than to the other available option
for the 5-phase method (E2).
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Figure 5.9: Annual CBDM metrics for each of the considered cases. The spacing between virtual
sensor points for these simulations was 0.25 m. Graph (a) shows UDI results averaged
over the working plane, where the stack bars represent the four UDI ranges, from
bottom to top: UDI-n (E < 100 lx); UDI-s (100–300 lx); UDI-a (300–3000 lx); UDI-x
(E > 3000 lx). Graph (b) shows DA results averaged over the working plane, with
threshold equal to 300 lx. Graph (c) shows TAI, the cumulative result of illuminance
values during occupancy period. Graph (d) shows ASE, calculated from direct sunlight
with a threshold of 1000 lx for 250 hours.
In this evaluation, the legacy version of DAYSIM was set at a lower accuracy (-ab 3)
and resolution (1 m spacing between sensors), and the results are therefore presented
separately from the others. Figure 5.10 shows the results obtained with these settings,
for cases B1 and B2. Alongside them, case B (where the latest DAYSIM version was
used) is presented, at both a high and low resolution: case B is run as all other methods,
with a spacing of 0.25 m and ambient parameters calibrated for the modelled geometry;
case B* is run with the same version of DAYSIM (v4, ran via DIVA-for-Grasshopper),
but with similar parameters to those employed for cases B1 and B2, to allow for a better
comparison. UDI and DA results were very similar between all cases; TAI results were
slightly higher for the refined simulation (B), which was expected as the other simulations
had lower Radiance parameters; ASE results were rather unanticipated, as cases B and
B* differ only for the spacing between sensors (the difference in ambient parameters is not
relevant for ASE), but this led to a 14 percent points difference.
These results confirm the findings presented in Section 5.1.1, where the case study
classrooms with clear glazing were analysed. The way in which each simulation technique
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Figure 5.10: Annual CBDM metrics obtained with three different modes available in DAYSIM
(cases B and B* used the same method, with different grid resolutions). The analysis
grid had a 0.25 m spacing for case B, and 1.00 m for all the other cases.
represent the sunlight contribution deeply affect the metrics based on it. To analyse the
results more accurately, the illuminance profiles obtained from direct sunlight alone were
plotted in the histogram showed in Figure 5.11. All instances where the illuminance was
equal to zero were discarded, while all non-zero instances were considered, independently
of the occupancy schedule. The graph shows the frequency with which certain illuminance
ranges occur during the daylit hours in a year; here illuminances were divided in ranges,
or bins, of 6000 lx. All simulation techniques analysed here, for a total of 8 cases, are
represented. Even though only direct sunlight was considered, all methods exhibit the
highest frequency for illuminances below 6000 lx, and all of them produced instances
within the range 0–12000 lx. Values over 12000 lx are not recorded at all by the 2- and 3-
phase methods (C, D1, D2, D3), as well as the 5-phase method without proxied geometry
(E1). Conversely, this means that the 4-component method, DAYSIM and the 5-phase
method with proxied geometry all record instances with higher peak illuminances that are
not represented in any other method. This is due to the averaging process that ‘spread’
light peaks either at the source, because of the sky subdivision, or in correspondence of
the window geometry, because of the BSDF subdivision.
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Figure 5.11: Frequency histograms of the direct illuminance results obtained from the eight sim-
ulation procedures considered. The null values were excluded from the plotted data
and the remaining values were binned in groups of 6000 lx.
To illustrate further the difference in illuminance distribution and gradients between
methods, two instances were selected and the direct sunlight falling over the working plane
was plotted. The first instance (Figure 5.12) was selected among those that resulted in
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illuminance values all from the lowest bin of the histogram, i.e. one hour in the year when
all sensors recorded illuminances below 6000 lx. The second instance (Figure 5.13) was
selected among those that had at least one sensor recording illuminance higher than 30 klx,
when using the 4-component method. The first Figure helps understanding why the 4-
component, DAYSIM and the 2-phase methods (A, B, C) reach a lower frequency than the
other five cases in the first bin of the histogram. For these three methods, out of the light
‘patches’ cast by direct sunlight, the sensors do not record any valid illuminance; in all
other cases, all sensors on the working plane record values higher than zero, even if they
are low compared with the areas hit by direct light. The second Figure shows an instant
characterised by high direct illuminance. The patterns resulting from the 4-component
method, DAYSIM and the 5-phase method with proxied geometry are more defined than
in the other cases, as well as more concentrated. Sunlight generates sharp light gradients
and high intensities that are reproduced by these techniques. It should be reminded that
even though Venetian blinds are placed over all glazed surfaces, the horizontal slats let
some direct light through, which is recorded here.
Under all plots of Figures 5.12 and 5.13, the sum (in klx), the average (in lux) and the
coefficient of variation (CoV) for the values recorded on the working plane at the specified
instant are outlined. The coefficient of variation gives a dimensionless indication of the
variability within a population, given the population’s standard deviation σ and mean
value µ; it was calculated as:
CoV =
σ
µ
· 100% (5.1)
The 4-component method (A) and DAYSIM (B) result respectively in the highest
and the lowest cumulative value among all cases, for both instances under observation.
All other cases (C to E2) exhibit rather similar cumulative and average values, given the
difference in distribution. The CoV quantifies this difference, reinforcing the evidence that
cases A, B and E2 are better suited to reproduce the sharp sunlight gradients, for both
low and high intensity instances. For low sun angles (Figure 5.12), the CoV is double for
these techniques than for the others, whereas for high sun angles (Figure 5.13) it can be
even threefold. In the 3-phase method, using a ‘thin’ BSDF created with genBSDF (D2)
or with Window 6 (D3) led to extremely similar results.
Together with the mentioned statistical figures, the number of sensor points that
recorded illuminances above 1000 lx was reported. This facilitates the understanding
of the high variation in ASE values encountered for the techniques under analysis. For
the methods characterised by defined peak values, the number of points actually hit by
the sun are less than for the other methods. In the first of the two instances evaluated,
the intensities are very low and none of the methods registers values over 1000 lx. In
the second instance, practically all sensors hit by direct sun show an intensity over 1000
lx. However, the number of sensors accounted for in each method is extremely different,
ranging from 108 (A) to 687 (D1). Supposing that this discrepancy happens at every
instant with high intensity direct sunlight, the methods that ‘rediffuse’ the incoming light
are bound to have a higher number of sensors that record illuminances above 1000 lx for
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Sum: 351.6 klx
Average: 306.2 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 1.44 %
A
Sum: 150.6 klx
Average: 136.0 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 1.43 %
B
Sum: 275.0 klx
Average: 239.5 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 0.78 %
C
Sum: 314.8 klx
Average: 274.2 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 0.67 %
D1
Sum: 272.3 klx
Average: 237.2 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 0.70 %
D2
Sum: 276.0 klx
Average: 240.4 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 0.71 %
D3
Sum: 256.5 klx
Average: 223.5 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 0.77 %
E1
Sum: 254.4 klx
Average: 221.6 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 1.60 %
E2
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Figure 5.12: Falsecolor plots of the horizontal virtual plane placed in the room at 0.8 m height.
The plots show the direct sun illuminance simulated on the analysis grid at a specific
instant (19th January h 15:00), for each of the analysed CBDM methods. This
point in time was chosen as it illustrates the difference between methods when the
illuminance values are relatively low (< 1000 lx).
Sum: 3801.5 klx
Average: 3311.4 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 108
CoV: 3.10 %
A
Sum: 2574.3 klx
Average: 2325.4 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 252
CoV: 2.28 %
B
Sum: 2627.4 klx
Average: 2288.7 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 600
CoV: 1.10 %
C
Sum: 3086.9 klx
Average: 2688.9 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 687
CoV: 0.88 %
D1
Sum: 2869.1 klx
Average: 2499.2 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 615
CoV: 1.06 %
D2
Sum: 2848.8 klx
Average: 2481.5 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 618
CoV: 1.05 %
D3
Sum: 2957.1 klx
Average: 2575.8 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 527
CoV: 1.08 %
E1
Sum: 4050.7 klx
Average: 3528.5 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 183
CoV: 2.86 %
E2
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Figure 5.13: These plots show the direct sun illuminance for the 4th March at 12:00, for each
of the analysed CBDM methods. This instant represents an instance in which the
illuminance values obtained from the 4-component method are high (> 30 klx).
A 4-component method
B DAYSIM v4
C 2-phase method
D1 3-phase method with thick BSDF, from genBSDF
D2 3-phase method with zero thickness BSDF, from genBSDF
D3 3-phase method with zero thickness BSDF, from Window6
E1 5-phase method with thick BSDF, without proxied geometry
E2 5-phase method with thick BSDF, with proxied geometry
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more than 250 hours, resulting in higher ASE values.
Specular Venetian blinds
The same analysis was repeated for specular Venetian blinds, which had the same ge-
ometry as the diffusing system presented previously, but a different finish. A search in
the literature review was first made, to compare the solutions adopted by previous works
to represent specular shading systems; it was found that specular Venetian blinds were
commonly defined as metallic materials, with a specularity around 0.90 (McNeil et al.,
2013; Molina et al., 2015). The diffusing reflectance was maintained at 62%, for consis-
tency with the previous analysis. The material definition assigned to the slats was then
modelled as:
void metal Venetianblinds
0
0
5 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.9 0.05
All the cases listed at the beginning of this Section were evaluated, except for case
D3, i.e. the 3-phase method with a ‘thin’ BSDF created in Window 6, as Window 6 does
not give the possibility of defining specular materials within the modelled system. In this
analysis, the two cases run with the legacy version of DAYSIM (B1 and B2) used the same
spacing as the other methods, and a more like-to-like comparison was possible, especially
when looking at the plots on the horizontal plane. The ambient parameters where however
kept lower than the ‘ideal’ values, as the computational times were too long otherwise.
The results expressed as annual CBDM metrics are shown in Figure 5.14. As for the
diffusing Venetian blinds, there is a very good agreement among UDI and DA values.
TAI results are lower for all DAYSIM-based methods and for the 4-component method,
compared to the rest of the cases. This could indicate that the simulations would need
higher ambient parameters settings to ‘gather’ the same amount of light as the other
techniques.
An histogram illustrating the frequency distribution of direct illuminance values for
each case is represented in Figure 5.15. The 2- and 3-phase methods, as well as the 5-phase
method used without any proxied geometry, (C, D1, D2, E1) did not record any value in
excess of 12 klx; the 5-phase method that used a ‘thin’ BSDF (E3) recorded only values
below 18 klx. The 4-component method, all cases based on DAYSIM and the 5-phase
method that used a proxied geometry (E2) reached instead values higher than 30 klx.
The same two instants of the analysis with the diffusing Venetian blinds were selected
to show how direct sunlight falls onto the working plane in different ways, depending on the
employed simulation technique. The first instant (Figure 5.16, representing the conditions
on the 19th January at 3 pm, in London, UK) is characterised by direct sunlight from a
low angle, thus all illuminance values over the working plane are lower than 1000 lx;
the second instant (Figure 5.17, representing the conditions on the 4th March, 12 pm)
is instead characterised by a high solar angle and direct illuminance values in excess of
30 klx when simulated with the 4-component method.
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Figure 5.14: Annual CBDM metrics for each of the considered cases. Graph (a) shows UDI results
averaged over the working plane, where the stack bars represent the four UDI ranges,
from bottom to top: UDI-n (E < 100 lx); UDI-s (100–300 lx); UDI-a (300–3000 lx);
UDI-x (E > 3000 lx). Graph (b) shows DA results averaged over the working plane,
with threshold equal to 300 lx. Graph (c) shows TAI, the cumulative result of
illuminance values during occupancy period. Graph (d) shows ASE, calculated from
direct sunlight with a threshold of 1000 lx for 250 hours.
The 4-component method (A) and the DDS mode of DAYSIM (B2) result in similar
patterns, although the solar angle appears to be slightly different between the two meth-
ods, and the illuminance values are generally higher for the 4-component method. Cases
B and B1 are almost identical, as they basically use the same approach (DAYSIM with
interpolation mode), although the first case was run via DIVA-for-Grasshopper, which
employs DAYSIM version 4, and the second case was run directly from the interface avail-
able with DAYSIM v3.1e; in both plots it is possible to distinguish multiple, overlapping
solar patches, that result from the simultaneous use of four different points to represent
the sun. The 2-phase method is characterised by a large spread of sunlight, due to the sky
subdivision scheme, but null values out of the sun trajectory. The 3- and 5-phase methods
showed variations in how well defined the shape of the sun passing through the curtain
wall is, depending on the method employed to create the BSDF material. When the frame
was part of the model, and the BSDF was used to represent only the window panes and
blinds as a ‘thin’ layer, the shape of each pane was naturally preserved (cases D2 and E3).
When the BSDF included the entirety of the curtain wall, the overall transmittance of
the system was calculated and averaged over the surface on which the BSDF description
was applied, resulting in a single large emitting light source (cases D1 and E1). However,
when the geometry of the system was inserted alongside the ‘thick’ BSDF material and
‘proxied’ for off angle transmission rays (E2), the results showed both peaks of direct light
and some ‘non-specular direct’ light.
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Figure 5.15: Histograms of the direct illuminance results obtained from the ten simulation pro-
cedures considered. The null values were excluded from the plotted data and the
remaining values were binned in groups of 6000 lx.
It is interesting to notice the differences in results between the analysed diffusing and
specular Venetian blinds systems. Looking at the horizontal plots obtained with the 3-
and 5-phase methods in Figures 5.13 and 5.17, it is possible to notice that at the back
of the room there are slightly higher values in the solution with diffusing blinds rather
than the solution with specular blinds. This could be explained by the fact that, within
the shading system, direct sunlight get almost completely reflected towards the ceiling
if the slats are specular, whereas for the diffusing material the direct light is reflected
isotropically, towards all directions in the room, including the working plane. However,
when looking at annual daylight metrics, the specular system reports slightly higher values
for both DA and TAI; this means that the light is transported more efficiently into the
room by the specular system, as most of the light is reflected in the indoor direction, while
for an ideal Lambertian material half of the light is reflected back outside.
Perforated Solar Screen
The third and last type of CFS analysed in this Section is a fixed Perforated Solar Screen
(PSS) placed outside the room’s curtain wall. The design of such systems often presuppose
some sort of parametric analysis to find the optimum combination of perforation ratios
and patterns (Chi et al., 2016). For parametric analyses resulting in a high number of
runs, the simulation speed is paramount; however, for the results to be meaningful, the
chosen simulation tool should be appropriate for the desired accuracy.
The material assigned to the PSS, i.e. an 80% diffuse reflectance material, was defined
as follows:
void plastic screen
0
0
5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0 0
The number of different simulation cases appropriate for this study was reduced in
comparison with all cases considered for the Venetian blinds. The use of ‘thick’ BSDF
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Sum: 351.6 klx
Average: 306.2 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 1.44 %
A
Sum: 150.2 klx
Average: 135.7 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 1.43 %
B
Sum: 150.7 klx
Average: 136.2 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 1.42 %
B1
Sum: 206.5 klx
Average: 186.5 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 1.68 %
B2
Sum: 276.7 klx
Average: 241.0 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 0.78 %
C
Sum: 310.8 klx
Average: 270.7 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 0.67 %
D1
Sum: 270.1 klx
Average: 235.3 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 0.71 %
D2
Sum: 256.0 klx
Average: 223.0 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 0.78 %
E1
Sum: 253.0 klx
Average: 220.4 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 1.62 %
E2
Sum: 204.4 klx
Average: 178.1 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 1.13 %
E3
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Figure 5.16: The plots show the direct illuminance simulated on the analysis grid at a specific
instant (19th January h 15:00), for each of the analysed CBDM methods.
Sum: 3801.5 klx
Average: 3311.4 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 108
CoV: 3.10 %
A
Sum: 2376.2 klx
Average: 2146.5 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 252
CoV: 2.18 %
B
Sum: 2574.4 klx
Average: 2325.6 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 252
CoV: 2.28 %
B1
Sum: 2708.6 klx
Average: 2446.8 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 74
CoV: 3.74 %
B2
Sum: 2631.8 klx
Average: 2292.5 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 600
CoV: 1.09 %
C
Sum: 2836.0 klx
Average: 2470.4 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 671
CoV: 0.89 %
D1
Sum: 2699.1 klx
Average: 2351.1 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 611
CoV: 1.08 %
D2
Sum: 2634.4 klx
Average: 2294.7 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 524
CoV: 1.10 %
E1
Sum: 3802.8 klx
Average: 3312.5 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 108
CoV: 3.03 %
E2
Sum: 2410.0 klx
Average: 2099.3 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 431
CoV: 1.43 %
E3 101
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Figure 5.17: The plots show the direct illuminance for the 4th March at 12:00, for each of the
analysed CBDM methods. The key to the cases’ codes is reported in Table 5.3.
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descriptions was not deemed necessary for this type of systems, which is a few centimetres
wide itself and does not produce significant inter-reflections within its width.
To reach a satisfactory convergence of TAI results, the ambient settings used for the
4-component method had to be increased quite significantly from those needed for the
same space without the screen applied. The Radiance ambient parameters were set at:
-ab 7 -ad 2048 -ar 512 -as 256 -aa 0.15. The settings used in all DAYSIM-based
cases were not increased but they would have benefited from higher parameters too. The
2-, 3- and 5-phase methods did not need any particular change in ambient parameters.
Just as an approximate indication, the 4-component method took about 10 hours to run
this simulation, the 2-phase method took about 30 minutes, the 3-phase method took
about 1.5 hours and the 5-phase method took over 10 hours, on the same computer.
In the simulation process required by the 3- and 5-phase methods, a scene where all
geometries are assigned a black lambertian material is used to avoid taking into account
any type of specular reflection when calculating the direct illuminance component. As the
window panes for this specific model were not part of the fenestration system included in
the BSDF, the scripts used to run the analyses had to be modified to exclude the windows
from being transformed into black opaque surfaces.
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Figure 5.18: Graph (a) shows UDI results. Graph (b) shows DA results, with threshold equal
to 300 lx. Graph (c) shows TAI, the cumulative result of illuminance values during
occupancy period. Graph (d) shows ASE, calculated from direct sunlight with a
threshold of 1000 lx for 250 hours.
The annual daylight metrics are reported in Figure 5.18. As mentioned before, DAYSIM
(B, B1, B2) had ambient settings too low to account for all light that is actually going
through the system. The 2-phase method (C) is the one that resulted in the highest
UDI-a, DA and TAI. The 3- (D2) and 5-phase (E3) methods led to very similar results
between each other for all metrics. Looking at the frequency histogram in Figure 5.19 it
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Figure 5.19: Histograms of the direct illuminance results obtained from the seven simulation pro-
cedures considered.
can be noticed that only the 4-component method (A) and the DDS DAYSIM mode (B2)
reach high direct illuminance values (over 48 klx). All the other methods led to lower
illuminances, with the 3-phase (D2) showing the lowest threshold (12 klx), followed by
the 2-phase method (18 klx) and the two DAYSIM interpolated modes (B and B1).
The patterns created by the direct sunlight hitting the working plane are not very clear
for any of the methods, as the sensor grid is not fine enough to allow the visualisation of
the light passing through the hexagonal holes and casting hexagonal-like sun patches, for
cases A to B2. On the other hand, for cases C, D2 and E3 the BSDF material completely
loses the inhomogeneous character of the screen and re-samples the transmission over an
homogeneous layer.
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Sum: 50.1 klx
Average: 43.6 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 4.55 %
A
Sum: 54.5 klx
Average: 49.3 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 2.41 %
B
Sum: 54.5 klx
Average: 49.2 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 2.40 %
B1
Sum: 29.9 klx
Average: 27.0 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 5.04 %
B2
Sum: 65.6 klx
Average: 57.2 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 0.81 %
C
Sum: 75.5 klx
Average: 65.7 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 0.70 %
D2
Sum: 52.6 klx
Average: 45.8 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 0
CoV: 1.11 %
E3
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Figure 5.20: Falsecolor plots of the horizontal virtual plane placed in the room at 0.8 m height.
The plots show the direct illuminance simulated on the analysis grid at a specific
instant (19th January h 15:00), for each of the analysed CBDM methods.
Sum: 2604.8 klx
Average: 2269.0 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 74
CoV: 3.81 %
A
Sum: 861.1 klx
Average: 777.9 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 169
CoV: 2.36 %
B
Sum: 861.3 klx
Average: 778.0 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 169
CoV: 2.36 %
B1
Sum: 1830.2 klx
Average: 1653.3 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 50
CoV: 4.60 %
B2
Sum: 2409.6 klx
Average: 2098.9 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 567
CoV: 1.20 %
C
Sum: 2110.1 klx
Average: 1838.0 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 583
CoV: 1.09 %
D2
Sum: 2355.6 klx
Average: 2051.9 lx
Pts over 1000lx: 434
CoV: 1.43 %
E3
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Figure 5.21: These plots show the direct illuminance for the 4th March at 12:00, for each of the
analysed CBDM methods.
A 4-component method
B DAYSIM v4
B1 DAYSIM v3.1e with interpolation mode
B2 DAYSIM v3.1e with DDS option
C 2-phase method
D2 3-phase method with zero thickness BSDF, from genBSDF
E3 5-phase method with zero thickness BSDF
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5.2 Sensitivity Analysis
5.2.1 Climate data
One of the main features of CBDM is the sensitivity to the modelled building location
and orientation. Unlike the Daylight Factor (DF), the results of a CBDM evaluation are
more representative of the real conditions of the project site. This is due to the fact that
climate-based methods use annual climate files to draw data with which to recreate the
sky vault in the simulation.
To illustrate how the results from a CBDM evaluation are affected by the climate
conditions, the classrooms performance was simulated using 24 different climate files.
Each of the four classrooms was oriented with the main windows looking towards South,
in case of locations in the Northern hemisphere, and towards North, in case of locations
in the Southern hemisphere. In this way, all different climates could be compared on
a similar basis, since the direct sunlight component was always present to some degree.
All simulations were carried out using the 4-component method. The 24 locations were
the ones proposed by Crawley (2007), except for Resolute (NU, CAN), as it failed to
produce any result due to invalid illuminance data recorded at sunrise and sunset.The
cities and their main climatic characteristics are listed in Table 5.4. The locations were
chosen in order to include cities characterised by different climate conditions around the
world, classified with the Ko¨ppen Climate system.
The Sunlight Hours value was not given in the climate files, but was calculated from
the direct normal irradiance data. As per definition given by the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO), sunlight was considered to be present when the direct normal
irradiance was over 120 W/m2; all instances complying with this requirement were added
together to describe with a single number the amount of direct sunlight that characterises
each location.
The results of the analyses are displayed in Figures 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24, for TAI, DA and
UDI-c (100–3000 lx range) values respectively. The average global horizontal illuminance
calculated directly from the climate files is plotted on the same graphs too, represented by
light grey bars; this value was also used to sort all data in an increasing order. All metrics
show a dependency on the climate input data, as expected for a climate-based daylight
evaluation. However, for TAI and UDI-c there seems not to be a direct correlation with
the averaged global horizontal illuminance plotted in the graphs. Conversely, DA results
gradually increase with the increase in average global horizontal illuminance, although
there is some fluctuation in the output; this increase is less pronounced as DA gets closer to
the maximum achievable value, i.e 100%. Looking at TAI results, it is difficult to identify
an obvious correlation with the input data. For rooms with reduced daylight access, M1
and M5, TAI values are relatively constant, independently of the locale climate; for rooms
with a higher openness, as L3 and L7, there is a visible variability of TAI results, but
without any clear relation to the increasing global illuminance. The behaviour of UDI-c
is exactly the opposite; for rooms M1 and M5, UDI values tend to increase with growing
average global illuminance; for rooms L3 and L7, after an initial fluctuation, the values
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Table 5.4: Characteristics of the climate files and locations used for the analysis shown in Figures
5.22, 5.23 and 5.24.
Ko¨ppen
Cli-
mate
Location Data Source
and Period of
Record
Latitude Longitude Elevation [m] Sunshine
Hours
Af Singapore,
SGP
IWEC,
1982-1999
N 1◦ 22’ E 103◦ 58’ 16 1651
Am San Juan,
PRI
TMY2,
1961-2005
N 18◦ 25’ W 66◦ 0’ 19 3286
Aw Miami, FL,
USA
TMY2,
1961-2005
N 25◦ 47’ W 80◦ 16’ 2 3089
BSh Cairo, EGY IWEC,
1982-1999
N 30◦ 7’ E 31◦ 23’ 74 3148
BSk Boulder, CO,
USA
TMY2,
1961-2005
N 40◦ 1’ W 105◦ 15’ 1634 3284
BSk Mexico City,
MEX
IWEC,
1982-1993
N 19◦ 25’ W 99◦ 4’ 2234 2247
BWh New Delhi,
IND
IWEC,
1982-1999
N 28◦ 34’ E 77◦ 11’ 216 3245
Cfa Tokio, JPN IWEC,
1982-1999
N 36◦ 10’ E 140◦ 25’ 35 1573
Cfa Sao Paulo,
BRA
IWEC,
1982-1999
S 23◦ 37’ W 46◦ 39’ 803 1747
Cfb London
(Gatwick),
GBR
IWEC,
1982-1997
N 51◦ 9’ W 0◦ 10’ 62 1443
Cfb Johannesburg,
ZAF
IWEC,
1982-1999
S 26◦ 7’ E 28◦ 13’ 1700 3125
Cfc Punta
Arenas, CHL
IWEC,
1982-1999
S 53◦ 0’ W 70◦ 50’ 37 2278
Csa Buenos Aires,
ARG
IWEC,
1982-1999
S 34◦ 49’ W 58◦ 31’ 20 2744
Csb Los Angeles,
CA, USA
TMY2,
1961-2005
N 33◦ 55’ W 118◦ 24’ 32 3048
Csb Santiago,
CHL
IWEC,
1982-1999
S 33◦ 22’ W 70◦ 46’ 476 2647
Dfa Washington-
Dulles, VA,
USA
TMY2,
1961-2005
N 38◦ 57’ W 77◦ 26’ 82 2530
Dfb Toronto, ON,
CAN
CWEC,
1961-1999
N 43 40’ W 79◦ 37’ 173 2318
Dfb Moscow, RUS IWEC,
1982-1999
N 55◦ 45’ E 37◦ 37’ 156 1529
Dfc Whitehorse,
YT, CAN
CWEC,
1961-1999
N 60◦ 43’ W 135◦ 4’ 703 2233
Dwa Beijing, CHN IWEC,
1982-1999
N 39◦ 47’ E 116◦ 28’ 32 2195
Dwb The Pas, MB,
CAN
CWEC,
1961-1999
N 53◦ 58’ W 101◦ 5’ 271 2604
Dwc Fairbanks,
AK, USA
IWEC,
1982-1999
N 64◦ 49’ W 147◦ 52’ 138 2297
Dwd Yakutsk,
RUS
IWEC,
1982-1999
N 62◦ 4’ E 129◦ 45’ 103 2671
H La Paz, BOL IWEC,
1982-1999
S 16◦ 31’ W 68◦ 10’ 4042 2428
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Figure 5.22: Variation in TAI values when changing the location, and relative climate, of the four
case study rooms. The grey bars indicate the average global horizontal illuminance
characteristic of each location, whose values are represented on the left scale. The
right scale refers to the TAI values, indicated by the four markers, each corresponding
to a different room. It can be noted here that the variation of TAI results for rooms
M1 and M5 is very small. Rooms L3 and L7 show a higher variance, but it does not
follow the order in which the locations were sorted, i.e. by increasing average global
horizontal illuminance.
do not change much. It should be reminded that the rooms used for this analysis were
not in their original orientation, but all facing the compass direction with the highest sun
altitude (South for the northern hemisphere and North for the southern one).
As some metrics were found not to correlate well with the averaged global horizontal
illuminance, it was decided to carry out an additional analysis that would consider also
the direct normal and diffuse horizontal illuminance components. Figure 5.25 shows the
correlation plots for room L3, where the input illuminance component values are plotted
against four different metrics: TAI, DA, UDI-c and ASE. Above each plot, the Spearman’s
coefficient of correlation ρ is indicated, for each luminous component and each metric. The
Spearman’s coefficient indicates the strength of the association between input and output;
its formulation is reported in Appendix C. A value of ρ = 1 indicates a perfect relationship;
a value of ρ = 0 indicates the lack of any type of correlation; a value of ρ = −1 indicates
a perfect inverse relationship. Table 5.5 reports the coefficients of correlation that were
calculated for all the four rooms, so that the conclusions drawn from these values could
have a wider applicability. The corresponding probability value for the null hypothesis
(p-value) is reported in the Table, next to each ρ value. These coefficients of correlation
between exterior daylight components and CBDM metrics, for all four rooms, are also
represented graphically in Figure 5.26.
TAI values were found to correlate mostly with averaged direct normal illuminances,
rather than global horizontal, although the strength of the correlation is not particularly
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Figure 5.23: Variation in DA values when changing the location, and relative climate, of the four
case study rooms. DA is characterised by a similar behaviour of the input data,
even though there are some fluctuations and an asymptotic behaviour towards the
maximum value of 100%.
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Figure 5.24: Variation in UDI-c values when changing the location, and relative climate, of the
four case study rooms. UDI-c present different behaviours depending on the room
characteristics. The results for rooms L3 and L7 tend to be constant, independently
of the climate average illuminance, whereas rooms M1 and M5 appear to be correlated
to the input illuminances.
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strong (ρ < 0.88) and not the same for all rooms. DA values strongly correlated with
global horizontal illuminance for all rooms (ρ > 0.91). UDI-c values did not show any
relevant correlation that would hold true for all four rooms; even though the ρ values
referring to the averaged global horizontal illuminance were high for rooms M1 and M5,
the correlation was found to be weak for room L7. This can be explained by the fact
that UDI-c has both an upper and a lower threshold (100 and 3000 lx in this case).
As long as the increase of illuminance values during a year remains within the specified
range, then the UDI-c values increase with an increase in illuminance level; however,
when the number of instances that go over the upper threshold during the year increases,
the UDI-c value itself decreases, inverting the sign of the relationship between input and
output. ASE was considered too and it was unexpectedly found to better correlate with the
averaged diffuse horizontal illuminance, although characterised by a downhill relationship
(−0.92 < ρ < −0.85). That is equivalent to a positive linear correlation with the direct
horizontal illuminance component. In the Table, sDA was considered too, whereas in the
Figure it was not represented, due to the high number of cases in which it was equal to
100%. As a consequence of this, for rooms L3 and L7, the correlation coefficient could
not be calculated, as all locations resulted in ties.
Table 5.5: Spearman’s coefficients of correlation ρ for each room and corresponding p-values, for
the three illuminance components and for the metrics TAI, DA, UDI-c, ASE and sDA.
The same procedure explained in Figure 5.25 was carried out for all four rooms, in
order to generalise the findings. TAI was found to be weakly correlated with direct
normal illuminance, DA strongly correlates to global horizontal illuminance, and ASE
was found to be inversely correlated to diffuse horizontal illuminance. This analysis
refer to South looking facades only.
Global ρ
(p-value)
Direct ρ
(p-value)
Diffuse ρ
(p-value)
TAI L3 0.162 (0.4502) 0.706 (0.0001) -0.317 (0.1318)
L7 0.540 (0.0065) 0.881 (0.0000) 0.030 (0.8909)
M1 0.048 (0.8244) 0.633 (0.0009) -0.425 (0.0383)
M5 0.168 (0.4331) 0.689 (0.0002) -0.303 (0.1494)
DA L3 0.960 (0.0000) 0.566 (0.0039) 0.803 (0.0000)
L7 0.930 (0.0000) 0.503 (0.0123) 0.824 (0.0000)
M1 0.908 (0.0000) 0.661 (0.0004) 0.634 (0.0009)
M5 0.972 (0.0000) 0.559 (0.0045) 0.813 (0.0000)
UDI-
c
L3 0.691 (0.0002) 0.053 (0.8040) 0.902 (0.0000)
L7 0.048 (0.8243) -0.264 (0.2134) 0.324 (0.1219)
M1 0.977 (0.0000) 0.561 (0.0044) 0.819 (0.0000)
M5 0.946 (0.0000) 0.480 (0.0177) 0.856 (0.0000)
ASE L3 -0.701 (0.0001) -0.013 (0.9534) -0.881 (0.0000)
L7 -0.779 (0.0000) -0.116 (0.5904) -0.925 (0.0000)
M1 -0.670 (0.0003) -0.018 (0.9341) -0.854 (0.0000)
M5 -0.621 (0.0012) 0.060 (0.7806) -0.861 (0.0000)
sDA L3 – (–) – (–) – (–)
L7 – (–) – (–) – (–)
M1 0.823 (0.0000) 0.612 (0.0015) 0.528 (0.0080)
M5 0.734 (0.0000) 0.460 (0.0237) 0.586 (0.0026)
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Figure 5.25: Plots correlating the averaged input illuminance values and the annual daylight met-
rics TAI, DA, UDI-c and ASE, calculated for room L3. The three illuminance com-
ponents, global horizontal, direct normal and diffuse horizontal, are plotted with
three different markers. For each component, the regression line is reported on the
plots as a dashed line, and the Spearman’s coefficient of correlation ρ is reported
above the graphs.
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Figure 5.26: Spearman’s coefficients of correlation ρ for each room, for the three illuminance com-
ponents and for the metrics TAI, DA, UDI-c, ASE and sDA. The plot shows the same
values reported in Table 5.5. It can be seen how DA shows the strongest correlation
with the exterior average global horizontal illuminance and ASE displays an inverse
correlation with exterior average diffuse horizontal illuminance. All the other metrics
do not show strong associations with any of the three daylight components.
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5.2.1.1 Sources of climate data
For certain locations, there might exist multiple sources to retrieve climate data in form
of standard climate files. The sources available for the UK territory are presented in
Section 2.1.2, with the description of the corresponding models to derive photometric
data. Figure 5.27 shows the interpolated average illuminance data over part of the UK,
for each of the widely available datasets of standard climate file for building simulation.
The global horizontal illuminance data were directly found in the datasets formatted as
EPW, i.e. the IWEC and Prometheus datasets. For the CIBSE TRY data, a luminous
efficacy coefficient of 110 lm/W was used to convert the global horizontal irradiance into
illuminance. All values at night time, i.e. with illuminance equal to zero, were excluded
from the data series before calculating the yearly average values. The results obtained
at the available locations were then linearly interpolated and overlaid on the UK map.
It should be noted that the colourmap scale for the CIBSE (a) and IWEC (b) maps
is different from the one used for the Prometheus map. The average results from the
Prometheus dataset were significantly higher than the others, and using different scales
was the only way to retain the gradual illuminance variations in all maps.
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Figure 5.27: Map of the UK showing the yearly average global horizontal illuminance in klx,
obtained by interpolating the values found in standard climate files for available
locations (indicated with green diamonds), for different datasets. Note that the
scale for the Prometheus data is different.
CBDM simulations were run for all locations found in these three databases, for the
four case study rooms, using the 4-component method. The comparison of the resulting
annual daylight metrics facilitated the analysis of the differences that can emerge from the
use of different sources of climate data. On Table 5.6 the results relative to London only are
presented for the four rooms. For the CIBSE and Prometheus datasets, the measurements
were collected at the Heathrow airport (51.48◦ N, 0.45◦ W), whereas for the IWEC dataset
they refer to Gatwick airport (51.15◦ N, 0.18◦ W). From the values showed in the Table, it
is clear that the high illuminance values contained in the EPW files from the Prometheus
project led to higher internal illuminances than the other datasets; the relative difference
between TAI values calculated with CIBSE climate files or with Prometheus files is up
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Table 5.6: Comparison of CBDM metrics for the four rooms, obtained using with three different
sources of climate files (CIBSE, IWEC and Prometheus) to represent London climate.
UDI-n UDI-s UDI-a UDI-x DA sDA TAI ASE
[%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [klx
hrs]
[%]
L3 CIBSE 13 14 70 3 73 100 3259 0
IWEC 13 14 69 3 72 100 3280 0
Prometheus 12 11 66 11 77 100 5053 0
L7 CIBSE 10 9 65 16 81 100 7023 19
IWEC 10 10 66 14 80 100 6811 6
Prometheus 9 8 52 30 83 100 10650 18
M1 CIBSE 27 27 42 4 46 49 2753 13
IWEC 30 27 40 3 44 45 2748 8
Prometheus 24 18 50 7 57 60 4030 12
M5 CIBSE 18 20 62 1 62 79 2142 0
IWEC 19 20 60 1 61 78 2217 0
Prometheus 16 15 67 2 69 98 3299 0
to 55%. Results from CIBSE and IWEC data show a better agreement, with a relative
difference for TAI values always lower than 3%. However, the difference in ASE values is
fairly pronounced between these two datasets; the results from CIBSE data are actually
closer to those from Prometheus files for this specific metric. Rooms L3 and M5 result in
ASE equal to zero as their main apertures are oriented towards North-West and North
respectively.
The results obtained for London were used as reference values to compare the variation
in CBDM metrics across UK locations, for the three datasets under analysis. Figures
5.28, 5.29 and 5.30 show the variation in results for room L7, expressed in terms of
TAI, DA, UDI-c, UDI-x and ASE. Independently of the source of climate data, TAI
and UDI-x exhibit a small and uniform gradient, increasing quite regularly when moving
from South to North locations. The data sourced from EnergyPlus (IWEC), however,
result in unexpected high results for Birmingham, which appear significantly different
than the surrounding locations; this is visible from the plot of the average horizontal
illuminances in Figure 5.27 too. DA and UDI-c appear very uniform and constant over
the whole map, for all sources and for the other rooms as well. ASE results follow a
completely different pattern than all the other metrics, and exhibit a different variation
across locations depending on the source of climate files.
So far, the uncertainty related to the choice of climate data sources was illustrated
by comparing the standard climate years for the main locations available from three
different databases. If the project site is not included in the list of available locations,
the uncertainty is likely to increase further more. An additional data source could be
offered by satellite data, or by actual weather data measured nearby the project site. The
following analysis examines the global horizontal irradiance data for Loughborugh, UK
(52.77◦ N, 1.20◦ W). The data were retrieved from several different sources, reported in
Table 5.7.
The first six sources are the same as the ones plotted on the maps in Figure 5.27, from
which the closest available cities to Loughborough were selected. The following seven
sources are actual weather years, retrieved from satellite measurements, namely from
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Figure 5.28: Annual daylight metrics calculated for each location found in the CIBSE dataset, for
room L7. All results shown on the maps are relative to the results obtained for the
London climate file.
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Figure 5.29: Annual daylight metrics calculated for each location found in the IWEC dataset, for
room L7. All results shown on the maps are relative to the results obtained for the
London climate file.
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Figure 5.30: Annual daylight metrics calculated for each location found in the Prometheus
dataset, for room L7. All results shown on the maps are relative to the results
obtained for the London climate file.
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Table 5.7: List of the available sources of climate data for the location of Loughborough, UK.
The reference location, the time step and the recorded period are indicated alongside
the name and the code of each source. The acronym SWY signifies Standard Weather
Years.
ID Source Location Time Step [min] Recorded period
I IWEC Birmingham 60 SWY
C1 CIBSE Birmingham 60 SWY
C2 CIBSE Nottingham 60 SWY
P1 Prometheus Birmingham 60 SWY
P2 Prometheus Leicester 60 SWY
P3 Prometheus Nottingham 60 SWY
S1 Satel-Light Loughborough 30 1996
S2 Satel-Light Loughborough 30 1997
S3 Satel-Light Loughborough 30 1998
S4 Satel-Light Loughborough 30 1999
S5 Satel-Light Loughborough 30 2000
H1 HelioClim 3 Loughborough 10 2005
H2 HelioClim 3 Loughborough 10 2006
L1 SPN1 Loughborough 1 2015/16
L2 SPN1 Loughborough 10 2015/16
L2 SPN1 Loughborough 60 2015/16
the Satel-Light programme (years 1996-2000) and the HelioClim 3 programme (years
2005-2006). The last three listed sources refer to the irradiance measurements taken at
Loughborough University with a Delta-T SPN1 pyranometer (see specifications in Section
3.3.2). These were recorded at 1 minute intervals (averages) and at 10 minutes intervals
(snapshots). The additional 1 hour resolution dataset was down-sampled from the 10
minutes series, averaging the values at each hour. Irradiance values were preferred here,
rather than illuminances, as they were present in all datasets, without the need to apply
luminous efficacy models.
The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the global horizontal irradiance time
series for each of these datasets were plotted in Figure 5.31, with the frequency of the
irradiance values normalised to 1. The graph shows only daylight hours, with all the
instances lower than 5 W/m2 taken out of the data series, as the measurements recorded
at low sun angles are known to often lead to erroneous results. The CDF of the global
irradiance data for San Juan, Puerto Rico, was plotted for comparison; this location
was chosen as it was characterised by the highest number of sunshine hours among the
standard climate files listed in Table 5.4 and the data were sourced from the Energy
Plus website. It is believed that seeing the irradiance distribution of a location with a
completely different climate helps in judging the relative differences between the datasets
employed for Loughborough.
Most of the datasets shows a similar distribution for the range 5–600 W/m2, with the
IWEC (I) and the CIBSE (C1) typical years for Birmingham displaying a higher deviation
from the rest. The former has a lower frequency for values around 200 W/m2, but shows
the highest maximum value among the standard climate years; the latter shows a higher
frequency of values around 400 W/m2. The datasets derived from actual weather years re-
sulted in higher peaks, as expected. Notwithstanding this, the overall density distribution
is markedly similar to the standard climate years. The dataset that reached the highest
irradiances is the one measured by the Delta-T SPN1 at Loughborough (L1); this can be
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Figure 5.31: CDF of global horizontal irradiance data sourced from different databases to repre-
sent the sky conditions in Loughborough, UK. The list of the sources is reported in
Table 5.7. The data for San Juan, Puerto Rico, were plotted alongside the others to
provide a comparative reference of an extremely different climate to the one under
analysis.
explained by the high temporal resolution of these data, with 1 minute time step. By
recording at every minute, the sudden variations in sky conditions are all captured, and
the time series results in more frequent peaks. When down-sampling the 1 minute data to
10 minutes, or to 1 hour, the time series is progressively ‘flattened’ towards average values
and the outliers are left out. Figure 5.32 illustrates this, taking as example the first two
days recorded by the SPN1 pyranometer; the 1 minute recorded data are plotted together
with the 10 minutes recorded data, and with the hourly average data calculated from the
1 minute series.
The same datasets are represented as box plots in Figure 5.33. As for the previous
graph, irradiances lower than 5 W/m2 were discarded and the values for San Juan were
reported for reference. Here all three datasets created from SPN1 data, with different
temporal resolutions, are shown (L1, L2, L3). Box plots graphically represent the series
statistical distribution by using a box shape to enclose the values that fall within the first
and third quartiles, with an additional line within the box to indicate the median value
(i.e. second quartile); the so-called whiskers, i.e. the additional lines placed below and over
the boxes, refer here to the 5 and 95% percentile range. Any value that falls out of the
whiskers’ range is considered an outlier and it is plotted with its individual marker.
It is remarkable how close the median for most of the data sources fall to each other,
considering that some of them went through a post-process to select the average repre-
sentative values and some others are just formed by values as measured. The number
and deviation of the outliers obviously increase for actual weather data (from S1 to L3),
and it is particularly high for datasets with high-frequency measurements, like L1 and L2.
Among the standard climate files, the data from IWEC (I) are the only ones that show a
slightly higher median value, as well as higher intensity outliers.
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Figure 5.32: Time series plot of the first two full days of measurements recorded by the SPN1
pyranometer at Loughborough University. The 1 minute and the 10 minutes resolu-
tion data were recorded by the data logger connected to the instrument, while the
hourly data were down-sampled by averaging the 1 minute values.
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Figure 5.33: Box plots of the global horizontal irradiance data sourced from the databases listed
in Table 5.7. The box height starts at the first quartile and ends at the third quartile
of the distribution, with the median indicated between them. The whiskers point at
the 5 and 95% percentiles; all data points out of this range are plotted as outliers.
The data for San Juan, Puerto Rico, were plotted alongside the others to provide a
comparative reference of an extremely different climate to the one under analysis.
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5.2.1.2 Time Steps & Interpolation
The most common format for standard climate files is a list of hourly values, independently
of how the original data were actually measured and recorded. The following analysis
looks at whether interpolating hourly values at shorter time steps would affect any of
the considered annual daylight metrics. Several simulations were run for each of the case
study classrooms, using a different combination of time step (5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 minutes)
and grid spacing (0.10, 0.25, 0.50 and 1.00 m). There was no evident correlation between
the two parameters, so here only results for the 0.25 m grid spacing are shown. All the
other spacings followed the same pattern when changing the time step; the variations in
results due to grid spacing only are presented in Section 5.2.3.2.
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Figure 5.34: Variation in Annual Daylight Metrics for room L7 when changing the time step in the
input climate data. The results are expressed as Total Annual Illumination (TAI),
Daylight Autonomy (DA), Useful Daylight Illuminance (UDI) autonomous (300–3000
lx) and Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE). The different colours refer to different
simulation techniques used for the analysis.
The Skartveit-Olseth statistical model (Skartveit and Olseth, 1992) was applied to
obtain sub-hourly values for the ‘phased’ methods, whereas the 4-component method
used a linear interpolation of climate file data. The interface through which DAYSIM was
used for the analyses did not straightforwardly allow sub-hourly steps, and DAYSIM is
therefore not discussed here.
Figure 5.34 shows the results from the annual simulations in terms of TAI, DA, UDI-a
and ASE for room L7. The results from the analyses on the other rooms show similar
trends. TAI and ASE results are slightly affected by changes in time step, especially
between 60 and 30 minutes. For time steps shorter than 30 minutes there are no significant
variations. DA and UDI-a results seem not to be correlated with the chosen time step.
The difference between stochastic and linear interpolation of the hourly climate data might
be the reason behind the different pattern shown by the 4-component method and the
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‘phased’ methods in the graphs with TAI and ASE values; a linear interpolation seems to
lead to an increase in results, while the Olseth-Skartveit model results in a slight decrease
of annual metrics. For ASE values, the difference found when using 60 and 30 minutes
time steps is particularly pronounced, especially for the 2- and 3-phase methods (RE of
−54% and −39% respectively).
5.2.2 Sky models
In the daylight simulation field, the time series illuminance data found in the climate files
are used to understand what type of sky was present in a specific time of the year, for a
specific location. From irradiance and/or illuminance data, the luminance distribution for
each time step is recreated and inserted in the simulation process thanks to sky models.
The use of different sky models, as well as different discretisation schemes for the Daylight
Coefficients (DC) method, might affect the results obtained from CBDM and it is therefore
investigated in this Section.
5.2.2.1 Sky luminance
Depending on the type of climate data available, sky models with different accuracy can
be employed to derive sky luminance (see Section 2.1.3). Hereafter, the models available
within the Radiance system are analysed and compared, as they can all theoretically be
used as part of a CBDM evaluation. The climate data employed for the analysis referred to
London Gatwick and the sky vault was divided into finite patches following the Reinhart
MF:2 scheme (i.e. 577 sky patches and 1 for the ground).
The following commands were used to model the sky luminance distributions (gendaylit
runs were iterated for each hour of the year):
Code 5.1: Radiance commands for the creation of sky vectors and sky matrix to be used in
combination with a DC matrix.
gendaylit 6 21 12.5 -a 51.15 -o 0.18 -m -0 -W 245 429 | genskyvec -m 2 | rmtxop
-fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 -
gendaylit 6 21 12.5 -a 51.15 -o 0.18 -m -0 -L 24400 48500 | genskyvec -m 2 |
rmtxop -fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 -
gendaylit 6 21 12.5 -a 51.15 -o 0.18 -m -0 -G 216 429 | genskyvec -m 2 | rmtxop
-fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 -
gendaylit 6 21 12.5 -a 51.15 -o 0.18 -m -0 -E 645 | genskyvec -m 2 | rmtxop -fa
-c 47.4 119.9 11.6 -
gendaymtx -m 2 London.wea | rmtxop -fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 -
Except for one gendaylit run that uses the Erbs model (the second from the bottom
in the list above, with the -E flag), all the other commands implement slightly different
versions of the same Perez All-Weather model. When using the -W option, the command
takes direct normal and diffuse horizontal irradiance as input values from the climate data
file; with the -L option, it takes direct normal and diffuse horizontal illuminance; with the
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-G option, direct horizontal and diffuse horizontal irradiance.
The matrices obtained from each of these commands, of size 578 x 8760, were flattened
and compared against each other. Figure 5.35 shows the scatter plots for each combination
of sky models. The data plotted are luminance values with units of cd/m2/sr. The three
gendaylit runs based on the Perez model (gendaylit -W, -L and -G) showed a perfect
agreement among each other. On the other hand, the results obtained with the Erbs
model and with the gendaymtx command deviate from the previous three datasets. For
higher magnitudes, the comparison gendaylit-gendaymtx looks more linear and compacted
around the diagonal, whereas the Erbs model shows a wider scatter.
After the comparison between various sky models, the effect of different luminance
distributions as employed by the five simulation methods under analysis was investigated.
To isolate the difference due to the sky model alone, a fictitious scene was created (de-
scribed in Figure 5.36), rather than using the case studies as in the other analyses. The
global and direct illuminance at a point under an unobstructed sky were simulated using
all the investigated techniques. The virtual sensor point was placed 1 m above a rectan-
gular surface that served as ground plane (reflectance 0.5), and defined by a view vector
looking upward. For the 3- and 5-phase methods, an additional rectangular surface was
added in the scene, described by a void BSDF material, similarly to what was done in
McNeil et al. (2013). This surface was interpreted by genBSDF as a diagonal Transmission
Matrix T. The analysis was limited to the London Gatwick climate data obtained from
the Energy Plus website.
The illuminance values collected at the point throughout the year were similar in
all considered methods. Figure 5.37 shows the results obtained with the 4-component
method, while Figure 5.38 shows the relative difference between the results obtained with
the 4-component method and with the 5-phase method, plotted as a temporal map. All the
other methods led to smaller errors (as indicated in Table 5.8). For both pairs of temporal
maps, the total illuminance is represented on the left, and the direct illuminance on the
right. In both cases, the coefficient of determination R2 indicates a perfect linearity, and
the overall MBE and RMSE are relatively small. The instance that shows the maximum
RE in Figure 5.38 (b), equal to 97%, corresponds to an absolute difference of 173 lx, in a
moment characterised by a low sunlight intensity.
This specific analysis do not highlight the differences in how the sky and the sun
components are separately treated, as the virtual sensor point records the total energy
that leaves the entire sky vault. The fact that all ‘phased’ methods result in the exact same
pattern for the RE shown in Figure 5.38, while differing from the 4-component method
and DAYSIM (Figure 5.39), seems to derive from the use of three slightly different sky
models. That is, the Perez All-Weather model as implemented in gendaymtx for the
‘phased’ methods; the same model as implemented in ds illum for DAYSIM; and the
blended sky models used in the 4-component method. The different MBE and RMSE
values for the ‘phased’ methods could be due to the additional discretisation that was
done for the BSDF material used for the 3- and 5-phase methods, with a Klems and
Tensor-Tree schemes respectively. Overall, these are very small errors in comparison with
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Figure 5.35: Scatter matrix displaying the correlation between all combinations of sky models
under analysis. The gendaylit -W, -L and -G commands are all based on the Perez
All-Weather model, as is the command gendaymtx. The -E option in gendaylit uses
the Erbs model instead. Each data point indicates the luminance value for a single
patch of the MF:2 sky vault subdivision, for a single hour of the year, expressed
in cd/m2/sr. The plots showed on the diagonal of the scatter matrix represent the
Kernel Density Estimation curves for each dataset. On the upper triangle of the
scatter matrix, the scatter plots are accompanied by the Pearson’s coefficients of
correlation (r) and determination (R2).
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Figure 5.36: Description of the scene used for the analysis of the unobstructed sky vault. A virtual
sensor point was placed 1 m above a rectangular surface, looking upward. For the
3- and 5-phase method, an additional surface was added, 0.10 m above the sensor
point. This second surface was assigned a void BSDF material, so that it would be
described as a diagonal Transmission Matrix.
the external luminous intensities, in the order of less than 1% when normalised against
the maximum sky luminance values.
Table 5.8: Error indicators for each analysed simulation technique, compared to the 4-component
method, when looking at the illuminance results under an unobstructed sky.
MBE [lx] RMSE [lx] r
2PH Global 177 487 1.0
Direct -204 395 1.0
3PH Global 204.4 503 1.0
Direct 165 399 1.0
5PH Global -214 808 1.0
Direct -112 744 1.0
DAY Global -146 516 1.0
Direct -345 483 1.0
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Figure 5.37: Total (a) and direct (b) illuminance values recorded at a single sensor point under
an unobstructed sky vault. The climate data used for the analysis were for London
Gatwick and the simulation technique employed was the 4-component method.
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Figure 5.38: Relative Error for the 5-phase method, compared to the 4-component method for
the illuminance obtained at a single unobstructed point looking upward. Figure (a)
shows the global illuminance, while Figure (b) refers to direct sunlight. The 2- and
3-phase methods resulted in exactly the same RE pattern, with slightly different
intensities.
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Figure 5.39: Relative Error for DAYSIM, compared to the 4-component method for the illumi-
nance obtained at a single unobstructed point looking upward. Figure (a) shows the
global illuminance, while Figure (b) refers to direct sunlight.
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5.2.2.2 Sky discretisation
For the 2-, 3- and 5-phase methods, it is possible to choose how fine the discretisation
of the sky in finite elements can be. This option was introduced mainly because the sun
was assigned to three full sky patches since the simulations were run with the rcontrib
command, and therefore, with a classic Tregenza subdivision, the sun source would be
represented by a solid angle much larger than the real sun angle. For the sDA calculation,
the IES LM-83-12 (Illuminating Engineering Society, 2012) recommends a minimum of
2305 patches, as per Reinhart MF:4 scheme. The base cases were nevertheless modelled
with a coarser discretisation, the MF:2, equal to 577 patches, to reduce the computational
load. This choice was deemed not to affect the overall annual results significantly, as
Figure 5.40 shows. Independently of the discretisation scheme applied, the sDA values
are exactly the same, and this is true for all of the three methods and for other CBDM
metrics too, such as TAI, DA and UDI.
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Figure 5.40: sDA results for room L3, obtained with the 2-, 3- and 5-phase methods. Three
different sky resolutions were applied and compared, with each of the simulation
methods; as per a Tregenza scheme (MF:1); as per Reinhart MF:2; and as per
Reinhart MF:4.
The only metric, among the ones considered, that shows a dependency on the sky
discretisation is the ASE, in particular when the 2-phase method is used. Figure 5.41
presents the ASE results from the ‘phased’ methods when the sky is subdivided with the
Tregenza, the Reinhart MF:2 and MF:4 schemes, and compare them with the benchmark
results obtained from simulations with the rtrace command. The results from the 5-phase
method are unaltered in the three scenarios, and are the ones that most closely match
the rtrace values; indeed, the 5-phase method employs a separate distribution scheme
for the sun component, based on point sources, while the sky discretisation is maintained
only for the diffuse light, which is not accounted for in the ASE metric. The ASE values
obtained with the 3-phase method are significantly different from the benchmark and they
are mostly unaffected by the change in sky resolution; this was expected, as this method
applies an additional discretisation scheme on the window’s BSDF material (namely a
Klems scheme, as explained in Section 2.7) that was not changed in this analysis. The
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Klems patches are formed by coarse solid angles, that cause a spread of light within the
room, no matter how small and directional the external light source is. Figure 5.42 groups
the errors relative to the results obtained from rtrace, when using progressively finer sky
discretisation schemes in the ‘phased’ methods; the improvements in the 2-phase method
results are visible for all rooms, whereas for the 3-phase method rooms M1 and M5 benefit
more than rooms L3 and L7; the 5-phase method shows no change in RE.
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Figure 5.41: ASE results for room L7, obtained with the 2-, 3- and 5-phase methods, and com-
pared with the benchmark results from a ‘traditional’ rtrace simulation. Three
different sky resolutions were applied and compared, with each of the simulation
methods; as per a Tregenza scheme (MF:1); as per Reinhart MF:2; and as per Rein-
hart MF:4.
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Figure 5.42: Relative Error between ASE results computed with rtrace and the ‘phased’ meth-
ods. The errors for the four rooms are signed with different shapes and plotted for
each method, for an increasingly finer sky discretisation (MF:1, 2, 4). The errors in
the 2-phase method decrease rapidly as the discretisation gets finer; in the 3-phase
method there is an improvement, but less pronounced; in the 5-phase method the
sky discretisation does not affect ASE results.
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5.2.3 Geometry
The part of the process on which designers have more control on is the building modelling
one. It is very important that daylight analysis is included from the very first design
stages if the aim is to obtain the best solution in terms of visual comfort of the building
occupants. Any tool that is used at concept stage has to be flexible and to respond
quickly, giving the user the possibility of comparing multiple solutions (i.e. parametric
analyses) and integrate daylighting with other building performance analysis, as well as
architectural and aesthetic choices.
On the other hand, when performing analyses on existing buildings, such as post-
occupancy evaluations, the model should represent the building geometry as accurately
as possible. The number of confounding factors in a real environment is incredibly high
and varied, especially due to the interaction of people with the building systems (see Sec-
tion 2.5.1); it is therefore important to reduce the uncertainty wherever possible, starting
from realistic physical properties of the spaces. The tools employed for daylight evalu-
ations should consequently be able to model realistic levels of detail, while keeping the
computational load within plausible limits.
5.2.3.1 Orientation
The actual orientations of the case study spaces were maintained in most of the analyses.
To check whether the previously observed findings on annual daylight metrics could be
generalised to all geometries, independently of the direction of daylight access, all orien-
tations were investigated, rotating the rooms by 45◦ increments. Figure 5.43 illustrates
the relation between the radar plot and the room orientation (M1, seen in plan view).
Each room was rotated so that its main aspect, where the larger windows are situated,
would face the indicated compass direction. The ‘normal’ orientation for each room was:
North-East for L3; North-West for L7; South for M1; North for M5.
Figures 5.44 and 5.45 present the results in terms of DA and ASE. The first one shows
that all the methods agree very well between them, independently of the orientation
(i.e. the amount of total light received throughout the year); the same is true for other
metrics, such as TAI, UDI and sDA. The second Figure shows how different ASE values
can be found when using different CBDM techniques, especially when the amount of direct
sunlight in the space is high; for L3 and L7, which have large glazing areas, the results
have a maximum relative difference of 74% and 78% between the 4-component and the
3-phase methods, when the rooms’ main windows are oriented towards South and South-
East respectively. The 4-component method consistently produces lower ASE values than
all the others, closely followed by the 5-phase method, while the 3-phase method tends
to give the highest results. For all rooms, when the main windows are oriented towards
North, the ASE correctly remain at zero, as no direct sunlight can access the interior
space.
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Figure 5.43: Key to the visualisation of the analyses on radar plots. Each room was rotated by
45◦ increments, with the main windows facing the indicated compass orientation. In
this example, the plan view for room M1 were used.
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Figure 5.44: DA results for all the four rooms, obtained using all the five methods and for eight
different orientations. For all the rooms, the methods agree very well between each
other, and the plotted lines practically overlap. The scale goes from 20% to 90%.
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Figure 5.45: ASE results for all the four rooms, obtained using all the five methods and for eight
different orientations. Here the choice of the method led to very different results,
especially in those rooms that often receive direct sunlight from apertures, such as
L3 and L7.
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5.2.3.2 Sensor Grid
The placement of virtual sensors in a structured grid serves as a proxy to collect data
that characterise the performance of the space under analysis. For educational and office
spaces, it is common to position this analysis grid in correspondence of an horizontal plane
that represents the task – or working – plane.
To understand the effects of the grid resolution on annual results, a simple parametric
analysis was performed, keeping the height always at 0.80 m and leaving a free space
around the workplane edge of 0.50 m (or close to 0.50 m, as the grid construction method
allowed). The spacing between sensors was set to be 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, and 1.00 m. Figure
5.46 shows the results in terms of TAI, DA, UDI-a and ASE. DA and UDI-a values barely
change with finer grid settings. TAI and ASE shows some degrees of variation, although
overall it is not very significant. The TAI results obtained from the 4-component method
shows a tendency to increase with finer grids, for all rooms analysed. This behaviour
might be related to the way the stencil method, used to define the grid of points (see
Section 3.2.2.2), populates the area specified as the working plane. The peripheral points
do not correspond to the edges of such surface, but they get progressively closer to it
as the spacing is reduced. This means that those points record more and more extreme
values, higher towards the glazed aspect and lower towards the back of the room. If the
light coming in from the windows is intense during the year, this increment in illuminance
values might result in a higher TAI. The definition of the analysis grid in DAYSIM might
lead to the same behaviour. For the ‘phased’ methods’ grid definition, the priority was to
maintain the same distance from the internal wall for any specified grid resolution, at the
expenses of slightly irregular grid spacing. With these initial settings, TAI values actually
decrease with finer grids for room L7; however, this pattern is not found in other rooms,
so it could be dependent exclusively on room L7 geometry.
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Figure 5.46: Comparison of CBDM metrics obtained for room L7 using different grid spacing.
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5.2.3.3 Reflectance
This section discusses how all these assumptions on surface properties currently taken in
daylighting practices are affecting the results of annual simulations that use climate-based
techniques. The analysis uses the Morris method as reported in Section 3.2.3. Note that
the occupancy schedule set for these analyses was 8 am to 4 pm.
At an early design stage all the surfaces built in the 3D model have limited complexity,
both in geometrical details and in physical properties. The assignment of optical char-
acteristics usually follows the existing guidelines for lighting simulation, the expertise of
the modeller or the values found in materials libraries, in the case that the exact finish
that will be applied to the surface is known. Some of the suggested values are reported in
Table 5.9, with the indication of the guideline they were sourced from: the Illuminating
Engineering Society (IES) LM-83-12 (The Daylight Metrics Committee, 2012), used as
reference for LEED v4 (US Green Building Council (USGBC), 2013); CIBSE Applica-
tion Manual 11 on Building Performance Modelling (CIBSE, 2015); two CIBSE Lighting
Guides, LG5 Lighting for Education (CIBSE/SLL, 2011) and LG7 Offices (CIBSE/SLL,
2005); and the requirements for the Priority Schools Building Programme (PSBP) pro-
moted by the UK EFA (Education Funding Agency, 2014). In other codes, such as the
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America Handbook (IESNA, 2000) and the
British Standard 8206 Part 2 (BSI, 2008), a list of reflectance values relative to several
construction materials is given instead of standard values.
For daylight simulations, not only the reflectance assigned to the material is important
for the computation of the indirect light contributions, but so are the specularity and
roughness of the materials. However, these properties are often assumed to be zero, i.e. all
the materials involved in a preliminary model are taken to be lambertian perfect diffusers
(SLL and NPL, 2001). This is considered to be a good enough approximation when
looking at building luminous performance, but not when rendering the space for visual
appearance purposes. Equally, if the simulation is limited to the overall performance of
the space, the RGB components are all assumed to be the same, resulting in a greyscale
rendition of all modelled surfaces.
Using the ‘standard’ reflectances specified in Table 5.9, the evaluation on the four case
study classrooms was performed with the 4-component method and the results in terms
of TAI and DA are presented in Figure 5.47. Where acceptable reflectance ranges were
suggested instead of a single value, both the minimum and the maximum limits were
compared (represented by a dark and light grey bar respectively).
Table 5.9: Standard values suggested in the literature for the reflectance of the model’s main
elements.
Floor Walls Ceiling Sill and
Frames
External
Ground
External
Obstruc-
tions
IES LM-83-12 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.3
CIBSE AM11 0.05-0.3 0.4-0.7 0.7-0.85 n.a. 0.05-0.3 n.a.
CIBSE LG5 0.2-0.4 0.5-0.8 0.7-0.9 n.a. n.a. n.a.
CIBSE LG7 0.2-0.4 0.3-0.7 > 0.6 n.a. n.a. n.a.
PSBP 0.2 0.5 0.7 n.a. n.a. n.a.
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Each room is obviously characterised by different results, as the four geometries are
noticeably different in features that affect access and redistribution of light; therefore,
the selected metrics (in this case TAI and DA) should correctly display a variation in
daylighting performance. However, something more can be noticed in the graph of Figure
5.47. Even though the five assigned reflectance datasets (i.e. one for each of the considered
guidelines) were the same, some rooms showed wider variations in results when changing
reflectance values than others. For each room, Table 5.10 reports the mean and standard
deviation of all results obtained using different guideline recommendations for reflectance
assignment. Room L7 results in the highest mean TAI value of 6750 ± 1152 klx hrs; its
DA mean value shows however the smallest dispersion, σ = ±3%. On the opposite hand,
DA results for room M1 experience a variation of σ = ±10%. To generalise the results
and to understand in greater detail what are the causes of the variability in annual CBDM
results when changes are made to the initial reflectance values, a Sensitivity Analysis (SA)
was carried out.
Table 5.10: Mean values and Standard deviations of TAI and DA results obtained using different
guideline recommendations, for each of the four classrooms.
L3 L7 M1 M5
TAI DA TAI DA TAI DA TAI DA
[klx hrs] [%] [klx hrs] [%] [klx hrs] [%] [klx hrs] [%]
µ 2809 78 6750 87 2810 52 2197 67
σ 647 6 1152 3 472 10 454 7
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Figure 5.47: Uncertainty in TAI (a) and DA (b) results deriving from the use of different guidelines
recommendations, for each of the case study rooms. Where both a dark and a light
grey bars are displayed, they indicate the results obtained using, respectively, the
lower and upper range limits suggested by the guidelines.
The aim of the SA was to understand how the results change given a random com-
bination of values within plausible limits, and to distinguish the surfaces that strongly
affect the overall results trend from the ones that do not. Additionally, considerations
on how these changes affect rooms with different characteristics were drawn, as well as
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considerations on how some of the most commonly used annual metrics describes these
variations overall.
The sampling process carried out with the Method of Morris (Campolongo et al.,
2007) identified eight values within each of the ranges defined in relation to the five input
parameters. At the top of Figure 5.48 the input reflectance values are represented in
the order given from the random seeding process of the Morris method. Each surface
was assigned one out of eight fixed reflectance values within its specified limits, and each
simulation run differed from the previous for one of these values only. From the left to
the right of the image, the inputs and outputs of the 48 simulation runs for all the four
rooms are displayed. Even though the outputs are single instances, they are represented
with continuous curves to highlight the trend resulting from variable reflectance values.
The first graph below the input reflectances shows the DF results, while the successive
graphs represents four annual metrics: TAI; DA; sDA; and UDI-c. For each room, five
solid lines illustrate CBDM results obtained from the five methods analysed: 2-, 3-, 5-
phase, 4-component and DAYSIM. The base case scenario result for each room is also
reported with a dash-dot line; that is considered here the benchmark value, obtained with
the 4-component method and with the PSBP suggested reflectance values; 0.2 for floor
and external ground, 0.5 for interior walls and 0.7 for ceiling.
For both DF and TAI, the four rooms show a similar behaviour among each other when
varying the reflectance across the 48 simulation runs. There are also similarities between
DF and TAI themselves, suggesting that the relationship between reflectance values and
final results is mostly maintained when passing from static to annual analyses. DA values
behave somehow differently, with highly lit rooms showing a small variation when changing
reflectance, and darker rooms strongly responding to the varying reflectance inputs. This
could be due mainly to the choice of DA threshold, equal to 300 lx. Bright spaces are
characterised by a benchmark DA of about 80%, and any increase in illuminance values due
to higher reflectances that is actually accounted for by this metric would be for instances
that passed from being lower than 300 lx to higher than that threshold. This is bound to
happen more frequently for rooms whose performance starts from lower DA values, such
as M1 and M5, therefore they show a higher variability in results. It is interesting to
notice that for these two rooms the high variability is not present only in result ranges,
but between different simulation methods employed too. sDA is affected by the same
problem; for rooms with a baseline sDA value of 100%, this metric cannot show any
variation that leads to a further increase in illuminance levels. When the starting levels
are very high, as for room L7, even lowering the overall reflectance does not influence the
final result. Rooms with lower baseline values, as M1 and M5, are subjected to wider
output variations than for DA. The difference among simulation methods is also more
prominent, likely because this metric takes into account the spatial distribution as well.
The UDI results are not behaving in a monotonic fashion as other annual CBDM metrics.
Having both a lower and a higher threshold, UDI-c can potentially decrease when the
overall reflectance increases, or the opposite. This is visible in the UDI-c results graph for
room L7; starting from a baseline value of 80%, already lowered by the presence of many
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Figure 5.48: The Figure shows how the results, expressed with different annual metrics, change
depending on the input reflectance values of external ground, internal floor, walls,
ceiling and window frames. The input reflectances are represented on top and follow
the 48 combinations created with the Morris method. The four graphs below show
the variation in luminous annual performance for the four rooms, corresponding to
the input values. The results are averaged over the horizontal working plane.
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illuminance instances higher than 3000 lx (UDI-x = 17%), any increase in reflectance
values results in a higher UDI-x and a lower UDI-c.
To understand better how the analysed metrics are differently affected by changes
in surface reflectance, their values were normalised against the mean of the series of 48
results. Figure 5.49 shows the normalisation for the five metrics considered previously
(DF, TAI, DA, sDA and UDI-c) for the results obtained with the 4-component method.
First of all, both DF and TAI show a consistent behaviour overall, independently of the
room geometry and features; only TAI values for room L3 are slightly divergent from the
other rooms at the highest and lowest peaks. There is a striking similarity between the
amplitude of the variations expressed with DF and with TAI; both metrics reach values
up to 60% higher and 30% lower than the mean value. On the other hand, the variations
registered by DA are strongly affected by the initial amount of light received in the baseline
room design. The more lit the space is, the smaller variations in DA are recorded (±7%),
as for room L7. For darker spaces, as M1, the variation is dramatically increased (within
±36%). sDA shows a peculiar behaviour, different from both DA and TAI. The extent
of the variation reaches values as wide as for TAI (up to +61%), but only for the rooms
with a low baseline illumination (M1 and M5). For the other rooms, some plateaus are
noticeable in the graph, corresponding to the lack of any variation whenever the sDA =
100% cap is reached. UDI-c values are all contained in a ±20% range, but the rooms
that receive more light see an inversion in the relationship between input parameters and
output metric. Room L7 records variations practically specular to the ones obtained for
rooms M1 and M5. Room L3, which is the best performing one in terms of UDI-c (91%),
results in the smallest variation range of all four classrooms (within ±7%). This would
suggest that the performance initially assessed with this metric on a well designed baseline
case is not strongly affected by realistic changes in surface reflectance.
The analysis on the correlation between reflectance assignment and geometrical fea-
tures of the design went a step further with the use of the Method of Morris. Once it was
understood that TAI is the annual metric least dependent on the baseline characteristic
of a specific space, this metric was used as an indicator for the analysis on the single
input parameters, i.e. the main surfaces in the model. The Morris plots for TAI values are
presented in Figure 5.50, for rooms L3 and M5, simulated with the 4-component method.
The results for rooms L7 and M1 are very similar to those found for rooms L3 and M5,
respectively. Morris analyses can give a ranking of input parameters, i.e. the classrooms
interior surfaces here, ordered by their influence on the overall results, as displayed on the
left of the Figures. They can also give an indication of the parameters’ relationship with
the results, based on the ratio σ/µ∗, where σ is the standard deviation of the elementary
effects (i.e. differences in results due to input variations) distribution, and µ∗ is the mean
absolute value of the distribution. Those parameters that sits in the graph below the
line σ/µ∗ = 0.1 can be considered to have an almost linear relationship with the results;
if they appear below the lines σ/µ∗ = 0.5 and σ/µ∗ = 1 than they have respectively a
monotonic and an almost-monotonic behaviour; above the line σ/µ∗ = 1, the parameters
show a highly non-linear relationship with the final results, indicating that there might
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Figure 5.49: Results obtained from all simulation runs using the 4-component method, expressed
with different metrics: DF, TAI, DA, sDA and UDI-c (100-3000 lx). All values were
normalised against the mean of each series, to highlight the difference in relative
variations among the considered metrics.
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be an interaction with other input factors.
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(b) Room M5.
Figure 5.50: Morris plots showing the ranking (left) and the relationship with results (right) of
the parameters investigated, i.e. the reflectance of the main interior surfaces in room
L3 (a) and M5 (b). For rooms with large apertures, as room L3, the exterior ground
becomes the most influential parameter. Instead, for rooms with small windows, all
surfaces have a similar effect on the final results. For all rooms, the ceiling is the only
element that is showing a slightly non-monotonic relationship with the final results.
For all the rooms, floor and frame exhibit a small influence on the overall results,
independently of which metric is used. Ceiling, walls and external ground play a more
important role, but their ranking changes slightly for various geometries. The results for
room L3, for example, are mostly affected by variations in the outdoor ground plane,
while for room M1 the walls are the most influential factor; the explanation of this can
possibly be found in the difference of Window-to-Wall Ratio (WWR) between the two
spaces. Room L3 has a WWR of 69%, while for M1 the WWR is equal to 25%. It can be
inferred that the reflectance values of the exterior environment play a bigger role for rooms
with larger apertures, while for rooms with smaller windows, the role of each element is
more balanced.
The relations between changes in reflectance and geometrical features were assessed in
the previous analyses. The study then proceeded with the comparison between different
CBDM techniques and how each of them behaves when reflectance values vary. The
evaluation on internal reflectances can be considered a proxy to assess how each of the
simulation methods deal with inter-reflections. In order to look at the differences due to
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the chosen simulation method, rather than the model geometry, the results from the 4-
component method are now presented with those from DAYSIM and the 2-, 3- and 5-phase
methods (Figure 5.51), considering only one room. Classroom M1 was chosen as the five
techniques showed the largest differences when assessing it. Being a deep plan space, the
inter-reflections played a bigger role than in the other rooms. The results in Figure 5.51
were sorted in ascending order, based on the area-weighted mean reflectance. This value
follows the same concept as the term R in the analytical DF formula, but the reflectance
of the external ground was assigned to the window area instead. Taking into account
the entire surface area of the external ground would have overestimated its contribution
towards indoor lighting. Assuming an area equal to the window panes approximated the
portion of the ground surface ‘directly’ visible from the room interior. It is possible to
identify the group of ‘phased’ methods, i.e. 2-, 3- and 5-phase methods, as behaving very
similarly to each other. This was expected for the 3- and 5-phase methods, as they differ
only for the direct sunlight calculation, which is not affected by changes in reflectance,
while they both rely on the 3-phase method to calculate the diffuse and inter-reflected
parts of daylight. Less foreseeable was the strong agreement that the 2-phase method
shows with them too, which holds true for almost all cases and all rooms, except for very
few instances where there is a very high overall reflectance.
The 4-component method and DAYSIM tend to record lower illuminance levels than
the ‘phased’ methods, starting from the base case results (dash-dot lines in Figure 5.51).
This happens prevalently for rooms M1 and M5, while in the rooms with higher levels of
daylight all the methods reach an almost perfect agreement. For room M1, TAI values
obtained with the 3-phase method are about 14% higher than those obtained with the 4-
component method, while for DA values the relative difference is 12%. From the plotted
UDI results in Figure 5.51, it can be seen how the main differences are recorded for
illuminance values lower than 3000 lx; both DAYSIM and the 4-component method shows
a higher number of instances that fall into the 0–100 lx range (UDI-n), while the ‘phased’
methods have a higher ratio of 100–3000 lx instances (UDI-c).
All techniques show a consistent behaviour across the 48 simulation runs and the
corresponding reflectance variations. This overall agreement is proved even further when
looking at the results from the Morris analysis. The Morris plots displayed in Figure
5.52 helped examining the similarities of three CBDM techniques among the five under
analysis. The 5-phase method is not represented here as it held exactly the same results as
the 3-phase method, while the 4-component method was already pictured in Figure 5.50.
The influence that each element within the room has on the final TAI values is extremely
similar among the different techniques. The type of relation between input and output is
also the same for all the elements, mainly characterised by monotonic behaviour. These
similarities are present also when comparing these three techniques with the benchmark
method, i.e. the 4-component method.
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Figure 5.51: Inputs and outputs for all 48 simulation runs of room M1, ordered by increasing
area-weighted mean reflectance. At the top the input area-weighted mean reflectance
values are shown, with a dashed line signalling the 0.5 reflectance. Below, the corre-
sponding results expressed as TAI, DA, UDI-x (over 3000 lx), UDI-c (100–3000 lx)
and UDI-n (0–100 lx) are reported, for each of the five CBDM methods analysed.
The base case results, obtained with default reflectance values, are reported for all
methods with dash-dot lines.
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(a) 2-phase method.
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(b) 3-phase method.
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(c) DAYSIM.
Figure 5.52: Morris plots showing the ranking (left) and relationship (right) between input param-
eters and TAI results for room M1, obtained with three different CBDM methods.
All three methods agree very well with each other, and behave in the same way when
the reflectance values are varying.
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5.3 Summary
This Chapter presented the core results of the present thesis. The first investigation con-
cerned the comparison between state-of-the-art CBDM techniques, performed on spaces
with simple clear glazing and on spaces with different fixed shading systems applied. In all
cases, the most significant differences were found when using the metric ASE to express
the annual influence of direct sunlight. The variations in ASE results helped identify
the most significant differences between the currently available Radiance-based CBDM
techniques. The main characteristics of each technique – in view of the findings from the
analysis presented in this Chapter – are listed below, while a discussion on the domain of
application for each technique is reported in Chapter 7.
4-component method The 4-component method is based on the Radiance original
rtrace command, which has been extensively and accurately validated for clear
glazing. The inter-model comparison for rooms with clear glazing (Section 5.1.1)
used this method as benchmark for all the other techniques. The calibration of
Radiance ambient parameters carried out before the analyses showed that for deep-
plan rooms (such as room M1), the 4-component method needs an adjustment in
those parameters to accurately account for the light that should reach the back of
the space. Similarly, when the comparison in the presence of shading devices was
considered (Section 5.1.2), high ambient parameters settings had to be adopted to
allow the raytracing process to reach the external sources of light. The combina-
tion of high accuracy settings and the presence of small geometrical details in the
modelled shading devices caused the simulation time to rise significantly.
DAYSIM DAYSIM showed some similarities with the 4-component method, especially
when using the DDS option (see the explanation of DAYSIM’s modes in Section
2.4.2). When complex shading devices are explicitly modelled, it also displayed the
same drawbacks, i.e. the need of increasing the ambient parameters to high accuracy
settings and the long computational times required. In the inter-model comparison
with clear glazing, the DAYSIM mode most commonly implemented in Graphical
User Interface (GUI) software – the interpolation mode – was found to be comparable
with the 4-component method when calculating DA, UDI and TAI, but not when
calculating ASE. This particular technique considers the simultaneous presence of
four suns in the sky at any given daytime, and therefore produces unrealistic solar
patterns on the working plane.
2-phase method The 2-phase method is based on the rcontrib command and does not
use ambient interpolation. Nonetheless, it was found to be significantly quicker than
any other technique. In the inter-model comparison analysis, a coarse discretisation
of the sky was used (MF:2), which resulted in largely spread solar patterns on the
working plane and a consequent over-prediction of the direct sunlight contribution.
DA, UDI and TAI values were not affected by this, and were found to be in agreement
with the results from the 4-component method. Conversely, ASE was consistently
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higher than the benchmark values. The use of a higher sky resolution (MF:4) was
investigated in one of the following sensitivity analyses (Section 5.2.2) and was found
to improve the accuracy of ASE values, but without reaching a satisfying agreement
with benchmark results and at the cost of significantly higher computational times.
3-phase method The 3-phase method was found to be markedly affected by the reso-
lution of the Klems basis BSDF description (see Section 2.3 for an explanation of
BSDF materials). The coarse subdivision of the BSDF in 145 patches cannot be
modified in a straightforward manner and results in a considerable spread of the di-
rect sunlight contribution. In specular transmissive devices (such as clear glazing),
the solar peaks are averaged over a Klems patch and produce light patterns on the
working plane that are larger than in reality, while any light peak loses intensity
and spatial definition. ASE results are consequently much higher than expected,
as a higher number of virtual sensor points reach the defined threshold of 1000 lx
for more than 250 hours. However, it is worth noting that other CBDM metrics,
such as DA, UDI and TAI, displayed a remarkable agreement with the benchmark
technique.
5-phase method The 5-phase method greatly reduced the problematics of the 3-phase
method, reaching results that were comparable to the 4-component method most
of the time, for all considered CBDM metrics. However, this agreement was found
to be true only when using the 5-phase method with proxied geometry (see Section
3.2.2.4). A notable exception is the inter-model comparison carried out on a room
with specular Venetian blinds; when analysing the direct sunlight contribution, used
for ASE evaluations, it was found that the 4-component method considered only the
rays with a direct view of the sun, whereas the 5-phase method included also off-
angle rays that bounced once on the specular lamellas and then reached the sun.
After the inter-model comparisons, several sensitivity analyses were carried out to
understand the impact that input parameters have on the final results, expressed in terms
of annual daylight metrics, e.g. DA and UDI. The main findings from the sensitivity
analysis on CBDM input parameters are summarised below and in Chapter 7.
Climate data
The climatic characteristics of the project’s location were found to influence CBDM re-
sults, as expected. However, each of the considered metrics behaved in a different manner
when the external luminous conditions varied. DA had a strong correlation with the exte-
rior mean global horizontal illuminance, whereas ASE showed an inverse correlation with
the exterior mean diffuse horizontal illuminance. Other metrics were less influenced by a
single environmental luminous variable.
The sensitivity to the source of climate data was investigated by comparing the
ASHRAE (IWEC), CIBSE and Prometheus datasets. The third dataset resulted in consis-
tently higher environmental data and CBDM results. The ASHRAE and CIBSE climate
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data for a single location (London) led to a general agreement among CBDM metrics, ex-
cept for ASE results. Using the same dataset, ASE and UDI-x displayed a wider variation
for different locations on the UK territory (more than ±20% from the results obtained for
London), whereas UDI-c and DA results for the selected room (L7) were found to be very
similar for all considered locations (variations less than ±5% from London results).
The variations in time step of the climate data files was analysed, comparing hourly
and sub-hourly interpolated time steps. The major difference was found for ASE values,
when decreasing time steps from 60 to 30 minutes, whereas for shorter time steps all
CBDM metrics did not result in significant variations. The effect of using shorter time
steps when measuring external conditions was not investigated here; however, a limited
analysis on measured illuminance data displayed a very high variability in the 1-minute
resolution time series, compared to the hourly one, that could potentially have an effect
on CBDM evaluations.
Sky models
The sky luminance models compared in this work were found to be not very influencing for
CBDM metrics. On the other hand, the discretisation scheme applied to the sky vault in
the 2- and 3-phase methods affected the ASE results. A reduction of the errors relative to
the 4-component method was noticeable when using finer Tregenza patches subdivisions
(e.g. MF:4), especially for the 2-phase method. The 5-phase method was not influenced by
the sky resolution, as its direct sunlight component is always considering a MF:6 scheme
(see Section 2.4.5).
Geometry
The influence of the analysis grid resolution, of the building orientation and of the re-
flectance properties of the 3D model geometry were all investigated. The analysis grid
resolution, i.e. the spacing between virtual sensor points, was not found to affect CBDM
results significantly. This consideration is however limited to the considered metrics and
to the typical size of school classrooms. On the contrary, the orientation of the main aper-
tures in the classrooms had an effect on most annual daylight metrics. However, some
metrics – such as DA – exhibited very small variations when changing compass orienta-
tion. The reflectance of interior and exterior surfaces within the 3D model were found to
be among the most influencing input parameters for CBDM metrics, with variations up
to ±60%. Among the main elements within the analysed rooms, the reflectance assigned
to walls, ceiling and exterior ground plane were found to be the most influencing on the
overall results.
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Chapter 6
Results: Comparison with real
data
The last part of the work carried out for this thesis concerned the relationship between
the results obtained from the simulations and the data measured in the real – in-use
– case study spaces. The work presented in this Chapter is largely exploratory; one
of the aims was to understand whether results from long-term monitoring with High
Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging could be related to results obtained from climate-based
daylight modelling (CBDM). The analysis was limited to one room, classroom L3, where
no shading systems were present, making the modelling of occupant behaviour simpler.
The simulation technique employed for this study was the 4-component method, i.e. the
method used as benchmark in the previous Chapter. The data obtained from all measuring
devices were first analysed, as presented in Section 6.1. Based on this analysis, six sample
days with different sky conditions were selected for the comparison between measured and
simulated results, which is presented in Section 6.2.
6.1 Analysis of measured data
For the present work, the comparison between results from the monitoring study and
from simulation was limited to a few selected days. The criteria for the selection were the
following, to be satisfied simultaneously:
• Complete series of HDR images from 8:00 to 17:50 (local time);
• Availability of external irradiance and illuminance measurements from the local
weather station;
• Electric lighting system switched off;
• Illuminance measurements resembling either clear, variable or overcast sky condi-
tions;
• Instances without occupants were preferred.
All measured data available were grouped together, as reported in Figure 6.1, and
time-aligned to the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). Four – relatively homogeneous
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Figure 6.1: Time series plots for all measurements collected during the monitoring study. The
plots represent, from top to bottom: the luminance data averaged over the analysed
regions of the HDR images, collected from April 2015 to April 2016; the luminance
data indicating the use of electric lighting; the illuminance data collected by a luxme-
ter placed in the room, from November 2015 to April 2016; the horizontal global
irradiance data collected by an external pyranometer, from July 2015 to April 2016;
the horizontal global illuminance data collected by an external daylight sensor, from
July 2015 to April 2016. The six dates selected for the following analysis are indicated
with a light blue line.
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and not actively used – areas on the upper part of the two walls visible from the HDR
images were identified as analysis regions from which to extract illuminance data, as
Figure 6.2 shows. All illuminance values associated with these areas, either derived from
HDR images or from simulation, are averaged over each region, i.e. over their total number
of pixel/sensor points.
The first plot in Figure 6.1 represents the luminance values averaged over the four
regions selected in the HDR images, recorded at 10 minute intervals. The second plot
shows the luminance values recorded by the HDR camera in correspondence of two of the
ceiling tiles lamps, each indicating the switch status of one of the two lighting control
groups. All instances that recorded luminance values higher than 2000 cd/m2 in these
two regions were disregarded. The third plot reports the illuminance data recorded by the
Hanwell Lux Data Logger placed in the room, within the camera field of view (see Figure
6.2). The last two plots shows the horizontal global irradiance and illuminance, recorded
respectively by the Delta-T SPN1 and BF5 instruments.
R1 R2 R3 R4 H1
Figure 6.2: Part of one HDR image with the indication of the four regions selected for the analysis
and the code assigned to each region. The position of the Hanwell Lux Data Logger
is also indicated in the image, together with the area (H1) that was used to derive
illuminance values from the HDR images for the preliminary analysis.
Six days were selected on the basis of the listed criteria. Figure 6.3 shows the global
and diffuse horizontal illuminance values recorded during the chosen days by the BF5
Daylight Sensor. The same days are indicated in Figure 6.1 with light blue vertical lines.
As it was not possible to find any day continuously characterised by clear sky conditions,
the 12/08/2015 and 26/09/15 were selected as the closest match.
A preliminary analysis was carried out to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the
data collected through HDR imaging. The illuminance values recorded by the Hanwell
Luxmeter were compared with the luminance values averaged over a portion of the HDR
images, close to the sensor location (area H1 in Figure 6.2). As the illuminances were
measured every minute, only the data recorded every ten minutes, starting from 08:01
were considered; this was deemed to coincide with the moment the HDR images were
captured, as the complete capturing process took about 1.5 minutes. The luminance data
were converted into illuminance using the measured wall surface reflectance of ρ = 0.90.
Figure 6.4 compares the two time series and shows the linear correlation between
measured and derived illuminance data. The coefficient of determination R2 = 0.96
indicates a very good agreement between the two series, considering that the outliers
were not further investigated. For example, when the room door is open, it completely
covers the sensor and the region under analysis; thus, if any of the picture was taken
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Figure 6.3: Global and diffuse horizontal illuminance recorded by the external Daylight Sensor
during the days selected for the analysis. The first columns shows the two days that
better represent clear sky conditions, the second column shows the days selected to
represent variable conditions, and the third column shows the days representative of
overcast conditions.
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Figure 6.4: Time series plot (left) and linear regression (right) between the illuminance data mea-
sured by the lux data logger and those derived from the HDR images. The errors
found in the HDR-derived results were MBE = 20 lux and RMSE = 33 lux.
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in this condition, the correlation would become meaningless. Nevertheless, the error
analysis led to small overall errors, in the order of MBE = 20 lux and RMSE = 33 lux.
It was therefore concluded that the luminance values recorded with HDRI over the walls
were able to give a reasonable indication of the illuminance field falling onto the walls
themselves; additionally, this correlation supported the validity of the walls’ reflectance
value obtained via coupled luminance/illuminance measurements. This initial comparison
informed the successive analysis about the expected errors related to the use of illuminance
values derived from HDR images.
6.2 Comparison with simulation results
The CBDM simulation of room L3 was run with the 4-component method at hourly time
steps, and the vertical illuminance data were collected at the areas identified in Section
3.3.3. The external global and diffuse horizontal irradiances were used as input data for the
analysis, after downsampling the 1-minute resolution data collected by the pyranometer
to 1-hour resolution (averages). Equally, the 10-minute resolution HDR luminance values
were downsampled to hourly data.
In Figure 6.5 the two illuminance time series – simulated and derived from HDR – are
presented for each of the four considered regions, during the six days selected previously.
It can be noticed that the simulation results always over-predict the measured ones. This
can be explained with the fact that the 3D model used for the simulation does not consider
many of the factors that may lead to a consistent decrease in light diffusion, e.g. reduced
transmittance of glazing surfaces due to dust, the presence of furniture that could block
part of indoor light redirection, irregularities of the indoor surfaces, and so forth.
The correlation between the two datasets was investigated, at first grouping the data
by region and then by date. Only the instances in which the HDR luminance values were
higher than zero were considered. The walls were subdivided into four different regions to
investigate whether the simulation performs better for areas directly hit by direct sunlight
or for less lit-up areas, such as those at the back of the room. Figure 6.6 shows how the
patterns in room luminance change during the day, with direct sunlight entering the space
in the late afternoon. HDR images were however collected only from 8:00 until 17:50 (local
time) and all the values used for the comparison are therefore limited to this range of time.
Figure 6.7 shows the linear correlation for the four regions. It was expected that the
intensity and variability of direct sunlight hitting region R1 would make it more difficult
for the simulation, especially at hourly time steps, to accurately represent the luminous
levels. Nevertheless, the correlation was found to be not too different among the four
regions, ranging from R2 = 0.81 to R2 = 0.86. The MBE and RMSE are reported in
Table 6.1, showing again a similarity among regions. Surprisingly, region R1 seems to
record better agreement between measured and simulated data than the other regions.
Figure 6.8 presents the same correlation, but analysed separately on each of the refer-
ence days. As the four regions were found to have comparable errors and linear fits, one
single average value across the walls was considered at each instance. This means that on
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Figure 6.5: Illuminance results, hourly averaged, obtained from the HDR images (solid lines) and
from the 4-component simulation (dotted lines) during the six days considered for the
analysis. Each plot reports the results for one of the four regions used to subdivide
the upper parts of the room walls.
Figure 6.6: Hourly HDR images of classroom L3 on the 12th August 2015. It can be noticed that
direct sunlight enters the space in the late afternoon (Drosou et al., 2016).
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Figure 6.7: Linear correlation between illuminance values derived from the HDR images and the
illuminances obtained with simulations, for each of the four regions defined over the
room walls. All regions show a similar trend, with the simulated results slightly over-
predicting measured data.
Table 6.1: Error analysis for the simulated illuminance results over the four walls regions, com-
pared with the data derived from HDR images.
R1 R2 R3 R4
MBE [lx] 193 208 193 225
RMSE [lx] 359 301 312 342
MBE [%] 23 55 36 46
RMSE [%] 49 77 59 68
each day the sample was composed by ten hourly values, or nine during short winter days,
for which the duration of daylight was shorter than the monitoring schedule. As a result
of this limitation, the longer summer days fail to show a linear correlation, as the values
are not spread over a wide illuminance range. For example, the data collected on the
26/09/2015 results in the lowest coefficient of determination (R2 = 0.11), but at the same
time the relative MBE and RMSE are rather small (MBE = 19% and RMSE = 43%).
The errors reported in Table 6.2 give a better insight into the differences found between
the HDR-derived values and the simulated ones. The errors seem reasonably well related
to the variability in sky conditions; the highest normalised MBE and RMSE are reported
by the days characterised by rapid illuminance changes (see Figure 6.3), i.e. the days
12/08/2015, 15/08/2015 and 30/01/2016. On the other hand, the smallest errors were
identified during stable sky conditions, for both clear (26/09/2015) and overcast skies
(02/01/2016). These observations are reinforced by the analysis on the value distributions
presented in Figure 6.9. It can be noticed that the 26/09/2015 and the 02/01/2016 are
characterised by a narrow dispersion of HDR-derived values, i.e. the whiskers are fairly
close to the interquartile range, and the medians value of the two datasets – HDR and
4CM – are comparable. From the same graph, it can be recognised why a linear correlation
could be found for the last three days, while the first three days failed to show any. The
value range (maximum - minimum) during longer days is noticeably different between the
two datasets, with the simulated data always higher than the ones derived from HDR.
Instead, the shorter days display a similarity in illuminance domains.
The analysis should be repeated with a higher temporal resolution, e.g. 10 minute time
steps, in order to provide more data points and to better capture the rapid variability
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Figure 6.8: Linear correlation between illuminance values derived from the HDR images and the
illuminances obtained with simulations, for each of the six days selected as represen-
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Figure 6.9: Boxplot representing the distribution of the illuminance values obtained with HDR
imaging and with the 4-component method (4CM), on each of the six selected days.
The boxes represent the values comprised within the first and third quartiles, while the
coloured lines symbolise the median values of the distribution. The whiskers represent
here the minimum and maximum values of each datasets.
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Table 6.2: Error analysis for the simulated illuminance results on each of the analysed six days,
compared with the data derived from HDR images. The letter C, V and O indicate
the sky conditions for each day – Clear, Variable and Overcast respectively.
2015-08-12
(C)
2015-08-15
(V)
2015-09-26
(C)
2015-10-24
(O)
2016-01-02
(O)
2016-01-30
(V)
MBE [lx] 535 354 123 63 21 134
RMSE [lx] 596 392 266 77 31 184
MBE [%] 65 42 19 39 3 47
RMSE [%] 72 46 43 42 57 80
exhibited on some of the selected days. Nonetheless, it is deemed to be a promising
source of information to improve simulation accuracy, and further investigations will be
conducted over longer, continuous periods.
6.3 Summary
This Chapter presented the comparison performed between the luminance data collected
in one classroom via HDR imaging, transformed into illuminance values, and the verti-
cal illuminances obtained using the 4-component method for CBDM evaluations. The
methodology applied to derive illuminance data from the luminance recorded by the HDR
images was verified using additional values collected with a luxmeter data logger; the two
datasets resulted in a high correlation (R2 = 0.96) and very small errors. The comparison
between simulated and HDR-derived illuminances showed a better correlation for shorter
winter days (up to R2 = 0.98), and smaller overall errors for days with reduced weather
variability (down to MBE = 3% on an overcast day). However, for days characterised by
sunny and variable conditions, the simulation tended to over-estimate the measurements.
The investigation needs to be extended to more days and more weather conditions, pos-
sibly using data with a finer temporal resolution than hourly time steps.
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Discussion
The results collected and analysed for this thesis were presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
These Chapters dealt with: the current understanding and application of climate-based
daylight modelling (CBDM); the analysis of the state-of-the-art techniques to perform
CBDM evaluation; and the comparison between data obtained from simulation and from
real-spaces monitoring. The present Chapter discusses these results in relation to the
findings from previous researches and in view of possible future work on the topic.
7.1 On CBDM workflows
Chapter 4 presented the results collected through interviews and surveys on the workflows
that are currently followed to perform CBDM. A ‘workflow’ was defined as the sequence
of assumptions and analyses involved in a ‘typical’ climate-based daylight evaluation con-
ducted by a certain user. The interviews were restricted to a small number of practitioners
(12 in total), all working in the same company. The online survey was instead directed to a
wider pool of people using CBDM and resulted in a total of 71 completed questionnaires.
The number of participants in previous studies (Reinhart and Fitz, 2006; Galasiu and
Reinhart, 2008) was undoubtedly larger, but the target and scope of those works were
significantly broader; there, the role of any kind of computer simulation in daylighting
practice was investigated.
Nevertheless, more than 10 years later, some of the findings were comparable to the
previous studies. The type of spaces where daylight analysis was performed more fre-
quently were still found to be offices and educational buildings. As Reinhart and Fitz
(2006) noted, it is easier for these kind of spaces to define occupancy schedules that
coincide with daylight time, therefore making it easier to exploit daylight availability.
Another finding that was reaffirmed is the multiplicity of tools employed by the par-
ticipants. In Reinhart and Fitz (2006), 42 different daylight simulation programs were
referred to, while in the survey carried out for the present work, 20 tools were mentioned,
comprising of both GUI-based ‘end-user’ tools and Radiance command-line techniques.
Most of these tools were Radiance-based in both surveys, but both were biased by the use
of the Radiance mailing list to distribute the survey itself. Software capable of performing
CBDM analyses is even more tightly dependent on the use of Radiance for the moment;
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some new tools based on different engines are just beginning to emerge, but none of them
can be considered established at the time of writing.
In addition to this multiplicity of tools, the new survey recorded a large number of
new CBDM metrics. While previously only Daylight Autonomy (DA) appeared next to
traditional output (i.e. point-in-time interior illuminance and luminance values, Daylight
Factor (DF), images, glare indices and electric lights use), now a total of 14 different
metrics were mentioned by the participants. The inclusion of CBDM in building guidelines
and energy rating systems certainly contributed to the rise in their use. The lack of
clarity in metrics definition and uniformity throughout codes was however lamented by
the participants in the general comments provided at the end of the survey.
Some of the findings from the survey held true for the personal interviews also. Even
though the number of participants was smaller, and the sample was composed by almost
exclusively designers, the interviews outcome reported the same fragmentation in the
choice of modelling and simulation tools, although all of them were Radiance-based. Also,
holding true for both the survey and the interviews were the following: the spaces where
daylight analyses were most commonly performed were office and educational buildings;
the use of Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function (BSDF) was unfamiliar to many
of the participants; the customary time step adopted for CBDM evaluations was 1 hour.
7.2 On CBDM methods and metrics
In Chapter 5, the results from both the inter-model comparison between CBDM simulation
techniques and the sensitivity analyses on input factors were presented. The findings
collected from these investigations were instrumental to draw an overall picture of the
current state of annual daylight performance simulation methods and metrics.
The inter-model comparison, for both clear glazing and shading systems scenarios,
highlighted the profound differences that characterise each of the considered simulation
techniques. In order to make the annual simulations more efficient, a certain level of
abstraction had to be introduced when recreating the sky and sun properties. Each
technique is characterised by different levels of abstractions, as the trade-off between
accuracy and calculation speed varies. However, the way the sun is represented in each
technique potentially affects the outcomes of a simulation in different ways. This means
that for some applications and scopes, the methods are not interchangeable and care
should be taken in selecting the most appropriate one for the desired intent. This proved
to be true also for the calculation of some of the most common metrics currently used
to communicate annual daylight performance. Metrics such as DA and Useful Daylight
Illuminance (UDI), based on frequency analysis of total illuminance values and averaged
over the workplane, were found to be robust enough, resulting in very similar values
when obtained from different simulation methods. On the other hand, metrics based
on spatial distribution, such as Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE) and Spatial Daylight
Autonomy (sDA) were prone to higher variations, depending on the chosen method and on
the ambient parameter settings (for sDA). These variations were particularly pronounced
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for ASE, as this metric is based only on direct illuminance values. This metric exposed
the differences in the way each simulation technique treats the sun position, solid angle
and intensity. The details of these differences are presented in Section 5.1.
These results demonstrated that each simulation technique has its own domain of
applicability, and any software implementing them should clearly state which techniques
it uses ‘under-the-hood’. Currently, to guarantee an equivalent and robust evaluation
across methods, the use of metrics based on averaged total illuminances rather than spatial
distributions should be preferred. More ‘complex’ metrics should be introduced once there
is a shared procedure to specify which methods are able to compute them reliably.
The sensitivity analyses provided an additional insight into the robustness of CBDM
metrics and into the way different methods are affected by input factors. Generally speak-
ing, the considered simulation techniques were influenced in a very similar way by the
investigated factors. Oppositely, annual daylight metrics were differently influenced by
input perturbation. Figure 7.1 summarises the minimum and maximum absolute values
obtained for each analysis on the four classroom case studies, for Total Annual Illumina-
tion (TAI), DA and ASE. The values refer to the results obtained with the 4-component
method. The input factors corresponding to the reported limits are indicated on each
plot; some of these factors are different for different metrics, e.g. for climate locations.
It can be noticed that grid spacing and time step were the least influencing factors,
for all room geometries and all metrics. Sensitivity to climate luminous conditions and to
orientation are two factors that should be desired for CBDM metrics, to adequately reflect
climate and site related design considerations. All metrics showed an adequate variation
when changing climate conditions, whereas when looking at orientation, DA lacked sen-
sitivity, except for room M1, which was characterised by generally low illuminance levels
and therefore more likely to fluctuate around the threshold value of 300 lx. Sensitivity
of ASE to climate data sources (CIBSE and IWEC databases) was found to be more
pronounced than desired and should be looked into more thoroughly. Lastly, sensitivity
to reflectance values was fairly high, pointing out that this is an important factor to con-
sider during an annual evaluation, as it is for point-in-time analyses. This factor was not
considered for ASE as this metric uses only direct sun illuminance values.
More detailed considerations drawn from the sensitivity analyses are reported here-
after.
Climate data
Climate data constitute the basis of CBDM. Annual daylight metrics showed to be ev-
idently sensitive to the chosen climatic characteristics, and any point-in-time daylight
evaluation would be even more so. However, current standard climate files were explicitly
created for energy evaluations, and photometric data are usually derived from cloud cover
or sunshine duration (Thevenard and Brunger, 2001). The source of climate data, i.e. the
models and/or the raw data used to create the standard files, was found to influence the
final results of a CBDM evaluation (see Section 5.2.1). This was mainly due to differences
found in the Prometheus database (Eames et al., 2010), as its data are meant to be used
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Figure 7.1: Minimum and maximum values obtained in the sensitivity analyses for the four class-
room geometries, expressed as TAI (a), DA (b) and ASE (c). The input values
corresponding to the result limits are reported in light grey. (*) In this evaluation,
the rooms were oriented differently than their original orientation.
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for future climate analysis. Other studies found little or no difference for certain datasets
and metrics (Iversen et al., 2012b; Bellia et al., 2015). Nevertheless, in the present research
ASE values were found to be significantly different if obtained from CIBSE climate files
rather than IWEC ones, indicating differences in the way the direct normal component
was derived. However, the analyses conducted here were limited to a direct comparison
between different databases and the source of this sensitivity was not identified; more
research into how photometric data used for building simulation differ in measurements
and models, as well as how to improve the available information, should be pursued.
When looking at time step, no difference was found by up-sampling hourly values to
shorter time steps, with either linear interpolation or adding stochastic variability. This
was in agreement with a previous study by Iversen et al. (2012b). However, using sub-
hourly values from direct measurements might result in more significant differences, as
found by Walkenhorst et al. (2002) and as suggested by the analysis of data measured in
Loughborough at one minute resolution, presented in Figure 5.32 of Section 5.2.1.
A couple of minor points to be noted were the lack of a climate classification fo-
cussed on daylight availability and the difficulties encountered when calculating CBDM
metrics without defining an occupancy schedule. The classification used in Section 5.2.1
used the Ko¨ppen Climate system, as previously done by Crawley (2007). This is a com-
monly adopted classification for thermal analyses, and it was decided to apply it here for
daylighting too as there is not a corresponding system to group locations with similarly
diverse luminous characteristics, in the author’s knowledge. An analysis only based on
the site latitude might have failed to capture the different climatic conditions represented
in the available epw climate files. For example, from Table 5.4 it is possible to notice
the difference in Sunlight Hours between San Juan, Puerto Rico (3286) and Mexico City,
Mexico (2247), or between Boulder, USA (3284) and Beijing, China (2195), even though
their latitudes are fairly similar. However, following a classification based on tempera-
ture and humidity values might not include all luminous climates. As the second point
is concerned, the use of occupancy schedules clearly defines the total number of hours
to be considered in one year. As DA and UDI express the ratio of complying instances
over this total number, to allow a correct comparison this value has to be the same. If,
instead of occupancy, the number of daylight hours is considered, this should be equal
to 4380 hours. However, many climate files include more than 4380 positive values, as
partially illuminated conditions before the sun rises or after it sets might be recorded by
instrumentation. Any comparison of CBDM metrics run without schedule should consider
this factor, and make sure that the climate file contains only 4380 positive values.
Sky models
The evaluation on sky models was performed with a different methodology (presented in
Sections 3.2.3 and 5.2.2) than the sensitivity analysis carried out on other factors. This
was deemed beneficial to analyse in more depth the differences found in the inter-model
comparison and attributed to the sun and sky description constructed by each simulation
technique. The comparison between the sky models available in Radiance to generate the
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sky matrix used in the ‘phased’ methods resulted in generally good correlations. Similarly,
when using different simulation techniques to calculate the annual illuminance profile for
a single point looking upward under an unobstructed sky, the errors were very small. This
indicates that the illuminance values resulting from the entire sky vault are comparable
for all techniques and add up to similar total values. The differences in indoor illumi-
nance results found in the inter-model comparisons might be due predominantly to the
differences in directionality and consequent spatial distribution of the light related to the
sun component. The sky luminance intensity and distribution are much less influential.
An additional analysis was carried out on the ‘phased’ methods to understand their
sensitivity to the sky discretisation. Only the 2-phase method was found to be affected
by changes in subdivision schemes, whereas the 3- and 5-phase methods do not exhibit
significant differences, as they do not ‘see’ the outdoor environment directly but through a
BSDF description of the apertures; they are therefore sensitive to the BSDF discretisation
scheme instead, as investigated by McNeil (2011).
Geometry
When the geometrical parameters – orientation, analysis grid and reflectance values –
were analysed, the spacing assigned to the analysis grid was found to have a very small
influence on the annual results. However, when the comparison between simulated and
measured data was performed in Chapter 6, the methodology applied in the first instance
had to be changed because the sensor density was not high enough to capture the vertical
luminance gradient on the walls. Any analysis that looks at measured data should consider
the accuracy of sensor positions within the simulated scene.
Orientation had a significant impact on most CBDM metrics, especially on ASE,
which considers only direct sunlight and it is therefore equal to zero for any space that
has apertures only towards due North. DA displayed very small variations related to
changes in orientation, except for rooms with little daylight access. For rooms with large
apertures, the set threshold of 300 lx on the working plane could be reached even without
direct sunlight entering the space, i.e. even when the main windows were oriented towards
North.
Reflectances were found to significantly influence annual metrics, although in dissimi-
lar ways. TAI results displayed the same exponential correlation that governs the Average
Daylight Factor (ADF) equation; DA values were instead characterised by a linear cor-
relation with reflectance, resulting in a decrease of sensitivity for higher reflectances (see
Section 5.2.3.3).
The 3D model geometry itself was not investigated through sensitivity analysis. In-
stead, the four classrooms chosen as case studies provided a range of realistic variability
in room dimensions and configurations. This is obviously limited to the average size of
a classroom space, while other types of buildings with non-standard spaces could be po-
tentially affected differently by geometry-related variations. The approach of using case
studies rather than ‘shoe-box’ geometry was preferred in this study, to contextualise the
analyses and to relate them to the real spaces from the beginning.
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7.3 On the measurements
Chapter 6 presented the investigation carried out into the relationship between data ob-
tained from CBDM evaluations and data collected via long-term monitoring techniques,
namely High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging. In recent years, the amount of environmen-
tal data recorded and collected in real spaces has been growing exponentially (Royapoor
and Roskilly, 2015). This type of datasets has the potential to inform Building Perfor-
mance Simulation (BPS) and to transform the way building physics models used within
software are validated. Most validations currently rely on correlations between simulated
quantities and measurements taken in controlled test environments, thus they are unreal-
istic by definition. Instead, the data collected in real settings could lead to the creation of
systemic models that take into account the complex variability found in existing buildings.
After performing an experimental validation to ensure that a model is physically sound, a
calibration of all the other simulation assumptions should be performed against real data.
This is already applied in Building Energy Performance Simulation (BEPS) and is known
as data-driven detailed model calibration (Coakley et al., 2014).
The results obtained in Chapter 6 show that HDR images are a powerful and reliable
source of luminous data for calibration purposes, to be used directly as luminance values
or to derive the illuminance field falling onto surfaces, if their reflectance is known and if it
can be reliably assumed that they behaves similarly to a perfect diffuser. The cross-check
validation with vertical illuminances recorded by an illuminance data logger resulted in a
good correlation (R2 = 0.96) and very small errors (MBE = 20 lux and RMSE = 33 lux).
The comparison between the illuminance values resulting from a CBDM evaluation
performed with the 4-component method and the illuminance values derived from HDR
images resulted in MBEs comprised between 3 and 65%, strongly dependent on the sky
conditions. Days characterised by low luminosity displayed a better correlation (R2 >
0.83), while days characterised by stable luminous conditions displayed smaller errors.
However, the analysis was limited to six days and more data should be considered to
consolidate these findings. Additionally, the hourly time step should be replaced by a
higher temporal resolution, e.g. every 10 minutes, to better capture variable sky conditions.
As such, the analysis – as conducted here – presents many limitations, but it showed to
be a promising methodology for application in future research.
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Conclusions
8.1 Summary
The applicability of Climate-Based Daylight Modelling was assessed in the present thesis.
The work consisted in three parts, each of them tackling a specific objective:
• How climate-based daylight modelling (CBDM) is currently used by researchers and
practitioners;
• What is the sensitivity of CBDM evaluations to the particular simulation technique
and to the main input parameters;
• How well CBDM agrees with the luminous data collected in real occupied spaces.
The answers collected in the first part of the study (reported in Chapter 4) showed
a diverse picture of the application of CBDM in practice, with several distinct workflows
customised by the users to meet their specific needs. The whole field was evolving very
rapidly at the time of writing, and these specific workflows might have changed later, but
one point worth noting is that different simulation techniques were used interchangeably
to obtain the same type of evaluation and final metrics.
The sensitivity to the choice of simulation technique was investigated through an inter-
model comparison, between the following Radiance-based methods:
• 4-component method;
• DAYSIM;
• 2-phase method;
• 3-phase method;
• 5-phase method.
The comparison was performed using four case study classroom spaces, with all win-
dows characterised by clear glazing at first and adding different types of shading devices
later (see Section 5.1). Significant differences were found between these CBDM techniques,
in particular when considering the direct sun component, which is treated in a different
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way by each of them. The level of abstraction introduced in each technique, to allow for
efficient annual simulations, has direct implications on their domain of applicability. It is
therefore important to understand whether any chosen method is suitable for the desired
evaluation, since this study has proven that they are not always interchangeable.
Within each simulation method, the sensitivity to input parameters assigned by the
user was analysed in Section 5.2. The same case studies as previously mentioned were used.
The parameters and assumptions under investigation were: (i) the source and temporal
resolution of climate data; (ii) the luminance distribution and discretisation scheme of sky
models; (iii) the optical properties and the orientation of the modelled rooms, together
with the spatial resolution of the analysis grid on the horizontal working plane.
With post-occupancy evaluations, the simulation models can be calibrated to better
represent the reality and to understand the validity of the initial design assumptions. A
method to compare simulation results with luminous data collected with High Dynamic
Range (HDR) images was illustrated in Chapter 6. At this stage, this was only a proof-of-
concept and the analysis conducted for this work would need to be refined. The evaluation
was limited to six days during which the classrooms were not in use, and the hourly time
step was found to be too coarse for the variability observed in the measured sky conditions.
8.2 Key findings
The answers from the survey presented in Chapter 4 demonstrated that, at the time
of writing, none of the existing simulation techniques, tools or workflows qualified as
a de-facto standard in CBDM. The users’ adoption of diverse workflows to carry out
similar evaluations and to calculate the same metrics highlighted the fact that different
CBDM simulation techniques were used interchangeably, with little knowledge about the
differences that characterise each of them.
The subsequent inter-model comparison (Section 5.1) was essential to understand the
extent of such differences. Some of the investigated techniques sacrificed part of their
accuracy to speed up simulation time (e.g. DAYSIM or the 3-phase method), while other
techniques were able to reach accurate results but were not always considered practical
for generic evaluations (e.g. the 5-phase method). It is therefore extremely important for
the users to have an adequate knowledge of the discipline and to approach it in a critical
manner. Each simulation technique should be used within its domain of applicability, as
suggested below.
4-component method Based on the Radiance original rtrace command, which has
been extensively and accurately validated for clear glazing. Thanks to the use of
ambient interpolation and caching, it can efficiently handle a large amount of virtual
sensors. This makes the 4-component method very accurate in the reproduction of
shadows and solar patches cast by direct sunlight. Consequently, the evaluation of
ASE is very accurate, equivalent to the method specified by LM-83-12 (The Daylight
Metrics Committee, 2012), i.e. using recursive rtrace runs with -ab 0 for each time
step in a year.
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DAYSIM Implemented in numerous software interfaces, it is the ideal platform to start
exploring CBDM. The most common implementation (interpolated mode) can re-
liably produce yearly illuminance profiles, from which any metric based on global,
averaged illuminances can be calculated (e.g. DA, UDI, TAI). Metrics based on di-
rect sunlight – such as ASE – are not as accurate, due to the simultaneous presence
of four suns in the sky at any given daytime, which lead to the creation of unreal-
istic solar patterns on the working plane. For the same reason, any evaluation that
strictly depends on the sun angle and intensity should not be based on the results
obtained from DAYSIM’s interpolated mode.
2-phase method It was found to be significantly quicker than any other technique, for
a low-medium sky resolution (MF:2). However, with such resolution the sun is
represented as a large solid angle glow light source, causing the sunlight to be
spread over larger areas than desired. The sky resolution can be increased, but at
loss of computational speed. There is very little documentation and no published
validations available for this specific technique, although the rcontrib command
that underpin it is used for the 3- and 5-phase methods too. The 2-phase method
can be considered suitable for quick evaluations during concept design stage, but it
cannot handle BSDF materials.
3-phase method Specifically created for parametric analysis of the building fenestra-
tion and shading strategy. It relies on the Daylight Coefficients (DC) matrix multi-
plication to speed up the comparison between different Complex Fenestration Sys-
tems (CFSs), which are described by Klems basis BSDF materials. Such descriptions
can be provided by manufacturers or found in glazing databases, so that simulation
users do not need to accurately model the exact geometry and optical properties of
CFSs. The resolution of the Klems basis (145 x 145 patches) is however the main
drawback when accurate evaluations are needed. The large solid angles cannot rep-
resent systems characterised by specular transmittance. All evaluations for which
the directionality and the peak intensity of direct sunlight are important cannot rely
on the 3-phase method’s results. Conversely, metrics such as DA and UDI can be
reliably obtained with this method too.
5-phase method Improves the accuracy of the 3-phase method by re-calculating the
direct sunlight component. This technique allows high accuracy daylighting evalu-
ations when BSDF materials are present. The variable resolution Tensor-Tree basis
applied within the 5-phase method is able to represent light peaks that the Klems
basis cannot represent. However, Tensor-Tree descriptions are not currently avail-
able in databases, and therefore need to be created after modelling the fenestration
geometry (using for example genBSDF).
The sensitivity analysis performed afterwards, in Section 5.2, assessed the influence of
design assumptions on annual performance metrics. Among the analysed factors, the most
influential were found to be: (i) the external luminous conditions as found in standard
climate files; (ii) the orientation of the building main apertures; (iii) the optical properties
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assigned to the surfaces represented in the 3D geometry. This outcome had to be expected
– and desired – as CBDM was introduced with the specific purpose of taking into account
the effect of climate and orientation on the luminous environment. The least influential
factors, on annual daylight metrics, were the temporal resolution and the spacing of the
analysis grid. It is worth noting that each CBDM metric responded in a different manner
when varying the aforementioned parameters. This is an important consideration for
designs based on parametric analysis, as the most appropriate performance metrics should
be selected after an attentive analysis of their relationship with the parameters under
investigation. Preferably, whenever possible, they should also be complemented by a wider
analysis of the annual data produced by the simulation (luminances or illuminances), as
well as visual strategies to show the results in relation to the space under evaluation
(false-colour renderings, plots on the horizontal and/or vertical views, etc.).
Given the fact that input such as external luminous conditions and interior optical
properties were found to be very important for an accurate evaluations, they should be
subject to further assessment to verify their adequacy for CBDM. One of the possible
routes to improve the information available to CBDM evaluations is model calibration
based on data collected through monitoring studies. One method to perform this cali-
bration was explored and proposed in the present work (Chapter 6): the luminance data
collected with HDR techniques were compared to the illuminance data obtained from
CBDM simulations. The comparison was satisfying for days with stable overcast sky con-
ditions, but less so for sunny days. Further research is needed to satisfactorily assess the
reliability of this method.
8.3 Future directions
The present work highlighted the need for further research and activity in the following
directions to:
• Develop benchmark models and procedures to facilitate the comparison between
different CBDM software and simulation techniques;
• Improve the accuracy of photometric data within standard climate files;
• Refine the process of calibrating CBDM evaluations through the use of HDR data,
explored in the last part of this work.
The first point arises from the fact that the inter-model comparison presented in Section
5.1 exposed some profound differences between the simulation techniques currently used,
and that these differences directly impact some of the metrics specified in building guide-
lines. This situation calls for an improved consistency among daylight assessments, to
reliably compare the annual daylight performance obtained from different software. To
do so, the users should be provided with tools that allow them to test which is the right
simulation technique for their needs. This should be done by improving the available
documentation and by adding benchmarking mechanisms that set authoritative, common
reference points. These benchmarking tools could differ in nature; some of the possible
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implementations could be any combination of the following: (i) complete documentation
of the available simulation techniques and updated list of software interfaces that employs
those techniques; (ii) test models suite, with pre-built geometries available to download in
several formats, accompanied by expected annual results obtained with a ‘ground truth’
technique, e.g. brute-forced rtrace runs for Radiance; (iii) accuracy test within the soft-
ware, for example comparing some random instants in time obtained with rtrace to the
same instance extracted from the illuminance profile generated by an annual evaluation.
Each of these solutions has advantages and disadvantages, but implementing any of them
would be a very useful starting point. If CBDM metrics are set to become more common
in future building guidelines, as seems to be the case, then there needs to be a system to
ensure fair comparisons across CBDM software.
The second point in the list is of particular importance for CBDM, as annual represen-
tative photometric data are at the basis of the whole evaluation, allowing the recreation
of realistic sky conditions and consequent indoor luminous levels. The analyses conducted
in the present thesis on weather data were too limited to assess their quality, but the
sensitivity of annual metrics to the source of climate files highlighted the need to check
more carefully the causes of the uncertainty in results.
The last point is intended to be a direct continuation of the work explored and pre-
sented in Chapter 6. The vast database of HDR images collected over a period of several
months (Drosou et al., 2016) has great potential to test simulation results against data
collected in real world, occupied spaces. Being able to compare simulated results with
measured ones is very important to refine the accuracy of models and initial assumptions.
The analyses performed here were limited to few days and to hourly time steps, but the
proposed calibration method looked promising for further evaluations. Further studies of
this kind, based on long-term monitoring of occupied spaces coupled with simulations,
would provide a vast amount of new information on the interactions between light, people
and space.
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B.1 Classroom L3
Figure B.1: Interior view of classroom L3, as seen by the monitoring camera (left) and as rendered
in Radiance (centre), and exterior view of the model built in SketchUp (right).
Classroom L3 is the newest one, completed in 2014. It has a large floor plan (88.15 m2)
and it is furnished with equipment for laboratory work, even though it was regularly used
for taught classes too. The North-West side is almost completely composed of double-
glazed windows that form a curtain-wall (Window-to-Wall Ratio (WWR) equal to 69%),
for a total glazed area of 24.23 m2, corresponding to a Window-to-Floor Ratio (WFR) of
28%.
Two strips of the glazed facade can be opened towards the outside, and no shading
systems are mounted on the windows. The electric lighting system is composed by an
array of 5 x 3 recessed luminaires, controlled by three different switches: one for the three
lights closer to the smartboard wall; one for the row of lights along the windows; and one
for the remaining lights.
The room is located at the first floor of the school building and has no major obstruc-
tions visible from its windows, as they are facing a car park and a street.
L3 (Fig. B.3) is characterised by a rather uniform illumination, with most of the
illuminance data recorded throughout the year (during occupied hours) within the range
100–3000 lx (i.e. a UDI-c, combined, value of 93.11%). Few instances of low and high
illuminances are visible, respectively at the back of the room (in the UDI-n plot) and
close to the windows (in the UDI-x plot). From the temporal map, a period with higher
light level coming through the windows can be recognised in the late afternoon of summer
days, which is coherent with the room North-West orientation. The high values however
fall outside of the occupancy period, and are therefore not accounted for in the metric
calculations. If another occupancy scheduled was applied to the results, the space reported
performance would change consequently.
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Figure B.2: Plan view and cross section of room L3. The furniture is presented in light grey colour;
the luminaires position on the ceiling is signed with a dashed line; the position of the
smartboard and the teacher’s pc are reported, together with the position and the
view angle of the camera used for the HDR monitoring.
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Figure B.3: Colourmap and horizontal plots of CBDM metrics for room L3, from data obtained
using the 5-phase method. The temporal map at the top of the Figure represents the
average exposure on the working plane during a full year. The other images show the
annual metrics plotted on the horizontal working plane of room L3.
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B.2 Classroom L7
Figure B.5: Interior view of classroom L7, as seen by the monitoring camera (left) and as rendered
in Radiance (centre), and exterior view of the model built in SketchUp (right).
Classroom L7 is part of the same institution of L3, but it is located in an older
building, completed in the 1960s. The floor area is 41.89 m2. The classroom is situated
in a corner of the first floor and presents apertures on two adjacent aspects. One of them,
looking towards North-East, has a bigger WWR (48%) than the aspect facing South-East,
which has a WWR of 30%. All the windows are single glazed; only some of them can
be opened, but only with a limited movement around the vertical median axis. The five
bigger windows (130 x 217 cm) can be shaded with white fabric vertical blinds, which
slide on one side of the windows, partially covering the glazed surface even when they are
completely opened. The four little windows at the top of the South-East wall have black
venetian blinds in place. In every visit made to this room during the year-long monitoring
study, the venetian blinds were always completely shut and from the teachers’ recount it
was verified that they are left down and never operated. The windows are looking at one
of the internal school yards and have several obstructions in front of them, starting from
deciduous trees just outside, to nearby buildings a little further.
The movable furniture in the room changed configuration very frequently, depending on
the class needs. The teacher can use a smartboard connected to a projector on the North-
West wall, or a simple whiteboard on the South-West wall. Most of the available wall
surfaces are covered with posters and teaching material. The floor is carpeted, walls and
ceiling are painted. The lighting system is composed by six fluorescent tubes, controlled
in pairs by three switches.
L7 (Fig. B.7) is a double-aspect room and therefore receives a lot of daylight, specifi-
cally from early morning until noon. The high illuminance levels are signalled by an high
UDI-x value of 16.43%, especially in close proximity of the large North-East windows.
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Figure B.7: Colourmap and horizontal plots of CBDM metrics for room L7, from data obtained
using the 5-phase method. The temporal map at the top of the Figure represents the
average exposure on the working plane during a full year. The other images show the
annual metrics plotted on the horizontal working plane of room L7.
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B.3 Classroom M1
Figure B.9: Interior view of classroom M1, as seen by the monitoring camera (left) and as rendered
in Radiance (centre), and exterior view of the model built in SketchUp (right).
Classroom M1 is part of a different school, a modern college formed of one single
building completed in 2010 under the Building Schools for the Future scheme. It is a deep
plan room 5 x 8.14 m (40.7 m2), with a window on the small side facing South; the WWR
is 24%. Mounted on that window there are both internal and external shadings. On the
interior there are blue fabric vertical blinds, while on the exterior an horizontal overhang
with aluminium louvers is placed above the window. The room is at the ground floor
and look towards the school garden; being relatively new, the trees in the garden are still
small and they do not obstruct the room access to light. The only partial obstruction is
the large roof eaves above the entrance area, on the right side of the room field of view.
The configuration of the desks in the room is often changed; both the smartboard and
the whiteboard are hung on the West side wall.
The floor is carpeted with a grey coloured fabric, the walls are painted and the dropped
ceiling is composed of white tiles, among which six recessed luminaires are mounted.
M1 (Fig. B.11) is a deep-plan room with a window on the South facade and it is
therefore characterised by very high illuminance values on the side near the window,
especially in winter, and very low values at the back of the room. This results in a low
uniformity as well.
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Figure B.10: Plan view and cross section of room M1. The furniture is presented in light grey
colour; the position of the smartboard, whiteboard and teacher’s pc are reported,
together with the position and the view angle of the camera used for the HDR
monitoring.
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Figure B.11: Colourmap and horizontal plots of CBDM metrics for room M1, from data obtained
using the 5-phase method. The temporal map at the top of the Figure represents
the average exposure on the working plane during a full year. The other images
show the annual metrics plotted on the horizontal working plane of room M1.
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B.4 Classroom M5
Figure B.13: Interior view of classroom M5, as seen by the monitoring camera (left) and as ren-
dered in Radiance (centre), and exterior view of the model built in SketchUp (right).
Classroom M5 is in the same school as classroom M1, but at the first floor of the
opposite side, the one oriented towards North. Its main window faces North and looks at
some lower service rooms, thus having an almost unobstructed view of the sky. The room
has a sloped ceiling that rises from 3.25 m on the North side to 4.70 m on the South; at
the top of the South wall, there is a clerestory window that lets direct sunlight in, but is
partially obstructed by a nearby clerestory window built over the school central atrium.
Both windows have internal shadings, namely blue fabric vertical blinds that retract on
one side.
The whiteboard and the smartboard are both on the West wall; the desk position and
the decorations on the walls are rearranged fairly often.
M5 (Fig. B.15) is the room that cumulatively receives less light in a year, compared
with the other classrooms. The clerestory window does not seem to contribute substan-
tially to the room overall lighting, even though it is a South orientated window. The part
of the room immediately below it does not receive sufficient daylight, as the window is
placed at an high level and is vertical, limiting the sky view from the interior space. The
indirect light coming from the aperture on the North facade though is providing enough
light to reach a satisfactory UDI-c value of 88.3%.
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Figure B.14: Plan view and cross section of room M5. The furniture is presented in light grey
colour; the position of the smartboard, whiteboard and teacher’s pc are reported,
together with the position and the view angle of the camera used for the HDR
monitoring.
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Figure B.15: Colourmap and horizontal plots of CBDM metrics for room M5, from data obtained
using the 5-phase method. The temporal map at the top of the Figure represents
the average exposure on the working plane during a full year. The other images
show the annual metrics plotted on the horizontal working plane of room M5.
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Appendix C
Equations
C.1 Error Analysis
For the error analyses carried out in Chapters 5 and 6, the Mean Bias Error (MBE) and
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) were calculated as per Equations C.1 and C.2, and their
unit indicated in square brackets. When the normalised MBE and RMSE were reported,
they were calculated as per Equations C.3 and C.4, and expressed in percentage.
MBE [lux] =
1
N
N∑
i=1
yi − xi,ref (C.1)
RMSE [lux] =
√
1
N
∑N
i=1
(
yi − xi,ref
)2
(C.2)
MBE [%] =
1
N
N∑
i=1
yi − xi,ref
xi,ref
(C.3)
RMSE [%] =
√
1
N
∑N
i=1
(yi − xi,ref
xi,ref
)2
(C.4)
The MBE indicates whether a model tends to under- or over-estimate the reference
measures, on average. The RMSE gives an indication of the model fluctuations around
this average.
C.2 Correlation Analysis
To detect the correlation between different parameters, or between input parameters and
results, three main indicators were used: (i) the Spearman’s coefficient of correlation ρ; (ii)
the Pearson’s coefficient of correlation r and (iii) the Pearson’s coefficient of determination
r2. The first indicator is used to investigate the existence of any monotonic correlation,
whether that is linear or not, and can results in values within the range [−1, 1]. A value
of −1 indicates an inverse perfect correlation, whereas a value of 1 indicates a positive
perfect correlation. The second indicator specifically detects linear correlations, and it
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also results in values within the range [−1, 1]. The third indicator is equal to r squared
and is used to determine how well the regression line describes the relation between two
variables. It ranges from R2 = 0, which indicates that none of the data points is explained
by the proposed regression, to R2 = 1, indicating that all the data points can be explained
by the proposed regression.
The formula to calculate the Spearman’s coefficient of correlation is presented in Equa-
tion C.5, whereas the Pearson’s coefficient of correlation can be calculated with Equation
C.6.
ρ = 1− 6
N∑
i=1
di
2
N(N2 − 1) (C.5)
Where:
d = difference between rank position of xi and yi
N = number of data points
r =
∑N
i=1(xi − x)(yi − y)√∑N
i=1(xi − x)2
∑N
i=1(yi − y)2
(C.6)
Where:
x, y = mean values of x and y
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Appendix D
Questions for the pilot interviews
at Arup
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Designer survey
1. How would you define Climate-Based Daylight Modelling (CBDM)?!
2. When did you start using it for design purposes?!
3. Which are the last projects in which you used it? Were the architects/collaborators/clients ever explicitly 
asking for it?!
4. From which stage of the design process were you able to intervene with daylight-based variations?!
5. What compliances did you need to meet (both standards or energy rating systems) in those projects?!
6. Have you ever used annual climate calculations for evaluations/disciplines not strictly related to 
daylighting?!!
7. What is your main source for climate data?!
8. Do you make a preliminary check on the climate files? If so, how?!
9. What time step do you use? Do you interpolate the data by yourself if you need shorter time steps?!!
10. What sky model do you use? CIE Standard Skies, Perez All-weather, blended skies, others…!
11. Do you use the Daylight Coefficient (DC) method? In how many patches do you divide the sky vault?!!
12. In which software do you usually build/import the 3D model?!
13. How do you set the sensor grid points? What in your opinion are the minimum settings to provide reliable 
results?!
14. In the first design stages, which optical properties values do you assign to the various surfaces?!
15. Up to which level of complexity of the 3D model have you worked on with CBDM? !
16. Have you ever applied it within a BIM project or in a whole-building simulation, coupled with energy 
analysis?!
17. How would you model Complex Fenestration Systems (CFS)?!
18. Do you take into account user behaviour models for the shading/electrical devices control?!
19. Have you ever performed a parametric analysis where dynamic daylight parameters were taken into 
account to model the designed shape?!!
20. In which software do you usually perform the annual illuminances calculation (which method/engine does 
it run)? What final results does it provide, illuminance values at sensor points or metrics values?!
21. Do you use custom or predefined ambient calculation parameters?!!
22. Do you show separate components of daylight as an evaluation method?!
23. In which kind of projects do you use most cumulative values or time-series punctual values?!
24. Do you use CBDM metrics (e.g. Daylight Autonomy, Useful Daylight Illuminance)? How do you visualise 
them, with which software?!
25. Do you perform also analyses on the visual comfort?!
26. Have you got a specific method to visualise/communicate the field of view of the occupants or other 
metrics that are expressed in a visual way?!!
27. Could you summarise the practical workflow (software) you usually use? Other comments?
Loughborough UniversityE Brembilla
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which includes a short description of their capabilities,
weaknesses and strengths. Some of these tools are
dedicated to lighting, while others integrate it within
whole-building calculations. The list is not exhaustive
but gives an overview of the variety available. A brief
overview of current models in the context of usage in
zero-energy building design, usage and limitations is
provided by Guglielmetti et al. (2010).
This review will refer to current models mentioned
in English-language literature o ly. This section in
particular will be dedicated to models used primarily
for lighting simulation in building science. It also does
not pretend to be an exhaustive list of every model or
their features. Whole-building simulation tools will be
discussed in its respective section.
From the online list presented by USDOE, the
most influential model among the lighting simulation
research and computer graphics communities con-
tinues to be Radiance (Ward 1994, LBL 2010a). As a
measure of its influ nce in the literature, conference
proceedings by Ward (1994) have been cited 529 times
according to Google Scholar. The book by Ward and
Shakespeare (1998) has recorded 294 citations in the
Scopus database. Radiance was among the first to
generate calculation results for a fixed viewpoint, using
as input data three-dimensional geometrical descrip-
tion of a scene and physical properties of its materials.
It has also advanced some of the current calculation
techniques available in most lighting simulation
models (Ward et al. 1988)
Compared to similar software packages, Radiance
has many ‘‘non-attractive’’ characteristics. For exam-
ple, it lacks a user interface of its own and needs
considerable expertise to manipulate its variables.
Nevertheless, it continues to be favoured by the
lighting research community (Reinhart and Fitz
2006). This can be partly explained by features such
as: it is intended for building research (instead of
imaging only), is flexible to solve a great majority of
natural and electric lighting simulation problems,
is freely available and is distributed under an open-
source agreement (LBL 2010a). The open source
nature allows contributions from researchers
themselves and model continuity (Ward 2002). It is
also one of the few models validated extensively
(e.g. Grynberg 1989, Mardaljevic 1995, 2001, 2004,
Reinhart and Herkel 2000, Ng 2001, Reinhart and
Walkenhorst 2001, Reinhart and Andersen 2006).
It has presented consistent results in terms of accuracy
within acceptable limits, according to test situation.
Radiance has been incorporated as a limited lighting
simulation engine within other tools, such as
ADELINE (FIBP 2002, unsupp rted), Desktop Ra-
diance (LBL 2000, unsupported), Rayfront (Mischler
2003, unsupported), Daysim (NRC 2009) and Radian-
ceIES (IESVE 2010). However, the use of programs
known as virtual machines and in software program-
ming as ‘‘porting’’, create self-contained and system-
independent operating environments. They behave like
an operating system within another operating system.
This type of software allows programs written in one
platform to be used in a different one. It has allowed
users to run Radiance within its native UNIX
environment with comparable results.
Apart from the continuity presented by Radiance,
many tools emerged – and fell in disuse – during these
past 20 years. Some others remained in test stages.
Among the chief products in use today, commercial
software such as AGi32 (Lighting Analysts, Inc 2010)
is mentioned. Distributed mostly in North America, it
can perform electric lighting and daylight performance
analysis (Reinhart et al. 2006). For this purpose, it uses
photometric data files and has many standard CIE
sky models. Direct calculations are mainly used for
lighting fixtures. Radiosity calculations are used for
complex or daylit scenes. Limited ray tracing analysis
is used for daylight and small surfaces. The user can
decide to use backward or forward ray tracing at the
same time. Ray tracing is chiefly used in this model to
generate renderings.
Similar in scope to the pr vious program is
DIALux (DIAL GmbH 2010). It is widely used for
calculation of indoor and outdoor electric lighting
systems. It follows different national standard lighting
calculations and can import directly photometric
databases from manufacturers. There are some
Figure 1. Schematic principles of three commonly used lighting simulation algorithms: (a) ray tracing, (b) radiosity and (c)
photon map.
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1	/	10
PILOT:	CBDM	Workflows
Welcome!
We	define	Climate-Based	Daylight	Modelling	(CBDM)	as	the	daylighting
practice	that	makes	use	of	weather	data	to	inform	designers	of	the	luminous
conditions	over	the	year	that	characterise	each	specific	project.
The	common	aim	in	daylighting	practice	is	to	provide	better	quality	light	for	the
visual	comfort	and	wellbeing	of	the	building	occupants.	However,	the	tools	and
workflows	currently	used	to	perform	CBDM	are	many	and	varied.	My	research	is
focusing	on	the	applicability	of	these	workflows	and	on	how	they	compare	to
each	other.
The	answers	obtained	from	this	survey	will	be	part	of	the	research	findings	and
will	hopefully	give	us	a	better	overview	of	how	practitioners	use	CBDM	to	take
better	informed	decisions	and	to	improve	their	design.
2	/	10
General	information
1 	What	is	your	main	role?
1.a 	If	you	selected	Other,	please	specify:
2 	When	did	you	start	using	CBDM	for	your	projects?
3 	Which	is	the	latest	project	where	you	used	CBDM?
3.a 	If	you	want	you	can	specify	the	project	here:
3	/	10
Weather	Data
	 EPW	files	from	the	EnergyPlus	website
	 Meteonorm
	 CIBSE	Climate	Data
	 Mathematica	database
	 Weather	station	with	measured	data
	 Other
4 	Where	do	you	source	the	weather	data	for	your	projects?
4.a 	If	you	selected	Other,	please	specify:
	 Longer	than	1	hour
	 1	hour
	 Shorter	than	1	hour
5 	What	time	step	do	you	usually	use	for	the	simulation?
4	/	10
Model	geometry
6 	Which	software	do	you	use	more	often	to	model	or	to	import	the	project
geometry?
	 Geometrically
	 Using	BSDF	definitions
	 I	have	never	done	it
	 Other
7 	How	do	you	model	Complex	Fenestration	Systems	(e.g.	blinds,	light-pipes,
prismatic	films,	...)?
7.a 	If	you	selected	Other,	please	specify:
5	/	10
Simulation
8 	Which	software/technique	do	you	use	to	run	annual	daylight	simulations?
Yes 	 No
9 	Do	you	consider	the	user	behaviour	in	your	model	(for	blinds	and/or	electric
lights	control)?
9.a 	If	yes,	which	user's	behaviour	model	do	you	use?
	 Thermal	analysis
	 Electrical	lighting	design
	 Mechanical	loads	analysis
	 PV	panels	sizing
	 No,	I	don't
	 Other
10 	Do	you	perform	other	types	of	simulations	together	with	daylighting?	If	so,
which	one?
10.a 	If	you	selected	Other,	please	specify:
6	/	10
7	/	10
CBDM	metrics
	 Daylight	Autonomy	(DA)
	 Useful	Daylight	Illuminance	(UDI)
	 spatial	Daylight	Autonomy	(sDA)
	 Annual	Sunlight	Exposure	(ASE)
	 Daylight	Glare	Probability	(DGP)
	 None
	 Other
11 	Which	CBDM	(annual)	metrics	do	you	use	in	your	projects?
11.a 	If	you	selected	Other,	please	specify:
11.b 	Could	you	specify	the	thresholds	that	you	normally	use	for	the	metrics
you	selected?
	 LEED	v4
	 BREEAM
	 EFA	PSBP	(UK)
	 No,	I	don't
	 Other
12 	Do	you	calculate	CBDM	metrics	to	comply	with	a	specific	standard,
guideline	or	certification?	If	yes,	which	one?
8	/	10
12.a 	If	you	selected	Other,	please	specify:
	 The	same	simulation	interface
	 Excel
	 Mathematica
	 ParaView
	 Python
	 I	use	only	numerical	values,	without	visualising	them
	 Other
13 	Do	you	visualise	your	annual	results	somehow?	If	so,	what	tool	do	you
use?
13.a 	If	you	selected	Other,	please	specify:
9	/	10
Additional	comments
14 	If	you	want,	you	can	leave	your	additional	comments	here:
10	/	10
Key	for	selection	options
1	-	What	is	your	main	role?
Lighting	designer
Environmental	Engineer
Architect
Researcher
Other
3	-	Which	is	the	latest	project	where	you	used	CBDM?
Museum
Office
Educational
Commercial
Private
Exterior	design
Other
Thank	you!
The	questionnaire	is	completed,	thank	you	very	much	for
participating!
The	results	will	be	available	on	this	site:
Appendix F
Simulation scripts
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# do_ill
#!/bin/csh -f
setenv PRJ 'L3-v01' # project name
setenv M 2 # sky subdivision (e.g. MF:2)
setenv T 60 # time step
setenv MOD $PRJ.rad # model description
setenv MAT $PRJ.mat # model materials description (opaque)
setenv GRID Grid/$PRJ.pts # sensor grid
setenv WINDOWS $PRJ/Windows # glazing materials description
setenv occ 'YES' # occupancy schedule
setenv h0 8 # scheduled start time !! to be corrected for fractions of hour !!
setenv h1 18 # scheduled end time
setenv da_lux 300 # Daylight Autonomy threshold
setenv ase_lux 1000 # Annual Sunlight Exposure threshold
setenv sda_time 50 # spatial Daylight Autonomy threshold (%)
setenv udi_1 100 # UDI-s threshold
setenv udi_2 300 # UDI-a threshold
setenv udi_3 3000 # UDI-x threshold
#- set the relative rotation for the luminance distribution function
foreach r ( 000 045 090 135 180 225 270 315 )
#foreach r ( 045 )
setenv R $r
# set the transmission matrix description for 3PM and 5PM
setenv GLAZ3 $HOME/Projects/data/glazings/doubleclear80/doubleclear_w6.xml
setenv GLAZ5 $HOME/Projects/data/glazings/doubleclear80/doubleclear_t45.xml
setenv THICK 0
setenv PROXY 'N' # can be Y(ES) only if THICK != 0
# set the climate files location and create the sky luminance matrix
setenv PCLIM $HOME/Projects/data/climate/velux_2010
foreach clim (GBR_London)
setenv CLIM $clim
echo Creating the sky matrices for $clim...
csh $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/do_clim
setenv SMX clim/$clim-MF$M-t$T-$r.smx
setenv SMXD clim/$clim-MF$M-t$T-$r-d.smx
@ hfac = 60 / $T
@ yhours = $hfac * 24 * 365
setenv YHR $yhours
# run the simulations
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setenv PLOT 'YES'
# ================================ 2-phase method ==============================
setenv MET '2PM'
csh $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/2pm
python $HOME/Projects/lib/python/ill2mets.py
# ================================ 3-phase method ==============================
setenv MET '3PM'
if ($THICK == 0) then
csh $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/3pm
else
csh $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/3pm_shades
endif
python $HOME/Projects/lib/python/ill2mets.py
# ================================ 5-phase method ==============================
setenv MET '5PM'
if ($THICK == 0) then
csh $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/5pm
else
if ($PROXY == 'Y'):
csh $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/5pm_shades
else:
csh $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/5pm
endif
set lines = `wc -l < $MET/ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill`
setenv LINES $lines
python $HOME/Projects/lib/python/ill2mets.py
end
end
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# do_clim
#!/bin/csh -f
mkdir clim
if (! -e $PCLIM/$CLIM/$CLIM-t$T.wea) then
if ( $T == 60) then
echo 'A HOURLY wea file will be created from the epw file'
epw2wea $PCLIM/$CLIM/$CLIM.*.epw $PCLIM/$CLIM/$CLIM-t60.wea
else
echo 'The subhourly wea file needs to be created manually'
endif
endif
if (-e clim/$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.smx && -e clim/$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.smx) goto skip
gendaymtx -m $M -r $R $PCLIM/$CLIM/$CLIM-t$T.wea > clim/$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.smx
gendaymtx -d -m $M -r $R $PCLIM/$CLIM/$CLIM-t$T.wea >
clim/$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.smx
skip:
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# 2pm
#!/bin/csh -f
mkdir 2PM
if (-e 2PM/2pm.opt && -e 2PM/2pm_d.opt) goto skip
cp $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/2pm.opt 2PM/2pm.opt
cp $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/2pm_d.opt 2PM/2pm_d.opt
skip:
mkdir 2PM/dc
mkdir 2PM/ill
oconv -f $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/whitefull.sky $MAT $MOD $WINDOWS/*.rad >!
2PM/$PRJ.oct
echo void plastic black 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 >! 2PM/$PRJ-black.rad
xform -m black $PRJ/*.rad >> 2PM/$PRJ-black.rad
cat $PRJ/*.win >> 2PM/$PRJ-black.rad
oconv -f $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/whitefull.sky $MAT 2PM/$PRJ-black.rad
$WINDOWS/*.rad >! 2PM/$PRJ-d.oct
printf "\n(2PM) Calculating global Daylight Coefficients...\n"
cat 2PM/2pm.opt
rcontrib -n 4 @2PM/2pm.opt -I+ -e MF:$M -f reinhart.cal -b rbin -bn Nrbins -o
2PM/dc/$PRJ-MF$M.dc -m sky_glow 2PM/$PRJ.oct < $GRID
printf "\n(2PM) Calculating direct sunlight Daylight Coefficients...\n"
cat 2PM/2pm_d.opt
rcontrib -n 4 @2PM/2pm_d.opt -I+ -e MF:$M -f reinhart.cal -b rbin -bn Nrbins -o
2PM/dc/$PRJ-MF$M-d.dc -m sky_glow 2PM/$PRJ-d.oct < $GRID
printf "\n(2PM) Calculating global illuminance...\n"
rmtxop -fa $SMX | tail -n +9 | dctimestep -n $YHR 2PM/dc/$PRJ-MF$M.dc | rmtxop
-fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 - >! 2PM/ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill
printf "\n(2PM) Calculating direct illuminance...\n"
rmtxop -fa $SMXD | tail -n +9 | dctimestep -n $YHR 2PM/dc/$PRJ-MF$M-d.dc |
rmtxop -fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 - >! 2PM/ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.ill
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# 3pm
#!/bin/csh -f
mkdir 3PM
if (-e 3PM/3pm_dmx.opt && -e 3PM/3pm_vmx.opt && -e 3PM/3pm_dvmx.opt) goto skip
cp $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/3pm_dmx.opt 3PM/3pm_dmx.opt
cp $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/3pm_vmx.opt 3PM/3pm_vmx.opt
cp $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/3pm_dvmx.opt 3PM/3pm_dvmx.opt
skip:
echo 'RADIANCE AMBIENT PARAMETERS FOR THE 3-PHASE METHOD (VMX):'
cat 3PM/3pm_vmx.opt
echo 'RADIANCE AMBIENT PARAMETERS FOR THE 3-PHASE METHOD (DMX):'
cat 3PM/3pm_dmx.opt
mkdir 3PM/vmx
mkdir 3PM/dmx
mkdir 3PM/ill
oconv -f $MAT $MOD >! 3PM/$PRJ.oct
cd 3PM
# black model for the direct component only
echo void plastic black 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 >! $PRJ-black.rad
xform -m black ../$PRJ/*.rad >> $PRJ-black.rad
cat ../$PRJ/*.win >> $PRJ-black.rad
# Daylight matrix
set i = 1
foreach w ( ../$WINDOWS/*.surf )
printf "#@rfluxmtx h=kf u=Z o=vmx/window_$PRJ-$i.vmx" >! window_$PRJ-$i.rad
printf "\nvoid glow window_$PRJ-$i 0 0 4 1 1 1 0 \n" >> window_$PRJ-$i.rad
xform -m window_$PRJ-$i $w >> window_$PRJ-$i.rad
printf "#@rfluxmtx h=kf u=Z o=vmx/window_$i-d.vmx" >! window_$i-d.rad
printf "\nvoid glow window_$i-d 0 0 4 1 1 1 0 \n" >> window_$i-d.rad
xform -m window_$i-d $w >> window_$i-d.rad
rfluxmtx -n 4 -fff @3pm_dmx.opt -c 10000 window_$PRJ-$i.rad
$HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/3pm_skies/MF$M.sky -i $PRJ.oct >!
dmx/$PRJ-MF$M-$i.dmx
rfluxmtx -n 4 -fff @3pm_dmx.opt -ab 0 -c 10000 window_$i-d.rad
$HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/3pm_skies/MF$M.sky ../$MAT $PRJ-black.rad >!
dmx/$PRJ-MF$M-$i-d.dmx
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@ i++
end
cat window_$PRJ-?.rad >! window_$PRJ-all.rad
cat window_?-d.rad >! window_dir.rad
# View matrix
rfluxmtx -n 4 -I+ @3pm_vmx.opt -y `wc -l < ../$GRID` < ../$GRID -
window_$PRJ-all.rad -i $PRJ.oct
rfluxmtx -n 4 -faa -I+ @3pm_dvmx.opt -y `wc -l < ../$GRID` < ../$GRID -
window_dir.rad ../$MAT $PRJ-black.rad
set i = 1
foreach w ( ../$WINDOWS/*.surf )
rmtxop vmx/window_$PRJ-$i.vmx $GLAZ3 dmx/$PRJ-MF$M-$i.dmx ../$SMX | rmtxop
-fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 - >! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-$i.ill
rmtxop vmx/window_$i-d.vmx $GLAZ3 dmx/$PRJ-MF$M-$i-d.dmx ../$SMXD | rmtxop
-fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 - >! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-$i-d.ill
@ i++
end
# work around to find a way to recognise multiple orientations glazings and add
them together
@ i--
if ($i == 1) then
mv ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-$i.ill ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill
mv ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-$i-d.ill ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.ill
else if ($i == 2) then
rmtxop -fa ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-1.ill + ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-2.ill
>! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill
rmtxop -fa ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-1-d.ill +
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-2-d.ill >! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.ill
else if ($i == 3) then
rmtxop -fa ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-1.ill + ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-2.ill +
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-3.ill >! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill
rmtxop -fa ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-1-d.ill +
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-2-d.ill + ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-3-d.ill >!
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.ill
else if ($i == 4) then
rmtxop -fa ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-1.ill + ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-2.ill +
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-3.ill + ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-4.ill >!
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill
rmtxop -fa ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-1-d.ill +
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-2-d.ill + ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-3-d.ill +
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-4-d.ill >! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.ill
else
echo "More than four glazing orientations in the building -- correct the script"
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endif
cd ..
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# 3pm_shades
#!/bin/csh -f
mkdir 3PM
if (-e 3PM/3pm_dmx.opt && -e 3PM/3pm_vmx.opt && -e 3PM/3pm_dvmx.opt) goto skip
cp $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/3pm_dmx.opt 3PM/3pm_dmx.opt
cp $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/3pm_vmx.opt 3PM/3pm_vmx.opt
cp $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/3pm_dvmx.opt 3PM/3pm_dvmx.opt
skip:
echo 'RADIANCE AMBIENT PARAMETERS FOR THE 3-PHASE METHOD (VMX):'
cat 3PM/3pm_vmx.opt
echo 'RADIANCE AMBIENT PARAMETERS FOR THE 3-PHASE METHOD (DMX):'
cat 3PM/3pm_dmx.opt
mkdir 3PM/vmx
mkdir 3PM/dmx
mkdir 3PM/ill
oconv -f $MAT $MOD >! 3PM/$PRJ.oct
cd 3PM
# black model for the direct component only
echo void plastic black 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 >! $PRJ-black.rad
xform -m black ../$PRJ/*.rad >> $PRJ-black.rad
cat ../$PRJ/*.win >> $PRJ-black.rad
foreach w ( ../$WINDOWS/*.isurf )
set wn = $w:t:r
# Daylight matrix
printf "#@rfluxmtx h=kf u=Z" >! dmx/$wn-eglow.rad
printf "\nvoid plastic black 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0\n" >> dmx/$wn-eglow.rad
xform -m black ../$WINDOWS/$wn.esurf >> dmx/$wn-eglow.rad
printf "#@rfluxmtx h=kf u=Z" >! dmx/$wn-eglow-d.rad
printf "\nvoid plastic black 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0\n" >> dmx/$wn-eglow-d.rad
xform -m black ../$WINDOWS/$wn.esurf >> dmx/$wn-eglow-d.rad
rfluxmtx -n 4 -fff @3pm_dmx.opt -c 10000 dmx/$wn-eglow.rad
$HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/3pm_skies/MF$M.sky -i $PRJ.oct >!
dmx/$PRJ-MF$M-$wn.dmx
rfluxmtx -n 4 -fff @3pm_dmx.opt -ab 0 -c 10000 dmx/$wn-eglow-d.rad
$HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/3pm_skies/MF$M.sky ../$MAT $PRJ-black.rad
>! dmx/$PRJ-MF$M-$wn-d.dmx
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# View matrix
printf "#@rfluxmtx h=kf u=Z o=vmx/$PRJ-$wn.vmx" >! vmx/$wn-iglow.rad
printf "\nvoid glow w_glow 0 0 4 1 1 1 0 \n" >> vmx/$wn-iglow.rad
xform -m w_glow ../$WINDOWS/$wn.isurf >> vmx/$wn-iglow.rad
printf "#@rfluxmtx h=kf u=Z o=vmx/$PRJ-$wn-d.vmx" >! vmx/$wn-iglow-d.rad
printf "\nvoid glow w_glow 0 0 4 1 1 1 0 \n" >> vmx/$wn-iglow-d.rad
xform -m w_glow ../$WINDOWS/$wn.isurf >> vmx/$wn-iglow-d.rad
rfluxmtx -n 4 -I+ @3pm_vmx.opt -y `wc -l < ../$GRID` < ../$GRID -
vmx/$wn-iglow.rad -i $PRJ.oct
rfluxmtx -n 4 -faa -I+ @3pm_dvmx.opt -y `wc -l < ../$GRID` < ../$GRID -
vmx/$wn-iglow-d.rad ../$MAT $PRJ-black.rad
#TODO the bsdf function could be different depending on the orientations,
create one for each
rmtxop vmx/$PRJ-$wn.vmx $GLAZ3 dmx/$PRJ-MF$M-$wn.dmx ../$SMX | rmtxop -fa -c
47.4 119.9 11.6 - >! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-$wn.ill
rmtxop vmx/$PRJ-$wn-d.vmx $GLAZ3 dmx/$PRJ-MF$M-$wn-d.dmx ../$SMXD | rmtxop
-fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 - >! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-$wn-d.ill
if (! -e ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill ) then
mv ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-$wn.ill ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill
else
rmtxop -fa ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-$wn.ill +
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill >! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill
endif
if (! -e ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.ill ) then
mv ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-$wn-d.ill
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.ill
else
rmtxop -fa ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-$wn-d.ill +
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.ill >!
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.ill
endif
end
cd ..
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# 5pm
#!/bin/csh -f
if (! -d 3PM ) echo "You need to run the 3-phase method first!"
if ($PROXY == 'Y') then
echo "The BSDF should have thickness to use proxied geometry"
goto skip_wrongthick
endif
mkdir 5PM
if (-e 5PM/5pm_dsc.opt) goto skip
cp $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/5pm_dsc.opt 5PM/5pm_dsc.opt
skip:
echo "RADIANCE AMBIENT PARAMETERS FOR THE 5-PHASE METHOD (DSC):"
cat 5PM/5pm_dsc.opt
mkdir 5PM/dmx
mkdir 5PM/ill
if (-e clim/$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R.dsx) goto skips
gendaymtx -h -5 0.533 -d -m 6 -r $R $PCLIM/$CLIM/$CLIM-t$T.wea >
clim/$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R.dsx
skips:
cd 5PM
# black model for the direct component only
echo void plastic black 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 >! $PRJ-black.rad
xform -m black ../$PRJ/*.rad >> $PRJ-black.rad
cat ../$PRJ/*.win >> $PRJ-black.rad
mkdir bsdf
foreach w ( ../$WINDOWS/*.isurf )
set wn = $w:r:t
# creating the bsdf definition for the direct sun matrix
echo void BSDF BSDFproxy 6 0 $GLAZ5 0 0 1 . 0 0 >! bsdf/glazing_bsdf_$wn.rad
xform -m BSDFproxy ../$WINDOWS/$wn.isurf >> bsdf/glazing_bsdf_$wn.rad
# Direct sun ill matrix
oconv -f ../$MAT $PRJ-black.rad bsdf/glazing_bsdf_$wn.rad
$HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/5pm_suns.rad > $PRJ-suns-$wn.oct
rcontrib -n 4 -I+ @5pm_dsc.opt -faa -e MF:6 -f reinhart.cal -b rbin -bn
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Nrbins -o dmx/solarDC-MF6-$wn.dsc -m solar $PRJ-suns-$wn.oct < ../$GRID
dctimestep -n $YHR dmx/solarDC-MF6-$wn.dsc ../clim/$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R.dsx |
rmtxop -fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 - >! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-$wn-sun.ill
if (! -e ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-sun.ill ) then
mv ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-$wn-sun.ill
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-sun.ill
else
rmtxop -fa ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-$wn-sun.ill +
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-sun.ill >!
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-sun.ill
endif
end
# Final ill matrix
rmtxop -fa ../3PM/ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill + -s -1
../3PM/ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.ill + ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-sun.ill
>! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill
cd ..
skip_wrongthick:
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# 5pm_shades
#!/bin/csh -f
if (! -d 3PM ) echo "You need to run the 3-phase method first!"
if ($THICK == 0) then
echo "The system should have a thickness with this method"
goto skip_wrongthick
endif
mkdir 5PM
if (-e 5PM/5pm_dsc.opt) goto skip
cp $HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/5pm_dsc.opt 5PM/5pm_dsc.opt
skip:
echo "RADIANCE AMBIENT PARAMETERS FOR THE 5-PHASE METHOD (DSC):"
cat 5PM/5pm_dsc.opt
mkdir 5PM/dmx
mkdir 5PM/ill
if (-e clim/$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R.dsx) goto skips
gendaymtx -h -5 0.533 -d -m 6 -r $R $PCLIM/$CLIM/$CLIM-t$T.wea >
clim/$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R.dsx
skips:
cd 5PM
# black model for the direct component only
echo void plastic black 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 >! $PRJ-black.rad
xform -m black ../$PRJ/*.rad >> $PRJ-black.rad
cat ../$PRJ/*.win >> $PRJ-black.rad
mkdir bsdf
foreach w ( ../$WINDOWS/*.isurf)
set wn = $w:r:t
# creating the bsdf definition for the direct sun matrix
echo void BSDF BSDFproxy 6 $THICK $GLAZ5 0 0 1 . 0 0 >!
bsdf/glazing_bsdf_$wn.rad
xform -m BSDFproxy ../$WINDOWS/$wn.isurf >> bsdf/glazing_bsdf_$wn.rad
# Direct sun ill matrix
oconv -f ../$MAT $PRJ-black.rad ../$WINDOWS/*.rad bsdf/glazing_bsdf_$wn.rad
$HOME/Projects/lib/Radiance/5pm_suns.rad > $PRJ-suns-$wn.oct
rcontrib -n 4 -I+ @5pm_dsc.opt -faa -e MF:6 -f reinhart.cal -b rbin -bn
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Nrbins -o dmx/solarDC-MF6-$wn.dsc -m solar $PRJ-suns-$wn.oct < ../$GRID
dctimestep -n $YHR dmx/solarDC-MF6-$wn.dsc ../clim/$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R.dsx |
rmtxop -fa -c 47.4 119.9 11.6 - >! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-$wn-sun.ill
if (! -e ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-sun.ill ) then
mv ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-$wn-sun.ill
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-sun.ill
else
rmtxop -fa ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-$wn-sun.ill +
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-sun.ill >!
ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-sun.ill
endif
end
# Final ill matrix
rmtxop -fa ../3PM/ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill + -s -1
../3PM/ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R-d.ill + ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF6-t$T-$R-sun.ill
>! ill/$PRJ-$CLIM-MF$M-t$T-$R.ill
cd ..
skip_wrongthick:
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# ill2mets
#!/usr/bin/env python
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib.colors import LogNorm
from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import make_axes_locatable
import matplotlib.gridspec as g
import os
import glob
import calendar
prj = str(os.environ.get('PRJ'))
met = str(os.environ.get('MET'))
clim = str(os.environ.get('CLIM'))
pclim = str(os.environ.get('PCLIM'))
plot = str(os.environ.get('PLOT'))
t = int(os.environ.get('T'))
r = str(os.environ.get('R'))
m = int(os.environ.get('M'))
occ = 'YES'
occ = str(os.environ.get('occ')) # occupancy schedule yes or no
h0 = float(os.environ.get('h0')) # scheduled start time
h1 = float(os.environ.get('h1')) # scheduled end time
da_lux = int(os.environ.get('da_lux')) # Daylight Autonomy threshold
ase_lux = int(os.environ.get('ase_lux')) # Annual Sunlight Exposure threshold
sda_time = int(os.environ.get('sda_time')) # spatial Daylight Autonomy threshold
(%)
udi_1 = int(os.environ.get('udi_1')) # UDI-s threshold
udi_2 = int(os.environ.get('udi_2')) # UDI-a threshold
udi_3 = int(os.environ.get('udi_3')) # UDI-x threshold
# ===============================================================================
n_sensor = np.loadtxt(open('Grid/' + prj + '_n_sen.txt'))
header = 7
if (met == '5PM'):
lines = int(os.environ.get('LINES'))
header = int(lines - (n_sensor[0] * n_sensor[1]) - 1)
if not os.path.exists('RESULTS'):
os.makedirs('RESULTS')
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# creating the index for the illuminances array
hstep = float(t / 60.) # steps in an hour
day = np.arange(hstep / 2, 24 + hstep / 2, hstep)
day_ds = day + 1
year = np.tile(day, 365)
fn = met + '/ill/' + prj + '-' + clim + '-MF' + str(m) + '-t%02u-' % t + r +
'.ill'
ill = np.loadtxt(open(fn), skiprows=header)
ill = ill.T
# direct only illuminances
fn = met + '/ill/' + prj + '-' + clim + '-MF' + str(m) + '-t%02u-' % t + r +
'-d.ill'
if (met == '5PM'):
fn = met + '/ill/' + prj + '-' + clim + '-MF6-t%02u-' % t + r + '-sun.ill'
illd = np.loadtxt(open(fn), skiprows=7)
illd = illd.T
if occ == 'YES':
# beginning and ending of Daylight Saving Time
ds0 = 85
ds1 = 301
year[ds0 * 24 * hstep:ds1 * 24 * hstep] = year[ds0 * 24 * hstep:ds1 * 24 *
hstep] + 1
ill = pd.DataFrame(ill, index=year)
criterion = (ill.index >= h0) & (ill.index < h1)
occhrs = ill[criterion]
illd = pd.DataFrame(illd, index=year)
criteriond = (illd.index >= h0) & (illd.index < h1)
occhrsd = illd[criterion]
print len(occhrs)
else:
f = glob.glob(pclim + '/' + clim + '/' + clim + '*.epw')
irr = np.loadtxt(open(f[0]), delimiter=',', skiprows=8, usecols=[13])
hirr_ix = irr.argsort()[-(4380 * hstep):]
# ill = pd.DataFrame(ill)
occhrs = ill[hirr_ix]
occhrs = pd.DataFrame(occhrs)
occhrsd = illd[hirr_ix]
occhrsd = pd.DataFrame(occhrsd)
print len(occhrs)
# total annual 'illuminance' (exposure in klx hr) weighted on the area (#
sensors)
tai = (occhrs.sum(axis=0)) * hstep / 1000
tai_mean = np.around(tai.mean(), decimals=2)
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# if (occ == 'YES'):
da = (occhrs[occhrs.ix[:, :] >= da_lux].count()) * 100 / len(occhrs.index)
sDA = (float(da[da >= sda_time].count())) * 100 / float(n_sensor[0] *
n_sensor[1])
ase_n = (occhrsd[occhrsd.ix[:, :] > ase_lux].count())
ase = float(ase_n[ase_n > (250 / hstep)].count()) * 100 / float(n_sensor[0] *
n_sensor[1])
udi_n = (occhrs[occhrs.ix[:, :] < udi_1].count()) * 100 / len(occhrs.index)
udi_s = (occhrs[(occhrs.ix[:, :] >= udi_1) & (occhrs.ix[:, :] < udi_2)].count())
* 100 / len(occhrs.index)
udi_a = (occhrs[(occhrs.ix[:, :] >= udi_2) & (occhrs.ix[:, :] < udi_3)].count())
* 100 / len(occhrs.index)
udi_x = (occhrs[occhrs.ix[:, :] >= udi_3].count()) * 100 / len(occhrs.index)
# else:
# occhrs.iloc[darkh, :] = np.nan
# da = (occhrs[occhrs.ix[:, :] >= da_lux].count()) * 100 / float(n_day)
# sDA = np.around((float(da[da >= sda_time].count())) * 100 /
float(len(da)), decimals=2)
# udi_n = (occhrs[occhrs.ix[:, :] < udi_1].count()) * 100 / float(n_day)
# udi_s = (occhrs[(occhrs.ix[:, :] >= udi_1) & (occhrs.ix[:, :] <
udi_2)].count()) * 100 / float(n_day)
# udi_a = (occhrs[(occhrs.ix[:, :] >= udi_2) & (occhrs.ix[:, :] <
udi_3)].count()) * 100 / float(n_day)
# udi_x = (occhrs[occhrs.ix[:, :] >= udi_3].count()) * 100 / float(n_day)
da_mean = np.around(da.mean(), decimals=2)
n = np.around(udi_n.mean(), decimals=2)
s = np.around(udi_s.mean(), decimals=2)
a = np.around(udi_a.mean(), decimals=2)
x = np.around(udi_x.mean(), decimals=2)
mets = np.zeros(8)
mets = np.array([[n], [s], [a], [x], [da_mean], [sDA], [tai_mean], [ase]]).T
columns = ['UDI-n', 'UDI-s', 'UDI-a', 'UDI-x', 'DA', 'sDA', 'TAI', 'ASE']
res = pd.DataFrame(mets, columns=columns)
res.to_csv('RESULTS/' + prj + '-' + met + '-' + clim + '-MF' + str(m) +
'-t%02u-' % t + r + '.txt', sep='\t',
header=True, index=False, float_format='%.1f')
# ===============================================================================
# Plots == TAI and DA
if (plot == 'YES'):
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ill_avg = ill.mean(axis=1).values.reshape((365, 24 / hstep))
ill_avg[ill_avg == 0] = np.nan
j = int(1)
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(8.27, 11.69))
gs1 = g.GridSpec(1, 1)
gs1.update(left=0.12, right=0.97, top=0.93, bottom=0.65)
ax1 = plt.subplot(gs1[0])
p1 = plt.imshow(ill_avg.T, interpolation='nearest', origin='image',
aspect='auto',
norm=LogNorm(vmin=10, vmax=10000), cmap='Spectral_r')
ax1.set_title('Workplane averaged exposure [klux hrs]')
ax1.set_xticks(np.arange(12) * 30 + 15)
ax1.set_xticklabels(calendar.month_abbr[1:13], rotation=17)
ax1.set_yticks(((np.arange(5) + 1) * 4 / hstep) - 0.5)
ax1.set_yticklabels(['4:00', '8:00', '12:00', '16:00', '20:00'], rotation=0)
cmap = p1.get_cmap()
cmap.set_bad(color='k', alpha=.85)
if occ == 'YES':
ax1.axhline(y=h0 / hstep - 0.5, ls=':', c='w', lw=2)
ax1.axhline(y=h1 / hstep - 0.5, ls=':', c='w', lw=2)
c1 = plt.colorbar(p1, fraction=0.046, pad=0.04)
c1.set_label('klux hrs')
gs2 = g.GridSpec(2, 2)
gs2.update(top=0.58, wspace=0.4, hspace=0.2)
ax2 = plt.subplot(gs2[0])
ax2.set_title('Total Annual Illuminance')
p2 = plt.imshow(tai.values.reshape(n_sensor[0], n_sensor[1]).T, vmin=0,
vmax=10000,
interpolation='nearest', origin='image', cmap='CMRmap') #
'Spectral_r')
axes = ax2.axes
axes.set_xticklabels([])
for tic in axes.xaxis.get_major_ticks():
tic.tick1On = tic.tick2On = False
axes.get_yaxis().set_visible(False)
axes.set_xlabel(str(tai_mean) + ' klx hrs')
divider = make_axes_locatable(ax2)
cax = divider.append_axes("right", size="5%", pad=0.1)
c2 = plt.colorbar(cax=cax)
c2.set_label('klux hrs')
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ax4 = plt.subplot(gs2[2])
ax4.set_title('Daylight Autonomy')
p4 = plt.imshow(da.values.reshape(n_sensor[0], n_sensor[1]).T, vmin=0,
vmax=100,
interpolation='nearest', origin='image', cmap='CMRmap') #
'Spectral_r')
axes = ax4.axes
axes.set_xticklabels([])
for tic in axes.xaxis.get_major_ticks():
tic.tick1On = tic.tick2On = False
axes.get_yaxis().set_visible(False)
axes.set_xlabel(str(da_mean) + ' %')
divider = make_axes_locatable(ax4)
cax = divider.append_axes("right", size="5%", pad=0.1)
c4 = plt.colorbar(cax=cax)
c4.set_label('%')
ax5 = plt.subplot(gs2[3])
ax5.axis('off')
ax5.text(0.1, 1, 'TAI: ' + str(tai_mean) + ' klux hrs \nDA: ' + str(da_mean)
+ \
' % \n\n' + 'Occupancy hours:\n' + str(h0) + ':00 - ' + str(h1) +
':00\n\n' + clim + '\n\n' + \
prj + '\n' + met + '-MF' + str(m) + '-t' + str(t) + '-' + r,
horizontalalignment='left',
verticalalignment='top',
fontsize=15, color='k',
transform=ax5.transAxes)
fig.savefig('RESULTS/' + prj + '-' + met + '-' + clim + '-MF' + str(m) +
'-t%02u-' % t + r + '.pdf',
papertype='a4')
#
===============================================================================
# Plots == UDIs
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(8.27, 11.69))
gs1 = g.GridSpec(3, 2)
gs1.update(wspace=.2, hspace=.3) # left=0.12, right=0.97,
udis = [udi_n, udi_s, udi_a, udi_x, udi_s + udi_a]
udis_avg = [n, s, a, x, s + a]
titles = ['UDI-n [<100 lx]', 'UDI-s [100-300 lx]', 'UDI-a [300-3000 lx]',
'UDI-x [>3000 lx]', 'UDI-c [100-3000 lx]']
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for i in xrange(5):
ax = plt.subplot(gs1[i])
ax.set_title(titles[i])
p = plt.imshow(udis[i].values.reshape(n_sensor[0], n_sensor[1]).T,
vmin=0, vmax=100,
interpolation='nearest', origin='image', cmap='CMRmap') #
'Spectral_r')
plt.tick_params(axis='both', which='both', bottom='off', top='off',
left='off', right='off',
labelbottom='off', labelleft='off')
axes = ax.axes
axes.set_xlabel(str(udis_avg[i]) + ' %')
divider = make_axes_locatable(ax)
cax = divider.append_axes("right", size="5%", pad=0.1)
c = plt.colorbar(cax=cax)
c.set_label('%')
ax5 = plt.subplot(gs1[5])
ax5.axis('off')
ax5.text(0.1, 1, 'TAI: ' + str(tai_mean) + ' klux hrs \nDA: ' + str(da_mean)
+ \
' % \n\nOccupancy hours:\n' + str(h0) + ':00 - ' + str(h1) +
':00\n\n' + clim + '\n\n' + \
prj + '\n' + met + '-MF' + str(m) + '-t' + str(t) + '-' + r,
horizontalalignment='left',
verticalalignment='top',
fontsize=15, color='k',
transform=ax5.transAxes)
fig.savefig('RESULTS/' + prj + '-' + met + '-' + clim + '-MF' + str(m) +
'-t%02u-' % t + r + '_udi.pdf',
papertype='a4')
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